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ABSTRACT 

Background: Childhood excess weight and family food insecurity are food-system related 

public health problems that exist in Canada.  Since both relate to issues of food accessibility 

and availability, which have elements of “place”, they may share common risk factors in the 

local environment that are amenable to intervention.  In this area of research, the literature 

derives mostly from a US context, and there is a dearth of high quality evidence, specifically 

from longitudinal studies. 

Objectives: The main objectives of this thesis were to examine the adjusted associations 

between the place factors: material deprivation, social deprivation, social cohesion, disorder, 

and living location, with change in child BMI Z-score and with change in family food 

insecurity status in a Canadian cohort of children. 

Methods: The Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development was used to meet the main 

objectives of this thesis.  Response data from six collection cycles (4 – 10 years of age) were 

used in three main analyses.  The first analysis examined change in child BMI Z-score as a 

function of the place factors using mixed models regression.  The second analysis examined 

change in child BMI Z-score as a function of place factors using group-based trajectory 

modeling.  The third and final analysis examined change in family food insecurity status as a 

function of the place factors using generalized estimating equations. 

Results: Social deprivation, social cohesion and disorder were strongly and positively 

associated with family food insecurity, increasing the odds by 45-76%.  These place factors, 

on the other hand, were not consistently associated with child weight status.  Material 

deprivation was not important for either outcome, except for a slight positive association in 
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the mixed models analysis of child weight status.  Living location was not important in 

explaining family food insecurity.  On the other hand, it was associated with child weight 

status in both analyses, but the nature of the relationship is still unclear.         

Conclusions: Results do not suggest that addressing similar place factors may alleviate both 

child excess weight and family food insecurity.  More high quality longitudinal and 

experimental studies are needed to clarify relationships between the local environment and 

child weight status and family food insecurity.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

This first chapter presents the problem statement for the thesis, providing a summary of 

the background, rationale and overall purpose.  The main objectives are next described, 

along with associated hypotheses.  A conceptual model then visually highlights the 

hypothesized relationships.  The problem statement, objectives, hypotheses and conceptual 

model have all been informed by a comprehensive literature review that is discussed in 

Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis.  Finally, to help the reader orient him/herself, a layout of the 

thesis is presented.     

1.1 Problem Statement 

Humans do not live in isolation.  We live in and continuously interact with our 

surrounding environments.  It is therefore likely that many different aspects of our respective 

social and physical environments (e.g. social capital, physical layout of spaces) influence our 

health, above and beyond factors at the individual level (e.g. lifestyle behaviours).  Moving 

beyond these traditional individual factors, to also consider the environments in which we 

live and interact, is needed to understand how people become and remain healthy, and 

therefore, to develop interventions that will be effective, sustainable and equitable.  Creation 

of supportive environments for health is a key pillar of the Ottawa Charter for Health 

Promotion (1).  

Childhood excess weight and family food insecurity are food-system related public 

health problems that exist in Canada.  In a simplistic sense, obesity is a condition of 

excessive adipose tissue caused by a positive energy balance (2); which includes excess 

energy intake, low energy expenditure, or both.  In 2004, 8% of children 2-17 years of age 

were obese (3).  Not only does this have potential short term impacts on health and well-
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being, but obese children often become obese adults (4), which could lead to substantial 

individual and societal costs in the future (5).   Family food insecurity, on the other hand, 

describes the economic uncertainty of being able to access and consume nutritionally 

adequate foods, with differing degrees of severity.  In 2007/2008 it was estimated that 7.7% 

of Canadian households, and 9.7% of those with children, were food insecure (6).  Food 

insecurity is not only morally unjust, especially in rich, democratic countries such as 

Canada, but is also associated with a number of physical and psychosocial problems in 

children (7;8) and adults (8;9).  It is especially worrisome for young children as they are 

most likely to be affected, and may bare its negative consequences throughout the lifecourse 

(8).  Like obesity, food insecurity may have social and economic consequences down the 

road. 

Both childhood obesity and family food insecurity involve food accessibility, 

availability, and utilization; with accessibility and availability having obvious environmental 

elements.  Including a place-based lens for determining why certain children develop and 

remain at excess weight, and why families with children become food insecure may lead to 

the identification of common environmental risk factors amenable to change that could 

ameliorate both conditions.   As such, there have been recent calls in both areas of study, to 

further our understanding of potential environmental influences (9;10).  Local environments 

surrounding places of residence, such as neighbourhoods, are a natural way to conceptualize 

‘place’ in terms of child and family health and acquiring health resources; and studies are 

finding significant relationships between certain local environmental features and both 

weight status and food insecurity (see Chapter 3).  However, this literature is heterogeneous, 

mostly cross-sectional, and often has other methodological flaws, such as failing to consider 
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important determinants like family socioeconomic status (SES).  There is also a dearth of 

evidence from Canadian populations; in both areas of study, the majority of studies have 

been conducted in the United States (US).  

This thesis, therefore, takes a population health approach and an overarching social-

ecological perspective in examining the determinants of childhood excess weight and family 

food insecurity, with a particular focus on indicators of the local environment.  Shortcomings 

in the literature are addressed through the use of theory, following children and their families 

over time, and using longitudinal statistical methods appropriate to each study’s purpose.  A 

theory of place’s potential effect on child weight status and family food security status is 

primarily based on Bernard et al’s (2007) social-ecological theory of neighbourhoods (11).  

All analyses are based on participants of the Québec Longitudinal Study of Child 

Development (QLSCD): a birth cohort study, conducted by the Institut de la statistique du 

Québec (ISQ) (12).        

The purpose of this thesis is to determine if and how particular characteristics of the local 

environment are related to child excess weight and family food insecurity. This research is 

important as it not only can help point to potential areas of research and intervention that 

may alleviate both child excess weight and family food insecurity, but also to identify 

avenues that may not be as fruitful for exploration, thus allowing for more effective use of 

future resources.  

1.2 Objectives and Hypotheses 

This thesis has three main objectives based on secondary analyses of a Canadian cohort 

of young children.  These are discussed below along with their associated hypotheses.   
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1.2.1 Main Objectives 

Objective 1: To determine the longitudinal association of local environmental factors 

(living location, social cohesion, disorder, and material and social deprivation) with child 

weight status, after consideration for important social and early life factors; achieved through 

comparison of results using two different statistical methods: a) mixed models regression 

and b) group-based trajectory modeling.  These are two different ways of modeling growth 

and thus offer differing perspectives on how local environmental factors may be related to 

weight status.  

Hypothesis 1a: Children living in areas characterized as rural, or having high 

disorder or high material/social deprivation would have higher weights on average 

and have faster rates of weight increase than children not living in these areas; 

children living in areas characterized as having high social cohesion would have 

lower weights on average and slower rates of weight increase than children not living 

in these areas. 

Hypothesis 1b: Children in materially and socially deprived areas would be more 

likely to belong to a weight group exhibiting a stable excess weight trajectory, or to a 

group with a trajectory that increased from normal to excess weight, compared to a 

stable “normal” group.  In each trajectory group, living in areas characterized as 

rural, having high disorder, or low social cohesion would be associated with an 

increase in weight over time.   
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Objective 2: To determine the longitudinal association of local environmental factors 

(living location, social cohesion, disorder, and material and social deprivation) with family 

food insecurity, after consideration for other important social factors.    

Hypothesis 2: Families living in areas characterized as rural, having high disorder 

or high material/social deprivation, or low social cohesion would have higher odds of 

food insecurity on average, and the odds of food insecurity would increase over time 

for these families. 

Objective 3: To compare the results from Objectives 1 and 2.  

Hypothesis 3: High material/social deprivation, high disorder, low social 

cohesion and rural living would be important in explaining both child weight status 

and family food insecurity, and thus represent potential leverage points for 

intervention in both public health problems. 

1.3 Conceptual Model 

Taking a social-ecological perspective (Figure 1.1), children are nested within 

families/households, and families/households are nested within local environments such as 

neighbourhoods.  Local environments are nested within the broader socio-political 

environment (although this is beyond the scope of this thesis).  This nested structure can 

change over time, as depicted by the arrow.  Features of the social and physical 

environments of local places may influence family food security as well as child weight 

status through many different factors; however, only the ones of interest in this thesis are 

presented in the figure.  Factors operating at the family level are hypothesized to influence 

both outcomes, whereas those at the individual level are hypothesized to influence child 

weight status only.   
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Examining these explanatory variables along with the place factors of interest is 

necessary to eliminate potential confounding and present a more holistic picture of both 

public health problems.  This conceptual model originated from the background theory 

provided in Chapter 2, and the results of two critical appraisals, which can be found in 

Chapter 3. 

 

Over time 

Family food 

security status 

Household socio-

economic/demographic 

 

Child weight 

status  

Local 

environment 

Social  

Material and 
social deprivation 

Social cohesion 
Disorder 
Physical 

Living location 
/population size 

Disorder 
 

Sex 

Figure 1.1: Conceptual model of the relationship between local environmental 

factors of interest and child weight status and family food security status 

Characteristics of 

family members 

 

Early life factors 

 

Local environment Family Individual 

Potential risk factors and confounders 

Variable pathways of interest 
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is organized into six chapters.  Chapter 2 provides an overview of child 

excess weight and family food insecurity, including a detailed account of health correlates, 

extent of both problems in Canada, a description of their determinants, and an in-depth 

discussion of the local environment as considered in this thesis.  Chapter 3 provides a 

thorough review of the literature examining local environmental correlates of child excess 

weight and food insecurity.  Manuscript 1 begins Chapter 3.  This manuscript is a critical 

appraisal of published studies examining the association between broad neighbourhood 

factors and child excess weight.  It was published in the journal Health & Place (13).  Since 

it was published in 2010, an update and slight expansion of the review was conducted; this 

follows the presentation of Manuscript 1.  Manuscript 2 is a critical appraisal of published 

studies examining the association between broad local environmental factors and food 

insecurity.  This has been revised and resubmitted to the journal Public Health Nutrition.  

Following Chapter 3, an overview of methodological issues and methods used to conduct the 

three studies that comprise this thesis is presented in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 presents the 

results of these three studies, which collectively address Objectives 1a, 1b, and 2 of this 

thesis.  The first section of Chapter 5 presents Study 1, which addresses Objective 1a, the 

relationship between place and child excess weight using a mixed models approach.  This 

has been published in the Journal of Urban Health (14).  Section 2 of Chapter 5 addresses 

Objective 1b, the relationship between place and child excess weight using group-based 

trajectory modeling.  This manuscript (Manuscript 4) has been accepted by the open access 

journal, PLoS ONE.  The fifth manuscript and third study, which addresses Objective 2 of 

this thesis, to explore the relationship between place and family food insecurity, is presented 

in the third and final section of Chapter 5.  This has been resubmitted with revisions to the 
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journal BMC Public Health.  Finally, Chapter 6 integrates and discusses the results of the 

thesis, highlights implications, and outlines recommendations for future research. It also 

specifically addresses the third objective of this thesis, which is to compare the results of 

Objectives 1a, 1b and 2.  
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Chapter 2 – Background and Rationale 

In this chapter, the population health approach and overarching social-ecological theory 

are first discussed, in order to provide the perspective through which the problems of child 

excess weight and family food insecurity are viewed in this thesis.  Next, background 

information is presented to highlight the nature of both public health problems, including 

consequences and hypothesized causes, and the added understanding that could come if a 

place perspective was also included in research.  Finally, the definition and theoretical 

underpinnings of place, as understood in this thesis, are discussed. 

2.1 Introduction  

Population health is defined as “the health outcomes of a group of individuals, including 

the distribution of such outcomes within the group” (1).  A population health approach 

acknowledges that health arises from multiple interrelated determinants, and is not simply a 

result of the healthcare system.  The Public Health Agency of Canada considers income and 

social status, social support networks, education, employment/working conditions, social 

environments, physical environments, personal health practices and coping skills, healthy 

child development, biologic and genetic endowment, health services, gender, and culture to 

be the determinants of health (2).  These more or less correspond to those highlighted by 

Kindig & Stoddart (2003), who also emphasize that population health is concerned with how 

these determinants interact (“patterns of determinants”), not just in how they operate on their 

own (1).  

The primary goal of the population health approach is, not only to improve the health of 

a population, but also to decrease health disparities between population subgroups through 

policy and program development (1).  In order to achieve this, the population health 
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approach emphasizes a focus on upstream factors (e.g. the ‘causes of the causes’), such as 

economic, political, and environmental determinants, in addition to those operating further 

down-stream at the individual-level, such as biological and behavioural factors.     

A social-ecological perspective can provide an organizing framework to better understand 

these determinants as they relate to children and families. The overarching framework used 

in this thesis was that developed by Irwin et al (2008), which originated from their 

knowledge synthesis for the World Health Organization (Figure 2.1) on child development 

(3).   

 

 

The framework puts children at the centre, nested within families, families within 

neighbourhoods and relational communities (such as religious, language/cultural groups), 

situated in a broader socioeconomic context derived from regional, national, and global level 

Figure 2.1: The Total Environment Assessment Model of Early Child Development from total environment 
assessment model for early child development. Evidence report for the Commission on the Social Determinants 

of Health (p.15).  by A. Siddiqi, L.G. Irwin,  and C. Hertzman, 2007, Geneva, Switzerland: World Health 

Organization, Commission on the Social Determinants of Health [Reprinted with permission of the World 

Health Organization] 
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factors.  These environments are not necessarily hierarchical, but rather overlap, interact, and 

blend together (3).  Social capital, or the actions of civil societal groups, is seen to affect all 

levels of social organization, advocating on behalf of children (3).  The framework also 

explicitly takes a lifecourse perspective, where past social experiences become embodied in 

the child in the early years, predisposing them to future advantage/disadvantage.  This 

perspective also considers the history of different societal structures and their effects on 

health and well-being.  Growth is also seen as transactional, whereby children are social 

actors shaping, and in turn being shaped, by their environment (3).  

Child-level determinants of healthy growth include age, sex/gender, behaviours (e.g. 

play, dietary intake), genetics and unique developmental patterns.  While these are 

important, the principal driving forces are nurturing relationships and supportive 

environments (3).  Families (and other primary care providers) provide children with the 

largest share of human contact and mediate access to the broader environment, and are thus 

the primary source of experience for young children.  Presence of social and economic 

resources in the family environment (e.g. income, parenting skills) increases the likelihood 

that a nurturing, stimulating, and healthy environment is provided to children (3).  Resources 

in neighbourhoods and relational communities such as local institutional funding, policy-

making and program implementation, social networks and collective efficacy, quality 

accessible programs and services, and other amenities in the built environment, can further 

support families, while the presence of other factors, such as crime, violence, gangs 

(negative social cohesion), discrimination, social exclusion, and material and social 

deprivation, can hinder healthy growth (3).  Regional environmental influences derive 

mainly from policy-making and funding that are translated to a large degree at the local 
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level, and affect the social, built and economic environments (3).  The national environment 

has the capacity to influence regional policy-making as well as determinants at the 

community and family level, particularly through creation of wealth, public spending, 

implementing child and family-friendly policies, and protection of basic human rights (3).  

The global environment can influence national policies and can directly affect determinants 

at the family and community level through the actions of multilateral economic 

organizations, and multilateral and nongovernmental development (3).     

Childhood excess weight1 and food insecurity are considered “wicked” health problems 

(4).  They are complex, not easily defined, and do not have “true” solutions (4).  Wicked 

problems are often thought to be policy resistant; however, by acknowledging that these 

problems are wicked, we can move away from our fixation on trying to find simple solutions 

(4).  The population health approach and social-ecological perspective provide a means for 

us to consider complexity, while also acknowledging that health is socially structured.  

Both the existence of excess weight and food insecurity signal a food system that is 

failing to deliver healthful food to all (5).  Recently, a committee of experts was brought 

together by the Institute of Medicine in the US to discuss the coexistence of excess weight 

and food insecurity in the same families, communities and even the same individuals in 

developed countries.  While it was acknowledged that research seeking to determine a causal 

link between the two is not necessarily needed, determining ways in which the environment, 

particularly common local residential factors, are related to excess weight and food 

insecurity could be one very important facet for policy development (5).  In other words, 

                                                           
1 The term ‘excess weight’ used in this thesis represents overweight and obesity. ‘Weight status’ will also be used throughout this document and refers to a 
child’s body mass index (BMI) measure along the continuum of underweight, normal weight, overweight, to obesity. The use of the word ‘weight’ in this 
document always refers to weight relative to height. 
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common disparities in the characteristics of the places in which we live may lead to 

disparities in childhood excess weight and family food insecurity.   Interventions targeted to 

place, while considering other important individual and family-level factors, may then help 

to improve both public health problems, and therefore the sustainability of our food system.  

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 in this chapter go on to describe childhood excess weight and family 

food insecurity in more detail (the most common methods of measurement are outlined in 

Chapter 4).  The last section of this chapter provides an in-depth discussion of how place 

(i.e. the local environment) is defined and how it could theoretically influence both 

childhood weight status and family food security status.  These sections are meant to provide 

general overviews. Critical examinations of how place factors may be related to child weight 

status and family food insecurity are presented in Chapter 3. 

2.2 Childhood Excess Weight  

2.2.1 Definition, epidemiology, and potential consequences 

As in adults, childhood obesity is defined as a condition of excessive adipose tissue (6). 

Over the last few decades, the prevalence of childhood overweight - the state of being at risk 

for obesity (7) - and obesity have risen dramatically in Canada (8;9) and in many other 

countries (10), becoming a major public health concern.  In 2004, 26% of Canadian children 

aged 2-17 years were overweight or obese, and 8% were obese (9).  From 1978/79 to 2004, 

the prevalence of overweight (including obesity) and obesity remained the same for 2-5 year 

olds, but increased two-fold among 6-11 year olds (13% to 26%) and 12-17 year olds (14% 

to 29%).   
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In children, obesity is associated with short-term problems such as an increased risk of 

gallbladder disease, asthma, obstructive sleep apnoea, physical functional limitations, type II 

diabetes, and cardiovascular disease risk factors such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, and the 

metabolic syndrome (11-13).  Type II diabetes may be the most concerning given the steep 

global rise in incidence (14) and because it was previously only a disease of adulthood.   

Psychosocial problems such as depression, low self-esteem, and anxiety disorders are more 

likely to occur in obese children compared to their non-obese peers (12;15), although these 

may precede obesity (13).  In addition, quality of life has been found to be lower among 

obese children (16).   

Also concerning is that childhood obesity is associated with longer term consequences 

such as adult obesity (17;18), and increased adult mortality and cardio-metabolic morbidity 

(19).  For example, seven out of eight studies in a review by Reilly & Kelly (2011) found 

that childhood/adolescent excess weight was associated with a 1.4 - 2.9 times increased risk 

of adult premature mortality (19).           

A recent Lancet report highlighted the potential economic perils of the obesity epidemic 

(20).  They used two modeling strategies2 to estimate trends and projections for obesity and 

related chronic diseases3, and cost of treatment for these diseases in the US and UK from the 

early 1990’s to 2030.  They estimated that compared to 2010, there will be 65 million more 

obese US adults in 2030, and 11 million more obese Britons.  This will translate into added 

healthcare costs of $48-66 billion per year in the US, and £1.9–2 billion per year in the UK.  

Estimates of indirect costs (lost workdays, lost productivity and absenteeism) were also 

                                                           
2 The two modeling strategies were 1) historical trends with regression analysis, and 2) recent trends with micro simulation to derive two estimates for all 
morbidity and cost of treatment outcomes for each country. The second strategy was considered more optimistic.  
3 These were diabetes, heart disease, stroke, obesity-related cancer, and arthritis. 
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calculated.4 Obesity is estimated to lead to a loss of 1.7 - 3 million productive person-years 

among working US adults, which translates into an indirect economic cost of $390-580 

billion.   

Because obesity in childhood is related to numerous comorbidities that present during 

childhood, childhood obesity has potential healthcare costs not only in the long term, but the 

short term as well.  A recent Canadian prospective cohort study (21) conducted in the 

province of Nova Scotia found that healthcare costs (physician and hospital) in the three 

years following the initial survey were significantly higher [21% (95%CI: 2-43)] among 

obese children compared to normal weight children.  For lifetime costs (up to 14 years of 

age), significant differences appeared as early as three years (21).  Therefore, in addition to 

population health goals, halting and reversing the childhood obesity epidemic also makes 

economic sense.  

2.2.2 Risk factors 

In a simplistic sense, obesity is always a result of positive energy balance.  The 

heritability of weight status is high (22); however, due to its comparatively swift onset, the 

childhood obesity epidemic cannot solely be explained by an increase in genetic 

predisposition (23;24).  Unhealthy diets, physical inactivity and sedentary behaviours have 

been implicated, as they are directly related to energy intake and expenditure, but 

considerable debate remains about which components are most important (25;26).  

The results of a recent systematic review of systematic reviews that attempted to 

synthesize the existing literature on risk factors of childhood obesity did find evidence for 

                                                           
4 Adequate population-level data to derive estimates were lacking for the UK. 
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the influence of poor diet and physical inactivity-related factors, namely obtaining less than 

30 minutes of daily physical activity (PA), television viewing, and consumption of sugar-

sweetened beverages (27).  However, they also found convincing evidence for other, perhaps 

more important factors, with many operating even before children are born.  Exposures in 

utero as well as in early life may lead to physiological adaptations that can result in changes 

to the metabolic and endocrine systems of young children.  This is termed the developmental 

origins hypothesis (28).  Thus, through mechanisms operating in early life, obesity may be 

transmitted across generations.  Indicators of these early life exposures found to relate 

significantly to child obesity in this review included maternal smoking, no or short 

breastfeeding duration, rapid infant growth, maternal diabetes, small or large size at birth, 

and restricted intrauterine growth (27).  Other important factors uncovered in the review 

included short sleep duration, parental obesity, and low SES.  These same factors have also 

been uncovered in studies using the QLSCD (29;30). 

This review provides some insight into the complexity of obesity, but is largely linear in 

its discussion of variable relationships, and only goes insofar as the published literature can 

allow, with respect to risk factors examined.  A population health perspective is needed to 

fully appreciate obesity’s complexity.  Recently, the UK government commissioned The 

Foresight Group to assemble transdisciplinary evidence and expertise on contributors to the 

obesity epidemic among both adults and children.  This large project engaged a broad range 

of stakeholders emanating from many different scientific disciplines and societal sectors 

(e.g. scientists, private sector and government departments).  A complex causal map of 

obesity was one of the main outcomes of this project, developed using a systems mapping 

approach (31).  Although not 100% comprehensive, its main function serves as a heuristic, 
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and its development has “helped to forge multi-sector, multi-disciplinary relationships that 

support future government decision-making based on evidence” (4).  Given that this project 

represents the most comprehensive evidence synthesis to date on the posited “whole system” 

causes of obesity, a brief summary of the project’s results is provided in the next few pages.  

The reader is cautioned that these are hypothesized causes based on transdisciplinary 

evidence and expertise, where the goal of describing this framework is to illustrate the sheer 

complexity of obesity. 

Overall project results show that the development of obesity is extremely complex and 

multifactorial with interacting behavioural and biological factors operating within a social, 

cultural and environmental landscape (31).  The development of obesity is not simply a 

result of lack of willpower in terms of eating too much and moving too little, it is seen as a 

relatively passive occurrence (31).  The actual map is extremely detailed and complex, with 

108 variables and greater than 300 positive or negative links between variables (4).  The map 

also contains feedback loops, indicating that changes in one variable may have unintended or 

undesirable consequences elsewhere in the model.  Since the original map is too large to 

incorporate here, a simplified map is presented in Figure 2.2. 

Hypothesized causes are grouped into seven clusters: physiology, food production, food 

consumption, social psychology, individual psychology, individual PA, and PA environment 

that act on four key determinants: primary appetite control in the brain (located in the 

physiology cluster), the force of dietary habits (located in the food consumption cluster), the 

level of PA (located in the individual PA cluster), and psychological ambivalence in making 

lifestyle choices (located in the individual psychology cluster). These all centre on the 

“engine” of energy balance (31).  By comparison, the physiology, food consumption, 
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individual psychology and individual PA clusters operate further downstream, whereas the 

food production, social psychology, and the PA environment clusters operate upstream. 

These clusters are discussed in more detail below.  

 

 

 

The physiology cluster includes genetic predisposition, level of satiety and resting 

metabolic rate, and the pattern of growth in early life – such as low or high birth weight and 

rapid growth in infancy (31).  Factors in the physiology cluster, for the most part, are 

hypothesized to affect primary appetite control, and energy balance directly (31).  

Food production includes the many drivers of the food industry, in relation to the wider 

socioeconomic environment.  The strong drive for profitability among industry players 

influences desires to minimize cost, improve efficiency, increase volume produced, and 

Figure 2.2: Reduced Foresight map. The number of individual connections between variables in each cluster is represented in 
the thickness of connecting lines, whereas the number of connections within a cluster is shown as the cluster’s border 
thickness [Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Obesity. Finegood DT, Merth TD, Rutter H. Implications of the 

foresight obesity system map for solutions to childhood obesity 18 Suppl 1:S13-S16. ©2010 
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standardize, and differentiate food products (31).  These along with other market demands 

influence the price of food.  Purchasing power of the individual (income level), employment 

status, pressures to consume, and two-parent-working family also contribute to this cluster.    

In turn, food production influences the consumer’s food environment – termed here the 

food consumption cluster.  Factors implicated in food production include the portion size 

and energy density/nutritional quality of foods, the degree of exposure to the amount and 

variety of foods, palatability of foods, the demand for convenience and actual convenience 

of foods coupled with the loss of cooking skills of consumers (31).  For children, this also 

includes the degree to which they have control over their own diets.  Factors in the food 

consumption cluster feed mainly into the physiology cluster, and the main determinant: force 

of dietary habits – a culmination of these variables that keep individuals from adopting 

healthy behaviours.   

The social psychology cluster describes the socio-cultural environment in which 

consumers live.  Factors include education, peer pressure, exposure to media and food 

advertising, social norms and values in relation to body size, food, acceptability of fatness, 

and availability of passive entertainment options (31). These are seen to feed largely into the 

food production and consumption clusters, the individual psychology cluster, as well as the 

PA environment and individual PA clusters.  Parental control over children’s diets exists in 

the social psychology cluster; it is negatively influenced by perceived lack of time, which in 

turn is seen to influence children’s control over their own diets.     

Individual psychology is largely seen to be influenced by factors operating in the social 

psychology cluster. These individual factors include food literacy, stress, and face to face 
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social interaction versus use of technology (31).  Factors in this cluster are hypothesized to 

play a part in the ‘psychological ambivalence’ of individuals in making lifestyle choices; a 

key obesity determinant.  Stress is seen to have multiple influences reaching into the 

individual PA, food consumption, social psychology, and physiology clusters.   

Factors in the PA environment cluster describe opportunities and barriers for being 

physically active.  Examples include perceived danger of the environment itself, danger of 

non-motorized travel, dominance of sedentary employment and motorized travel, access to 

opportunities for PA (physical and economic factors), and walkability of the living 

environment (31).  This cluster is mainly influenced by factors in the social psychology 

cluster and purchasing power (or income level) in the food production cluster. Factors 

making up this cluster, in turn, feed into individual PA.  

Finally, the individual PA component is defined by levels of occupational, transport (e.g. 

walking or biking), and recreational PA, parental modeling and learned PA patterns in 

childhood, NEAT (non-exercise activity thermogenesis), and functional fitness (31).  These 

in turn comprise the PA factor, one of the main determinants of obesity.  Factors in this 

cluster are largely influenced by factors in the PA environment cluster; although, some 

aspects of the social psychology and physiology clusters also play a role.  Physiological 

factors: resting metabolic rate and NEAT can also influence functional fitness.  

Much of the research included in the Foresight model was conducted on adults.  A 

preliminary model was developed focusing on children; however much evidence remains to 

be developed to substantiate many of the proposed pathways.  The map also does not 

specifically take a lifecourse perspective, is difficult to understand in terms of levels of 
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social aggregation (e.g. individual, family, community/neighbourhood, country-wide, etc.), 

and does not adequately consider the potential influence of social capital or broader social 

issues. 

2.2.3 Rationale for a place-based lens 

Unhealthy diets and physical inactivity behaviours have been traditional targets of 

childhood obesity prevention and treatment efforts – an individual-level focus that puts the 

onus on individuals to rectify behaviours in sometimes unsupportive environments (32).  

Indeed, the Foresight Obesity Map adequately illustrates the complex environment that 

individuals and families live and interact in.  

The prevalence of childhood obesity varies geographically, both within and between 

high income countries (9;33); trends appear to be plateauing in some countries but have not 

reversed (34).  This suggests that childhood obesity varies with types of environment and 

that individual behaviour-targeted interventions may not be successfully combating 

childhood obesity at a population-level, without also simultaneously considering elements of 

the environments in which people live.  

The Collaborative Obesity Modeling Network, which coordinates childhood obesity 

research across the National Institutes of Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC), Department of Agriculture, and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, recently 

published a report in the Lancet outlining their work on drivers of the obesity epidemic (32).  

Their work identified ubiquitous access to affordable, energy-dense, highly palatable, and 

effectively marketed food as key global drivers of obesity (32).  A potential leverage point 

for obesity prevention may be local social and physical environments, as these may mediate 
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and/or moderate these broad societal causes (32).  These environments may also interact 

with individual level factors to further produce variation in obesity prevalence.  Thus, it is 

now believed that a focus on the ‘causes of the causes’ is necessary to combat this complex 

public health problem.  

In addition to this work, others in the obesity research community have increasingly 

called for a better understanding of these environmental mechanisms (24;35).   More 

information is needed on if and how specific local environmental factors influence childhood 

obesity.  As a starting point for this thesis, a critical examination of the existing literature is 

presented in the next chapter.       

2.3 Food Insecurity 

2.3.1 Definition, epidemiology and potential consequences 

The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights decrees that “Everyone has 

the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his 

family, including food” (36).  Yet, poor and developing countries deal with famine and 

undernutrition regularly, even though the world produces enough food to feed all of its 

inhabitants (37).  Even in rich democratic countries like Canada, where problems of 

overconsumption are evident, financial difficulties constrain households to the quantity and 

quality of foods eaten.  The Canadian government prioritized the right to food in 1998 in 

response to the 1996 World Food Summit (38).  Yet in 2007-2008, 9.7% of Canadian 

households with children were food insecure (39); a concerning public health problem that is 

echoed in other Western countries such as the US (40), Australia (41), and the UK (42). 

Changes in food insecurity over the last few years in Canada are difficult to assess due to 
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changes in survey methodology (43;44); however, in the US, food insecurity has been 

rigorously monitored since 1995 (40).  From 1998-2007 the prevalence of food insecurity 

among US households with children remained fairly stable, at around 16%. Then, in 2008, it 

increased to 21% and has since remained relatively stable (40). 

The prevailing definition of food security is “a situation that exists when all people, at all 

times, have physical, social, and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that 

meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life” (38).  The 

concept of community food security generally follows the same definition but emphasizes 

sustainability of food systems, self-reliance, and social justice for community members (45). 

Food insecurity on the other hand, has been defined as the limited or uncertain availability of 

nutritionally adequate and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable 

foods in socially acceptable ways (46).  In other words, food security is one of several 

prerequisites for a healthy and vibrant population.  

 Food security and insecurity are on opposite ends of a continuum.  Being food secure 

entails having food readily available, as well as the ability to access and utilize enough of it 

to lead a healthy life (47).  Food insecurity, on the other hand, has different stages of 

severity, starting with not being able to buy and eat what one would like, due to income-

related resource constraints (48).  This incorporates issues of food quality including variety, 

safety, nutrient content, and attempts to make food last until there is money to buy more.  

Decreases in food quantity may then lead to the physical sensation of hunger.  Finally, the 

most severe stage is the complete absence of food intake (48).  In addition to the quality and 

quantity elements of food insecurity, psychological distress (e.g. worry or concern about not 
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having enough to eat) and social-familial perturbations (e.g. resorting to socially 

unacceptable ways of getting food such as stealing) are also important dimensions (49;50).   

Food insecurity is experienced at the household and individual level in different ways; at 

the household level, this relates to access and food supply management, while for the 

individual, this relates to issues of food consumption and allocation (48).  It is also a 

managed process whereby adults first compromise their food intake to lessen the impact on 

children (51;52).  However, households with children are more likely to be food insecure 

than households without children (39;40).  In 2007-2008, almost 10% of Canadian 

households with children were food insecure, versus approximately 8% in households 

without children (39).  A Canadian study also found that children aged 0-17 years had five 

times the odds of living in a food insecure household than individuals 65 years of age or 

older, where the odds decreased in a dose-response-like fashion as one moved up the age 

category ladder (53).  Results were not attenuated after adjustment for other explanatory 

factors such as income, signalling that children are a major vulnerable group.  

There are a number of health correlates of food insecurity that do not always relate to the 

obvious quality and quantity aspects of food intake.  For instance, food insecurity has been 

found to significantly relate to a number of developmental problems among children, 

including emotional and behavior problems (54), suicidal ideation (55), poor school 

performance (56), lower cognition (57), and poorer psychosocial well-being (58).  

Depression has often been found to relate to adult food insecurity (59;60).  This in turn is 

hypothesized to negatively affect parenting practices, which could contribute to 

developmental and physical health problems among children (60).      
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The nutritional effects of food insecurity are less clear. This is in large part attributed to 

the cyclical nature of food insecurity and food environment that exists in more wealthy 

nations, versus the absolute malnourishment of people in poorer nations.  A Canadian 

population-based study found that adults, and to some extent adolescents, who were food 

insecure were more likely to have inadequate intakes of some nutrients, compared to those 

who were not food insecure; although no important differences were found between food 

insecure and food secure children (61).  This suggests the potential protective behaviour of 

adults to avoid substantially reducing children’s food intakes in times of hardship.  Other 

studies, on the other hand, have found an association between food insecurity and iron 

deficiency anemia in young children (62) and adolescents (63).  Restricting food intake then 

resuming normal intake (64), avoiding food waste through overconsumption (65), and 

attitudes toward food (66) may contribute to the finding that food insecure women are more 

likely to be overweight or obese than food secure women (67).  For children (68) and men 

(67), the findings have been more mixed.   

Finally, evidence derived largely from the US, suggests that food insecurity may have a 

negative impact on the physical health status of both adults and children, and may even be 

detrimental to fetal development.  For instance, among adults, diabetes, hypertension, and 

heart disease may be more likely to occur in food insecure versus food secure individuals 

(69;70).  Among children, food insecurity may compromise general health status (71), as 

well as physical functioning (58).  And in older children, hunger (severe food insecurity) has 

been found to significantly increase the odds of asthma and other chronic conditions (71). 

During pregnancy, food insecurity has been linked to higher gestational weight gain and 

gestational diabetes (72).  Particularly for US residents, those dealing with food insecurity 
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may also be more likely to postpone needed medications and medical care in order to make 

sure that basic needs are addressed first (73). 

2.3.2 Risk factors 

The major determinant of food insecurity is well understood to be a lack of financial 

resources (47;53;74;75).  Yet, living above the poverty line does not guarantee food security, 

and food insecurity is not inevitable for those living in poverty (75).  A focus on poverty, 

therefore, may mask the contribution of other factors.  Food insecurity is not necessarily a 

fixed characteristic.  Income shocks such as job loss, utility fee changes, sudden increase in 

household size, and loss of eligibility for a food supplemental program (in the US) are all 

associated with the occurrence of food insecurity (75).  Timing of income supplements can 

play a role, such that food insecurity often arises at the end of the month when money has 

run out (48;50).  In the US, households that indicated they had been food insecure during the 

previous year were not food insecure for the entire year. And, on average, they were food 

insecure at least one point in seven out of the 12 months of the year (40).    

Low income is one of the key drivers of food insecurity.  However, other social 

inequities can play a role. A recent review of the literature suggests that single-parent 

families headed by a female, but not those headed by a male, and those that rent, instead of 

own, are more likely to be food insecure (76).  Other significant associations found in 

multivariate analysis include smoking (77;78), lack of private transportation (79), and 

aboriginal status (53).  Low education and lack of employment have also been described as 

correlates (US and Canadian surveys), but are likely to operate in large part through income 

(74).  
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Individual-level attributes are a far too simplistic way to examine this complex public 

health problem.  Neff et al (2009) have developed a conceptual model based on a systems 

framework and human rights approach to adequate food and food security (80).  This model 

illustrates how disparities in food systems may lead to disparities in health (Figure 2.3).  The 

model may also be relevant for certain aspects of obesity, since as previously discussed, diet 

and energy intake are major determinants of obesity, and thus, dependent on food systems.     

 

Similar to the Foresight model, this model describes broad food system conditions, 

which include food production, affordability, and marketing.  These attributes are driven by 

Figure 2.3: Concept model: food systems and health disparities from Neff RA, 

Palmer AM, McKenzie SE, Lawrence RS. Food Systems and Public Health 

Disparities. Journal of Hunger and Environmental Nutrition 2009;4(3-4):282-

314. Reprinted with permission from Taylor & Francis 

(http://www.tandfonline.com). 
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food policy, access to sustainably produced food, and national and global macroeconomic 

factors.  This broad system interacts (e.g. supply/demand) with the community food system, 

which includes food stores, the food environment within schools and workplaces, and local 

policies that can impact food availability, accessibility, and utilization (80).  The community 

food system reciprocally interacts with other social factors such as culture and time, to affect 

the extent to which individuals will eat a healthy, sustainable diet (80).  The use of a prism 

illustrates how disparities in social conditions such as SES, race, power, geography, gender, 

may ‘refract,’ affecting all levels of the model, which in turn lead to diet and health 

disparities (80).    

Although this conceptual model is much simpler to understand than the Foresight model, 

it also lacks a description of how social capital, especially at the community level, may 

promote or protect against food insecurity and health disparities.  It is also based primarily 

on the US context; thus some aspects may not be relevant in other contexts (e.g. discussions 

of the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children, and the 

food stamp program).  Finally, there is no incorporation of a lifecourse perspective.     

2.3.3 Rationale for including a place-based lens 

The review and conceptual model developed by Neff et al (2009) and the fact that food 

insecurity varies geographically, within (39) and between high income countries (81), show 

that individual or family factors do not provide the whole picture of food insecurity 

development.  Similar to combating childhood obesity, addressing characteristics within the 

community food system may serve as a leverage point for intervening in food insecurity. 

That is, increasing the availability and accessibility of healthy food at the local level may 

provide a way to bridge the gap between macro socio-political factors and individual income 
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level.  As such, there have been recent calls by researchers in the field to improve our 

understanding of potential environmental influences on food insecurity (5;82).  A critical 

examination of the existing literature on how place characteristics relate to food insecurity is 

presented in Chapter 3. 

2.4 Place 

2.4.1 Theory and definition of place  

Local residential environments in relation to child excess weight and family food 

insecurity may be highly relevant for young families with children, due in large part to 

childrearing duties.  Women spend more time on these duties than do men, and on average, 

they spend almost 68 hours per week caring for young children (0-4 years) in the household 

(83).  That is at least 10 hours per day spent within the local area.  As children get older (5-

14 years), time decreases to about 38 hours per week (5.5 hours per day) (83).  This 

highlights how young families are tied to their local residential environments.           

Following the social-ecological perspective, and as the discussion on hypothesized 

causal factors for both childhood obesity and food insecurity highlighted, factors operating at 

broader societal levels could be significant drivers of both conditions.  It is assumed here 

that local environments provide one of many social-ecological leverage points for research 

and intervention.  Therefore, in addition to the local environment’s relevance to young 

families, it also may be an important area of research focus, as the effects of broader causal 

factors are likely to be translated by more micro or local-level circumstances (3), such as 

those described in the following section.   
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Considering place to represent the local environment relative to one’s place of residence 

is meant to be broad, in order to capture the range of area boundaries examined in this thesis 

-boundaries cover the mother’s ‘perceived’ neighbourhood, the Canadian Census 

enumeration area (equivalent to one or more city blocks), and large areas defined at the 

municipality level.  These place variables are discussed more generally, in line with the 

proposed theory outlined below.  A more detailed discussion of how they were defined and 

analyzed in this thesis is presented in Chapter 4.   

A theoretical understanding of how the local environment might influence child excess 

weight and family food insecurity follows from the conceptual description of neighbourhood 

and health inequities provided by Bernard et al (2007) (84).  Even though the focus is on 

neighbourhood, a geographically defined entity, the theory is relevant for explaining 

potential relationships at perceived and broader geographical levels.  

What links childhood obesity and food insecurity is their dependence on food and energy 

intake.  Obesity has an energy expenditure component that must also be taken into account 

when discussing risk factors.  As such, certain aspects of the environment may also influence 

PA or sedentary behaviour – these are also discussed in this section to give the reader an 

overall picture of how obesity is hypothesized to develop using a place-based lens.  

Bernard et al (2007) see neighbourhoods as opportunity structures that involve the 

availability of, and access to health-relevant resources in a geographically defined area 

(Figure 2.4) (84).  Availability and access to health-relevant resources, such as healthy food 

and opportunities for PA, are seen to be regulated by four sets of interacting rules 

(proximity, prices, rights, and informal reciprocity) that govern five specific domains 
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(physical, economic, community organizations, local sociability, and institutional) of the 

physical and social environments of neighbourhoods.  The decisions of residents arise from 

the interplay between these opportunity structures and compositional factors such as 

individual income and lifestyle preferences, as well as through social interactions between 

neighbourhood users (residents) and producers (other influencers) (84), which is in line with 

social-ecological theories of health.  

 

 

2.4.1.1 The physical environment  

The physical domain or ‘physical environment’ includes natural and man-made 

components that can affect excess weight development and food insecurity through three 

Figure 2.4: Neighbourhood environments and rules of access. Note: Four sets of rules (indicated in bold capital letters) 
determine access to neighbourhood resources coming from the physical environment as well as from the social 
environment. The neighbourhood social environment (indicated by the [textured] shade of grey) comprises four 
domains. Two of these domains (indicated by the [smooth] shade of grey) both obey the rule of informal reciprocity. All 
these environments and domains are in mutual interaction [Reprinted from Social Science & Medicine 65(9):1839-52  

Bernard P, Charafeddine R, Frohlich KL, Daniel M, Kestens Y, Potvin L. Health inequalities and place: a theoretical 

conception of neighbourhood ©2007 with permission from Elsevier] 
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main pathways.  These pathways include: 1) environmental and social stressors on the 

quality of natural and built components such as neighbourhood disorder (i.e. graffiti, 

vandalism, and abandoned buildings); 2) health behaviours arising from available options for 

PA and healthy eating; and 3) opportunities to become socially integrated such as having 

places for social interaction, interesting places to walk to, and feeling safe (84).  These 

pathways are in turn governed by proximity – children and families living in the same areas 

are exposed to the same positive or negative resources.   

In this thesis, living location is considered to be an aspect of the physical environment. 

How developed an area is with respect to urban/rural status may have ramifications for both 

child excess weight and food insecurity.  Fewer services and resources are available in rural 

areas (85;86), and the quality of foods may vary depending on the location of stores (87).  

Growth in supermarket size and food system innovations have enabled prices to decrease 

and quality to increase (88).  Because large tracts of land are needed, these stores are 

increasingly relocating from urban to suburban areas (88).  This may have consequences for 

those who are unable to afford personal transportation.   Additionally, as distance from the 

city centre increases, time spent in the car increases (89), which increases sedentary time, 

and may have implications for child excess weight. 

Disorder, another variable examined in this thesis, also captures aspects of the physical 

environment.  Areas of increasing social disorganization, characterized by increasing 

disorder, may promote stress, discourage healthy behaviours among residents, such as being 

physically active outside, and itself may negatively impact the social environment (for 

example, dissuade businesses and services from operating in the area) (90).  It could be 

considered a measure of overall neighbourhood quality.   
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2.4.1.2 The social environment 

Proximity is largely shaped by social forces (the “social environment”) operating at or 

above the neighbourhood level.  These include economic forces, institutional arrangements 

and relations of informal reciprocity, which are the other important components in the 

neighbourhood framework (84).    

Over and above its influence on proximity, economic forces determine whether resources 

will be available in the neighbourhood or not, at what cost, and to whom those resources will 

be accessible, depending to a large extent on SES of residents (84).  On the other hand, it 

may not be a question of availability/access, but quality; instead, disadvantaged people may 

be more likely to be exposed to poorer quality amenities and infrastructure (91), which 

therefore could negatively impact both child weight status and food security.  In this thesis, 

economic forces are captured through the variable material deprivation. 

In the institutional domain, institutions (either government or government-funded) are 

seen to provide public services to citizens – each citizen has a right to receive these services 

(84).  In an equal society, these services are distributed evenly and fairly, and are therefore 

accessible to all, to the same degree. However, through contextual and compositional 

interactions giving rise to power imbalances, this is generally not the case (84).  For 

example, a study of Toronto, Ontario neighbourhoods determined that low-income, high 

immigration areas were underserved by public transit services, with a lower density of stops 

(92).  This may limit residents, depending on other compositional and contextual factors, in 

their near-by options to buy foods (proximity), which may give rise to the development of 

excess weight in children if convenience stores are relied upon, or food insecurity if food 
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cannot be accessed at all.  In Québec, wide-spread government and non-governmental 

support for community housing and alternative food distribution systems (e.g. food banks, 

community supported agriculture and community kitchens) (93) may be one reason why it 

has one of the lowest rates of food insecurity in Canada (39).   

Finally, informal reciprocity (gift giving with the expectation of receiving) gives rise to 

two domains: community organizations and local sociability (84).  These are considered to 

be two types of social networks – the former to pursue collective goals that can change the 

other neighbourhood domains (physical, economic and institutional), and the latter to fulfill 

the individual need for material and non-material support.  Informal reciprocity is similar to 

the concept of social capital – the social connectedness, mutual trust and cooperation among 

members of a particular group (94).  This thesis was able to measure two different aspects of 

social capital.  Social cohesion is a group-level attribute that refers to the resources – such as 

trust, norms, and the exercise of sanctions – available to the members of social groups (95).  

Broadly speaking, posited ways that high social cohesion may prevent childhood excess 

weight and food insecurity include increased ability to link with health relevant resources, 

ability to borrow from neighbours in time of need, collective action to bring needed 

resources into the community, and the existence of social norms that enforce healthy 

behaviours , and prevent deviant behaviors that may lead to degradation or disorder of the 

physical (e.g., garbage, graffiti) and social environments (e.g. fear, crime, bad reputation).  

The second measure, social deprivation is similar to the network aspect of social capital, and 

also relates to the concepts of social fragmentation, and social isolation (96).  Areas with 

high social deprivation (fewer social ties, less dense network) may decrease resident’s access 
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to material and non-material resources conducive to healthy living, increase stress, and 

decrease well-being, all of which may contribute to child excess weight and food insecurity. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Child excess weight and family food insecurity are two different but food system-related 

public health problems.  Understanding potential influences of the local environment could 

lead to the development of more effective, equitable, and sustainable interventions at the 

population-level.   

Critical research syntheses are necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of 

what has been published in both fields, and to make recommendations for future research. 

These syntheses are presented in Chapter 3.  Primary studies, based on theory, a population-

based cohort of young children with family and local environmental contextual data, and 

longitudinal regression methods could contribute to the knowledge base in both fields.  

Primary studies addressing these issues can be found in Chapter 5.        
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Chapter 3 – Literature Review 

Two critical appraisals were conducted as part of this thesis, to synthesize the literature 

examining the relationship between local environments and child weight status and food 

insecurity.  Section 3.1 presents the critical appraisal of studies assessing potential links 

between broad neighbourhood characteristics and child excess weight, which was published 

in the journal Health & Place. This is followed by an update in 3.2, as the original article was 

published in May, 2010.  The update has not been published in a peer-reviewed journal.  It 

considers larger geographical areas as compared to the original review, which was focused 

specifically on neighbourhoods, but narrows down the explanatory place variables of interest 

to those that are examined in this thesis, namely: material and social deprivation, social 

cohesion, disorder, and living location.  Section 3.3 presents the critical appraisal of studies 

assessing potential links between broad local environmental factors and food insecurity.  A 

revised version of this manuscript is currently under review at the journal, Public Health 

Nutrition.   
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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    

This paper critically appraised the published literature to determine the relationship between physical and social environmental features of 
neighbourhoods with child adiposity. MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsychINFO, and SCOPUS were searched from 1999 to July 2009 using a systematic 
search strategy. Twenty-seven primary studies were included based on a priori eligibility criteria. Socioeconomic disadvantage was consistently 
shown to increase child adiposity, while there was some evidence that high social capital protected against increased adiposity. It is unclear at 
this time if and how other neighbourhood environmental features play a role. Heterogeneity and methodological issues across studies limits our 
ability to draw overall conclusions. 

Keywords:  Children; Adiposity; Obesity; Neighbourhood; Social environment; Physical environment 

1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction    

Canada and the United States have seen a dramatic rise in the prevalence of childhood obesity in the last three decades 
(Ogden et al., 2006; Shields, 2006; Tremblay et al., 2002; Wang and Beydoun, 2007). In 2004, 26% of Canadian children 
aged 2–17 years were overweight or obese, and 8% were obese (Shields, 2006). From 1978–1979 to 2004, the prevalence of 
overweight including obesity increased almost two-fold among 6–11- and 12–17-year-olds. Overweight and obesity rates 
remained relatively stable, however, among younger ages (2–5 years) (Shields, 2006). The problem appears to be more 
pronounced in the US where almost 34% of children aged 2–19 in 2003–2004 were overweight or obese, and 17% were obese 
(Ogden et al., 2006). Similar to Canada, obesity rates have more than tripled in the time period from 1976–1980 to 2003–2004 
among 6–11 and 12–19-year-old American children, with a less dramatic increase among 2–5-year-olds (Wang and Beydoun, 
2007). 

Due to its comparatively swift onset, the rise of childhood obesity cannot solely be explained by genetic predisposition (Law et 
al., 2007; World Health Organization, 2000). Instead, it is thought that societal changes to more sedentary living and over 
consumption of high-fat, energy-dense diets may be potential underlying mechanisms, or the ‘causes of the causes’ of the 
obesity ‘epidemic’ (World Health Organization, 2000). In terms of obesity development, there has traditionally been a focus on 
individual behaviours while neglecting environmental influences (Law et al., 2007). Humans do not live in isolation. We live and 
interact with diverse elements of our surrounding environments. It is therefore likely that many different aspects of our 
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respective socioeconomic and physical environments influence our health. This thus warrants researchers to consider place 
(contextual) factors and their interactions in addition to individual (compositional) factors in their aetiological research of 
childhood obesity. This is especially important among children since they have comparatively less control over their external 
environments. 

There are many debates as to how to define place. Cummins et al. (2007) contrasts the ‘conventional’ and ‘relational’ 
understanding of place, underlining the need to move away from the traditional geographical preoccupation with scale and 
distance. They contend that defining context based on a fixed geographical area does not always provide an accurate 
representation of an environmental exposure. For example, their idea of an ‘action space’ takes into account spatial mobility 
(i.e., different settings such as work, school, commuting, neighbourhood, home, day-care, etc.), as well as temporal mobility 
(i.e., changes across the lifecourse). Using the concept of action space may be ideal for certain populations, but not always 
possible, depending on the research design. A focus on neighbourhood as the encompassing environment of interest may 
most relevant for children as it is a physical community in which children are placed beyond their control, as well as a 
community of relationships, both of which can influence child development (Barnes et al., 2006). Additionally, the action space 
of children, especially younger children, is likely much smaller than those of adults due to their relative lack of independence. 

The definition of neighbourhood is not applied consistently and is often used synonymously with community. Usually it is 
defined on a geographical scale where residents share proximity and circumstance (Bernard et al., 2007; Chaskin, 1997). The 
‘perceived’ neighbourhood may be most relevant as residents tend to define their neighbourhood as being much smaller than 
actual administrative boundaries (Barnes et al., 2006). Contextual factors measured at a more global scale, such as 
provincial/state policies and legislation are certainly of importance, but their effects are likely to be translated by more micro or 
local-level circumstances. For example, national and provincial anti-smoking policies in Canada are enforced through the 
application of municipal bylaws. Local ecological factors such as sociodemographics, geographical region, and smoking rates 
play a role in bylaw composition and strength (Nykiforuk et al., 2007). 

Potential physical environmental influences on the development and maintenance of obesity are those neighbourhood 
infrastructure elements which are ‘man-made’ or modified, as well as services that are provided publicly or privately (Macintyre 
et al., 2002). Aspects of the social environment, such as the political, economic, ethnic and religious history of a 
neighbourhood, norms and values in regards to physical activity (PA), food consumption and body shape, degree of 
neighbourhood integration and trust, levels of crime and threats to personal safety, and networks of neighbourhood support 
are also potential obesogenic factors. The social environment, or ‘collective social functioning’ as described by Macintyre et al. 
(2002), can also include how the neighbourhood is perceived by different actors (‘the reputation of the area’). Different 
perceptions can influence investments in the infrastructure of the area, impact the health and well-being of area residents, and 
influence the types of people who decide to move into or move out of the neighbourhood. Additionally, it is worth noting that in 
different socioeconomic and historical situations and in different population groups, physical and social environmental factors 
are likely to differ in terms of their relative explanatory importance, as well as in how they operate together, and with other 
compositional factors (Macintyre et al., 2002). 

In the last 10 years, given the popularity of obesity as a research topic, and improvements made in the area of statistical 
modeling and geographical information systems (GIS) mapping, there has been an increase in the number of researchers 
examining place effects on childhood obesity. The objective of this paper therefore, was to conduct a critical appraisal of the 
published literature within the last 10 years to determine how features of the physical and social environments of children’s 
residential neighbourhoods contribute to their adiposity. Adiposity is taken to mean all levels of excess weight in children 
because definitions of overweight and obesity are inconsistent between studies (Shrewsbury and Wardle, 2008). 
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2. Methods2. Methods2. Methods2. Methods    

2.1. Eligibility criteria 
Research studies were considered for inclusion if they examined features of the physical and social neighbourhood 
environments, based on the broad definitions presented in the introduction, and related them to children’s adiposity. Evaluating 
the effect of these environments on child adiposity had to be one of the primary objectives of the study. The exposure 
measure, or aspect of the environment, could either be objective, such as interviewer observed number of parks, or subjective, 
such as the parent’s perception of safety. Any type of adiposity measure was considered, such as overweight, obesity, skinfold 
thickness, body mass index (BMI), percentage lean body mass etc. Studies that examined large areas such as counties, 
municipalities (i.e., census metropolitan areas, large zip/postal code areas), cities, ‘regions,’ and whole countries were 
excluded. As areas become larger, physical and social environmental exposures become more heterogeneous, making it 
harder to tease out specific place features that influence adiposity. Additionally, studies that used school location as a proxy 
for the child’s neighbourhood of residence were included. Even though, this increases the likelihood of misclassification bias 
when children do not live in the same neighbourhood as their school, this assumption tends to be valid for public schools in 
places like Québec and in many US states where the taxation system makes it more likely that children go to the schools that 
are located in or close to their neighbourhood of residence (Gouvernement du Québec, 2008;Rooney et al., 2006). 

‘Children’ were defined as being between the ages of 2 and 18 years. Thus, studies assessing those younger than 2 or older 
than 18 years of age were excluded. Studies that aggregated adolescents with adults (i.e., 16–24 years) were also excluded. 
Only primary studies and systematic reviews/meta-analyses of primary studies published in peer-reviewed scientific journals 
were considered for inclusion. Studies could be experimental or observational as long as they had a comparison group or 
groups that were either not exposed or had varying levels of exposure. Non-randomized studies, however, had to control or 
stratify (and report their results) for at least sex and age in order to be included. For this reason, studies were excluded if the 
sample sizes analyzed were less than nnnn    =100, as small sample sizes and including more variables in multivariate models 
decreases overall study power. Articles not written in French or English, and those published prior to 1999 were excluded. 
Finally, studies had to have been conducted in a Western country. Those conducted in other countries were excluded because 
the primary interest was to determine significant factors in the neighbourhoods of the wealthiest and most developed countries 
of the ‘Western culture.’ The neighbourhood–adiposity relationship is not likely to be the same in poorer countries and in those 
having different cultural norms and political ideologies such as Japan. 

2.2. Search strategy and identification of studies 
Three electronic databases were searched using the Ovid Interface version OvidSP 10.2: MEDLINE (1996 to JulyJulyJulyJuly 2009), 
EMBASE (1980 to JulyJulyJulyJuly 2009), and PsycINFO (1806 to JulyJulyJulyJuly 2009). The search strategy was developed in MEDLINE and 
refined as appropriate in each of the other two databases to compensate for changes in indexing from database to database. 
Basic search terms included indexed (exploded where appropriate) and free text terms such as ‘obesity’, ‘overweight’, ‘
thinness’, ‘body weight’, ‘body mass index’, ‘body fat distribution’, ‘body size’, ‘waist circumference’, ‘waist–hip ratio’, ‘skinfold 
thickness’, ‘adiposity’, ‘fatness’, ‘residence characteristics’, ‘neighbourhood’, ‘environment’, ‘census tract’, ‘child’, ‘adolescent’, ‘
teenager’, ‘youth’, and ‘student.’ The full strategy is available upon request. A fourth database, SCOPUS, was also searched 
using a modified search strategy. 

Citations from each database were saved as text files and then imported to Reference Manager 11.0 using the appropriate 
filter. Potential studies first underwent a duplicate search to narrow the pool of relevant studies. The first screen was 
conducted using titles and abstracts and the eligibility criteria discussed previously. Studies for which it was difficult to 
determine eligibility based on information in the title and abstract were included in the next round of screening. After the first 
screen, eligibility of the remaining studies was assessed using information provided in the full-text articles and the criteria 
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discussed previously. Handsearching the reference lists of included studies was also conducted. Eligible systematic 
reviews/meta-analyses were included solely for this purpose (the articles themselves were not reviewed). 

Data abstraction tables were organized by the type of neighbourhood exposure being examined (physical environment, social 
environment, and measures incorporating both). Some studies had multiple exposure measures, either of the same or different 
types. Thus, some studies appear more than once in the data abstraction tables. 

3. Results3. Results3. Results3. Results    

3.1. Literature search 
A total of 3240 unique studies were identified from the literature based on the search strategy outlined above. Of these, only 
25 primary studies and 1 systematic review met the eligibility criteria. One study was added based on handsearching the 
reference lists of the included primary studies, and one other was added based on handsearching the reference list of the 
systematic review (see Fig. 1). A total of 62 exposure–adiposity associations were examined. 

3.2. General overview of included studies 
Of the 27 primaryprimaryprimaryprimary studies, the majority (nnnn    =16) were conducted in the US. From the remaining 11, six were conducted in 
Canada, two in Australia, two in the UK, and one in Germany. Twenty-two were cross-sectional (81%), while four used the 
prospective cohort design and one used the retrospective cohort design. Thirteen studies examined young children between 
the ages of two and 11, eight examined older children between the ages of 12 and 18, and six studies examined a range of 
ages that spanned these two categories. Two of the 27 studies were conducted on girls only, with the remainder including both 
sexes. Sample sizes ranged from as few as 315, to as many as 529,367 participants. Twelve studies were based on the same 
or very similar samples. Three pairs of studies (Evenson et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2007), (Veugelers et al., 2008; Veugelers 
and Fitzgerald, 2005), and (Crawford et al., 2008; Timperio et al., 2005), were based on the same sample, consisted of at least 
some of the same authors, but conducted different analyses. Two pairs of studies, (Lumeng et al., 2006; O’Brien et al., 2007) 
and (McKay et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2008), used the same sample, conducted different analyses, but were not collaborating 
authors. A final pair of studies (Bell et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2007) were collaborating authors, derived their samples from the 
same pool of children (some children may have been the same), but had different study designs. 

Of the 22 crosscrosscrosscross----sectionalsectionalsectionalsectional studies, only eight modeled the neighbourhood environment–adiposity relationship at multiple levels 
of influence (i.e., accounting for correlations between children in the same neighbourhood) (Cohen et al., 2006; Evenson et al., 
2007; Janssen et al., 2006; Koller and Mielck, 2009; Oliver and Hayes, 2005; Scott et al., 2007; Veugelers et al., 
2008; Veugelers and Fitzgerald, 2005). Two studies chose not to use multi-level modeling or other methods because they had 
small cluster sample sizes (Grafova, 2008;Spence et al., 2008). Seven used other statistical means to control for clustering 
(Crawford et al., 2008;Davis and Carpenter, 2009; Franzini et al., 2009; McKay et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2006; Singh et al., 
2008;Timperio et al., 2005), while five did not appear to consider clustering at the neighbourhood or other area levels 
( [Burdette and Whitaker, 2004] and [Burdette and Whitaker, 2005]; Chen and Paterson, 2006; Kinra et al., 2000; Liu et al., 
2007). 

Only one out of the five cohortcohortcohortcohort studies used multi-level modeling to model the neighbourhood environment–adiposity 
relationship longitudinally (Oliver and Hayes, 2008). Intra-neighbourhood correlations were not modeled in this study due to 
small sample sizes. One study attempted a group-based growth curve analysis called ‘latent transition analysis,’ but had to 
collapse categories due to small sample sizes (O’Brien et al., 2007). After derivation of the groups, they interestingly used 
multi-level modeling, not to account for clustering within neighbourhoods, but to model the home environment and proximal 
child experiences (child care, PA, neighbourhood safety) as contextual effects. Two of the five cohort studies used multi-level 
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modeling or a population averaged approach (Lumeng et al., 2006; Wardle et al., 2006), and one adjusted the standard errors 
of the model parameters to account for correlations within neighbourhoods (Bell et al., 2008). 

All 27 studies used BMI either as the outcome, or to derive one or more of the outcomes. Eight studies did not have BMI data 
based on directly measured heights and weights. Studies that exclusively examined social environmental exposures were 
most likely to be based on self- or parent-reported height and weight (6/8 or 75%). Most studies used overweight, obesity or 
BMI as the outcome, although one study also considered waist circumference (Wardle et al., 2006). 

Neighbourhood definitions varied widely from study to study. Administrative boundaries such as census tracts were used by 
seven out of the 27 studies (26%). Seven studies relied on respondents’ perceptions of their neighbourhood boundaries, while 
one conversely relied on the interviewer to observe the face-block of the child's residence. Six studies used a buffer (or radius) 
of a certain distance that was calculated from the child’s address. Buffer sizes ranged from 1 to 5 km. Three studies defined 
the neighbourhood based on the school catchment area or school district, and three studies used multiple definitions as they 
examined different types of exposures.  

 

 

In terms of addressing duration of exposure, only 18.5% (5/27) of studies considered residential mobility in the design or 
analysis. For example, three studies restricted the sample to only those children living at the same address for a certain 
number of years (Bell et al., 2008; Crawford et al., 2008; Lumeng et al., 2006); one study conducted a sensitivity analysis 
comparing those who had recently moved to those who had not (Grafova, 2008); while the last incorporated changes in the 
level of exposure over time into the final model (O’Brien et al., 2007). 

3.3. Neighbourhood physical environment 
Eleven studies in this review examined at least one feature of the neighbourhood physical environment and its relation to child 
adiposity (Table 1). Thirty associations were analyzed across the 11 studies. Four studies investigated the relationship 
between the appearance of the neighbourhood and child adiposity. Two of these four examined the degree of neighbourhood 
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greenness using the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, a measurement based on satellite imagery of the amount of 
plant life in a particular area (Bell et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2007). Both found that as the NDVI increased (indicating more plant 
life in the neighbourhood), adiposity significantly decreased. Evenson et al. (2007) did not find that young girl’s perceptions of 
their neighbourhood as aesthetically pleasing was significantly related to BMI, overweight or obesity. However, Grafova 
(2008) determined that children living in neighbourhoods with physical disorder observed by the interviewer, such as garbage, 
broken glass, drug-related paraphernalia, condoms, beer containers, etc. on the streets and sidewalks, were more likely to be 
obese than children living in neighbourhoods without this observed disorder. 

Four studies examined accessibility of PA facilities, such as parks and playgrounds (Burdette and Whitaker, 2004; Evenson et 
al., 2007; Scott et al., 2007; Veugelers et al., 2008), with mixed results. One study did not find that distance to the nearest 
playground was related to obesity (Burdette and Whitaker, 2004). Another that examined girls ’  perceptions of their 
neighbourhood, found that those who reported a high number of PA facilities within walking distance of their home (highest 
quartile) were less likely to be overweight than those reporting few or no facilities (lowest quartile) (Evenson et al., 2007). 
There was no significant association with obesity. For BMI, only the middle two quartiles of PA facility accessibility were 
significantly different from the lowest quartile. Scott et al. (2007) did not find that the number of parks, number of unlocked 
schools, or having at least one school within a half mile radius of child’s residence were significantly related to BMI. Despite 
this, they did find that as the number of locked schools in the neighbourhood increased, BMI significantly increased. The fourth 
and final study found that children living in rural neighbourhoods with excellent access to playgrounds/parks, as perceived by 
their parents, were significantly less likely to be overweight than children who had poor access (Veugelers et al., 2008). The 
relationship was the same for obesity but significant in both rural and urban areas. For access to other recreational facilities, 
those with excellent access were less likely to be overweight, regardless of urban/rural status, and less likely to be obese if 
they lived in a rural area. 

Five studies investigated the relationship between access to food retail establishments and child adiposity levels (Burdette and 
Whitaker, 2004; Davis and Carpenter, 2009; Liu et al., 2007; Veugelers et al., 2008). Results again were mixed. One study did 
not find any significant association with adiposity (Burdette and Whitaker, 2004). Another had significant but unexpected 
results–the availability of fast food restaurants appeared to protect against adiposity. However, this was not consistent across 
adiposity measures, and was complex in that age and sex modified the relationship (Crawford et al., 2008). In contrast, 
another study found that two availability indicators: one or more fast food restaurants and one or more non-fast food 
restaurants in the neighbourhood were both positively related to BMI and overweight (Davis and Carpenter, 2009). Liu et al. 
(2007) found that in areas of low population density, the distance to the nearest supermarket significantly predicted obesity. 
Other store types were not found to be important, even when considering population density. Finally, regardless of the type of 
store, Veugelers et al. (2008) found that average and excellent parental perceived access significantly protected against 
overweight in urban areas, and obesity in both rural and urban areas. 

Two studies considered the potential effect of neighbourhood street layout on child adiposity (Grafova, 2008; Spence et al., 
2008). Grafova (2008) found no effect of street connectivity on obesity; however, children living in neighbourhoods built after 
1969 were more likely to be obese than those living in neighbourhoods built before 1969. Spence et al. (2008) developed an 
index of walkability that included indicators such as dwelling and intersection densities, land-use mix, and number of PA 
facilities in the neighbourhood. Girls, but not boys, living in highly walkable neighbourhoods were less likely to be overweight 
than those living in less walkable neighbourhoods. 

Only two studies investigated the potential effect of population density (Bell et al., 2008; Grafova, 2008). Neither found a 
significant effect at the census block-group and census tract levels. Finally, one study derived a latent construct for the 
neighbourhood physical environment that incorporated many of the variables that have been described in this section 
(see Table 1) (Franzini et al., 2009). The authors of this study used structural equation modeling to determine the relationship 
between the latent construct and obesity through mediation by level of PA. They found that the physical environment was not 
significantly associated with PA, but PA was negatively associated with obesity, after controlling for individual 
sociodemographic factors. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of studies that examined the relationship between the neighbourhood physical environment and child adiposity. 

Study basics 

 

Physical environment 

 

Weight Status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
weight 

Main weight 
status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other statistical 
adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

Bell et al. 
(2008) 

RC I Indianapolis, US; 3–
16 years in 1996–
2000, followed to 5–
18 years; 
n=3831 *Some 
children may be the 
same as in Liu et al. 
(2007) 

(1)   
Amount of 
greenness —
Normalized 
Difference 
Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) 

 
(2)  

Residential density 

(1)  
1 km 
circular 
buffer 
around 
child’s 
residence 

 
(2)  

Census 
block-group 

Yes BMI Z-score 
(CDC) at Time 
2 (5–18 years) 

Sex, Time 1 age, 
race/ethnicity, and 
Time 1 BMI Z-score, 
family health 
insurance type; area 
SES; index year; both 
predictors incl in same 
model; adjusted SEs 
for clustering of 
neighbourhoods 

Incl only 
children who 
lived at the 
same 
address for at 
least 24 
months 

(1) 
 – for NDVI 

 
(2) 

Ø for residential 
density 

Burdette 
and 
Whitaker 
(2004) 

XS I Cincinnati (OH), US; 
3–4 years between 
1/1/98 and 
6/30/01; n=7020 

Distance (miles) to nearest: 
(1) playground, 
(2) FF 

Based on boundaries 
used by Cincinnati 
Police Department 
(total=46) to report 
crime rates 

Yes Obesity (CDC) Poverty ratio, race, 
sex 

No Ø for all predictors 

    

Crawford 
et al. 
(2008) 

XS I Same population as 
Timperio et al. 
(2005) but 3 years 
later in 2004,n=137 
(8–9 years),n=243 
(13–15 years) 

(1)  
At least 1 FF in 
neighbourhood 

(2) 
 Density of FF in 
neighbourhood 

(3) 
 Distance (km) to the 
nearest FF (using 
road network) 
regardless of 2 km 
buffer 

2 km circular buffer 
around residential 
address 

Yes BMI Z-score 
(CDC) 
Overweight 
incl obesity 
(IOTF) 

PA status; stratified by 
sex and age group; 
adjusted for clustering 
by school 

Restricted 
analysis to 
children who 
lived at the 
same 
address for at 
least the 
previous 3 
years 

(1) 
At least 1 FF in 
neighbourhood: − 
for 13–15 years 
(both sexes) with 
BMI Z-score; − for 
13–15 years girls 
with overweight 

(2) 
Density: Ø for both 
sexes and age 
groups with BMI Z-
score; − for 13–15 
years girls with 
overweight 

(3) 
Distance: Ø for all 
groups with all 
outcomes 

Davis and 
Carpenter 
(2009) 

XS I California, US; 
Grades 7–12 from 
2002 to 
2005;n=529,367 

(1) 
One or more FF 

(2) 
One or more ‘other’ 
restaurants 

½ mile buffer around 
school location 

Not 
reported 

BMI, 
Overweight 
(incl obesity), 
Obesity (CDC) 

School, urban/rural 
status of school; child 
sex, grade level, age, 
race/ethnicity, and PA; 
adjusted SEs for 
clustering between 
schools; both 
predictors incl in same 
model 

No (1) 
+ for one or more 
FF with all 3 
outcomes; 

(2) 
+ for one or more 
‘other’ restaurants 
with BMI and 
overweight only 

Evenson et 
al. (2007) 

XS M US (6 States); 
Grade 6 females in 
2003; n=1554 

Child’s perception of her 
neighbourhood: 
(1) 

Aesthetics (1 Likert 
item assessing 
agreement) 

(2) 
# of accessible PA 
facilities within 
walking distance 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes BMI, 
Overweight 
(incl obesity), 
Obesity (CDC) 

State, school, school 
SES; child 
race/ethnicity and non-
school PA; 
neighbourhood SES 

No (1) 
Ø for aesthetics 
with all outcomes 

(2) 
– for accessibility 
with BMI (2nd and 
3rd quartiles); - for 
accessibility with 
overweight 
(4thquartile only); 
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Study basics 

 

Physical environment 

 

Weight Status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
weight 

Main weight 
status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other statistical 
adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

(quartiles: 1=0–4*; 
2=5–6; 3=7–8; 4=9–
14) 
 

Ø for accessibility 
with obesity 

Franzini et 
al. (2009) 

XS SEM US (3 large 
cities);Grade 5 in 
2003; n=544 

Physical environment–latent 
construct (interviewer 
observed): Scales for (i) traffic 
and (ii) physical disorder; low 
density residential area; land-
use primarily residential 

Face-block Yes Ordinal 
obesity 
status–
underweight or 
normal weight, 
overweight, 
obese (CDC) 

Child age, 
race/ethnicity, and 
sex; family type, 
parental income, and 
education; social 
environment–latent 
construct (see Table 
2); mediation by PA 
(composite score); 
adjusted for clustering 
within schools 
 

No – for PA with weight status 
where physical environment 
Ø with PA 

Grafova 
(2008) 

XS I US (NR); 5–18 
years in 
2002/03; n=2482 

(1) 
Population density 

(2) 
Street connectivity 

(3) 
Time period of 
neighbourhood 
development (before 
1950, 1950–1969*, 
and after 1969) 

(4) 
Interviewer observed 
physical 
neighbourhood 
disorder (yes/no) 
 

Census tract (1, 2, and 
3) Street block (4) 

Yes Obesity (CDC) Child age, sex, and 
race/ethnicity; 
household SES, # of 
children, and female-
headed household; 
mother’s BMI and 
annual hours of work; 
primary caregiver age 
and education; region 
of residence 

Residential 
mobility 
patterns did 
not differ by 
obesity status 

(1) 
Ø for population 
density 

(2) 
Ø for street 
connectivity 

(3) 
+ for 
neighbourhoods 
built after 1969 

(4) 
– for no physical 
disorder observed 

Liu et al. 
(2007) 

XS I Indianapolis, US; 3–
18 years in 
2000; n=7,334 
*Some children may 
be the same as in 
Bell et al., 2008 

(1) 
Amount of 
greenness - 
Normalized 
Difference 
Vegetation Index 
(NDVI); 

Distance (km) to nearest: 
(2) 

food retail store of 
any type, 

(3) 
grocery store, 

(4) 
convenience store, 

(5) 
FF, 

(6) 
supermarket 

2 km circular buffer 
around child’s 
residence (1) 2 km 
street network buffer 
around child's 
residence (2–6) 

Yes Ordinal 
obesity 
index—BMI 
categorized 
as, 4:>98th 
%ile 3:>95th 
%ile 2:>85th 
%ile 1: 
otherwise 
(CDC) 

Township population 
density (tested EM), 
child age, race, sex; 
avg block-group 
median family income 

No (1) 
– for NDVI in high 
pop density areas; 

(2) 
Ø for distance to 
any food retail, no 
EM; 

(3) 
Ø for distance to 
nearest grocery, no 
EM; 

(4) 
Ø for distance to 
nearest 
convenience, no 
EM; 

(5) 
Ø for distance to 
nearest FF, no EM; 

(6) 
+for distance to 
nearest 
supermarket in low 
pop density areas 
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Study basics 

 

Physical environment 

 

Weight Status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
weight 

Main weight 
status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other statistical 
adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

Scott et al. 
(2007) 

XS M Same population as 
in Evenson et al. 
(2007) 

# of: (1) parks, (2) unlocked 
schools with active amenities, 
(3) locked schools, (4) 
presence of at least one school 

1/2 mile radius around 
girl’s residential 
address 

Yes BMI State, school, % of 
6th–8th graders 
receiving free or 
reduced price lunch; 
child race 

No (1) 
Ø for # of parks; 

(2) 
Ø for # of unlocked 
schools; 

(3) 
+ for # of locked 
schools; 

(4) 
Ø for at least one 
school 

Spence et 
al. (2008) 

XS I Edmonton (AB), 
Canada 4–6 years 
in 2004;n=239 
boys; n=262 girls 

Index of walkability based on: 
(1) dwelling density, (2) 
intersection density, (3) land-
use mix, and (4) # of PA 
facilities 

Postal code (1–3) 
1.5 km radius of postal 
code centroid (4) 

Yes Overweight 
incl obesity 
(CDC and 
IOTF) 

Neighbourhood 
education level, 
proportion of women 
employed; child age, 
sex (tested EM), PA 
status, and junk food 
consumption 

No – for girls using either 
definition; Ø for boys using 
either definition 

Veugelers 
et al. 
(2008) 

XS M Nova Scotia, 
Canada; Grade 5 in 
2003; n=4298 

Parental perceived access to 
(1) shops, (2) playgrounds and 
parks, (3) recreational 
facilities—responses to each 
item on 5 pt scale aggregated 
by neighbourhood and 
categorized into tertiles: poor*, 
average, and excellent access 

School catchment 
area based on student 
postal codes 

Yes Overweight 
(incl obesity) 
and Obesity 
(IOTF) 

Residential area; child 
sex; parental 
education, household 
income; tested for EM 
by urban/rural status 
of school location 

No (1) 
Shops: − for avg 
and excellent 
access with 
overweight in 
urban areas; − for 
excellent access 
with obesity (no 
EM) 

(2) 
Parks and 
playgrounds: − for 
excellent access 
with overweight in 
rural areas; − for 
excellent access 
with obesity (no 
EM) 

(3) 
Recreational 
facilities: − for 
excellent access 
with overweight (no 
EM); − for excellent 
access with obesity 
in rural areas 

BMI=body mass index; CDC=Centers for Disease Control and Prevention definitions (overweight: BMI≥85th %ile for age and sex; obese: BMI≥95th %ile for age and sex); EM=effect modification; FF=fast food restaurant; FS=full-

service restaurant; I=individual-level; IOTF=International Obesity Task Force definitions (age- and sex-specific based on extrapolating adult overweight (BMI≥20 kg/m2) and obesity (BMI≥30 kg/m2) definitions to a reference 

population; K=kindergarten; M=multi-level; NR=nationally representative sample; PA=physical activity; PC=prospective cohort; Pop=population-level; RC=retrospective cohort; SES=socioeconomic status; SEM=structural equation 

modeling; SE=standard error; SD=standard deviation; XS=cross-sectional; Ø=no association; + = positive association; – = negative association;  * =reference group. 
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Table 2. Characteristics of studies that examined the relationship between the neighbourhood social environment and child adiposity. 

Study Basics 

 

Social environment 

 

Weight status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
Weight 

Main weight status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other adjustments in 
statistical analysis 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

Burdette 
and 
Whitaker 
(2005) 

XS I US; 3 years in 2001–
2003; n=3141 

Parental perceived 
neighbourhood safety 
(neighbourhood environment 
for Children Rating Scales) 
Score categorized into tertiles 
of low, med, and high safety 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes BMI Z-score (CDC) 
Obesity (CDC) 

Child race/ethnicity; 
household income; 
mothers’ education and 
marital status 

No Ø for safety with both 
outcomes 

Burdette 
and 
Whitaker 
(2004) 

XS I Cincinnati (OH), US; 
3–4 years between 
1/1/98 and 
6/30/01;n=7020 

Quintiles of neighbourhood: 
(1) crime rate (per 1000 
residents/year); (2) 911 call 
rate (per 1000 residents/year) 

Based on 
boundaries used 
by Cincinnati 
Police Dept 
(total=46) to 
report crime rates 

Yes Obesity (CDC) Child race and sex; 
household poverty ratio 

No Ø for both predictors 

Chen and 
Paterson 
(2006) 

XS I St. Louis, US; 14–19 
years (year?);n=315 

% families: (1) employed, (2) 
with high school education or 
more; median: (3) family 
income, (4) value of owner-
occupied houses 

Census block-
group 

Yes BMI Child age and sex; 
main predictors 
measured at the family-
level 

No – for all 4 SES predictors 

Cohen et 
al. (2006) 

XS M Los Angeles, US; 
12–17 years; n=807 

(1) 
Collective efficacy 
(based on 
aggregated Likert 
responses to 9 
items by ∼55 
adults in 65 
census tracts) 

(2) 
Tract 
disadvantage 
(based on 4 
indicators from 
2000 census data) 

Census tract 
(1990) 

No BMI, overweight incl 
obesity, and obesity 
(CDC) 

Census tract; Child 
age, sex, race/ethnicity, 
TV watching, and 
extracurricular 
activities; parental 
nativity, marital status, 
BMI, and education 
level; family income, 
type, working status, 
and health insurance 
status 

No (1) 
-for collective 
efficacy with all 3 
measures (BMI, 
overweight, 
obesity) 

(2) 
Ø for tract 
disadvantage 
with all three 
measures (BMI, 
overweight, 
obesity) 

Evenson et 
al. (2007) 

XS M US (6 States); Grade 
6 females in 
2003; n=1554 

Child’s perception of safety in 
her neighbourhood (scale 
based on 4 items) 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes BMI, overweight (incl 
obesity), obesity 
(CDC) 

State, school, school 
SES; child 
race/ethnicity and non-
school PA; 
neighbourhood SES 

No Ø for safety with all 
outcomes (BMI, overweight, 
and obesity) 

Franzini et 
al. (2009) 

XS SEM US (3 large cities); 
Grade 5 in 
2003;n=544 

Social environment–latent 
construct (perceived by 
parent): Neighbourhood 
scales for (i) social cohesion, 
(ii) informal social control, (iii) 
collective socialization of 
children, (iv)social 
exchanges, (v) social ties, 
and (vi) safety 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes Ordinal obesity status–
underweight or normal 
weight, overweight, 
obese (CDC) 

Child age, 
race/ethnicity, and sex; 
family type, parental 
income and 
education; physical 
environment–latent 
construct (see Table 
1); mediation by PA 
(composite score); 
adjusted for clustering 
within schools 

No – for PA with weight status 
where social environment 
was + with PA 

Grafova 
(2008) 

XS I US (NR); 5–18 years 
in 2002/03;n=2482 

(1) 
Sampson 
Neighbourhood 
Deprivation Index 

(2) 
Parental 

Census tract (1, 
2, 3,and 5) Street 
block (4) 
Perceived 
neighbourhood 
(6) 

Yes Obesity (CDC) Child age, sex, and 
race/ethnicity; 
household SES, # of 
children, female-
headed; mother’s BMI 
and annual hours of 

Residential 
mobility 
patterns did 
not differ by 
obesity 
status 

(1) 
–for economic 
deprivation 

(2) 
+for lack of social 
control 
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Study Basics 

 

Social environment 

 

Weight status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
Weight 

Main weight status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other adjustments in 
statistical analysis 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

perception of lack 
of informal social 
control (scale) 

work; primary caregiver 
age and education; 
region of residence 

Janssen et 
al. (2006) 

XS M Canada (NR); 
Grades 6–10 in 
2001/2002; n=6684 

Quartiles of: 5 km radius 
surrounding 
school (postal 
codes) 

No Obesity (IOTF) School; child age and 
sex; family affluence, 
perceived family 
wealth; all area-SES 
variables included in 
the same model 

No (1) 
+ for highest 
unemployment 
rate quartile, Ø 
for middle two 
categories; 

(2) 
Ø for high school 
education 

(3) 
Ø for employment 
income 

(1) 
Unemployment 
rate (ref=lowest) 

(2) 
% of adults<high 
school education 
(ref=lowest) 

(3) 
average 
employment 
income from head 
of household 
(ref=highest) Data 
from 2001 Census 

Kinra et al. 
(2000) 

XS I Plymouth, UK (all 
primary school 
children); 5–11 years 
in 1994–96n=20,973 

Townsend Material 
Deprivation Score (quartiles 
from 1=least deprived* to 
4=most deprived) 

Census 
Enumeration 
District (1991 
data) 

Yes Obesity (BMI>98th 
percentile for age/sex 
of British ref 
population) 

Child age (tested EM), 
stratified by sex 

No + for boys in deprived 
quartiles 3 and 4 −no EM;+ 
for girls in highest quartile of 
age (11.8–14.6 years) that 
were in the most deprived 
quartile (quartile=4) 

Koller and 
Mielck 
(2009) 

XS M Munich, Germany; 
all children beginning 
public school in 
2004:n=9353 

(1) 
% of single-parent 
households 
(tertiles: low*, 
medium, high); 
(2) 
% of households 
with≥1 adult in 
lowest education 
level (tertiles: low*, 
medium, high) 

School district Yes Overweight(BMI≥90th 
percentile for age/sex 
of German ref 
population) 

Mother tongue of 
parents (German vs 
other); child sex, visited 
a kindergarten before 
starting school; 
included both 
predictors in same 
model 

 (1) 
Ø for single-
parent 
households; 

(2) 
+ high % low 
education 
households 

Lumeng et 
al. (2006) 

PC Pop US (ten urban and 
rural sites); Children 
born in 1991 
followed until spring 
of Grade 1;n=768 

Parental perceived 
neighbourhood safety: The 
Neighbourhood Safety 
Subscale Score in Grade 1 
(mean of 5 Likert items–
categorized into quartiles 
from least safe to safest*) 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes Obesity (CDC) in 
Grade 1 

Site; sex, 
race/ethnicity, PA-level, 
and BMI Z-score at 4.5 
years; maternal 
education, marital 
status, and depressive 
symptoms; 
respondent’s 
relationship to child and 
social involvement; 
quality of home 
environment 

Excluded 
children who 
had moved 
residences 
in the past 
12 months 
(at Grade 1) 

Ø for safety and obesity in 
grade 1 

McKay et 
al. (2007) 

XS I US (NR); 10–17 
years in 
2003;n=37,930 

Parental perceived 
neighbourhood: (1) social 
trust, (2) mutual aid—each 
based on 1 item with 4-pt 
Likert response scale 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

No Overweight incl obesity 
(CDC) 

State; child sex, 
race/ethnicity, and 
stage of adolescence 
(early, middle, late); 
family income; included 
predictors in same 
model 

No – for both predictors 
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Study Basics 

 

Social environment 

 

Weight status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
Weight 

Main weight status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other adjustments in 
statistical analysis 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

O’Brien et 
al. (2007) 

PC M Same population as 
Lumeng et al. 
(2006); However, 
children were 
followed until Grade 
6 (12 years)n=960 

Same as Lumeng et al. 
(2006) Mean of 
measurements taken in 
grade 1, 3 and 5 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes Patterns of overweight 
(CDC) from 2 to 12 
years: 
(1) 

ever overweight 
and remained 
until 12 years vs 
never; 

(2) 
overweight after 
54 months and 
remained until 12 
years versus 
never 

Child sex, ethnicity, TV 
watching, PA-level and 
time spent in day-care; 
family income and 
structure; maternal 
education; indicators of 
parenting quality 

Used 
multiple 
measures of 
safety over 
time 

Ø for average safety with 
both outcomes (1) and (2) 

Oliver and 
Hayes 
(2008) 

PC M Canada (NR); 2–3 
years (1994) 
followed to 10–11 
years (2002);n=2152 

Neighbourhood low-income 
(least poor, middle*, most 
poor) 

Census 
Enumeration 
Area in 1996 
(based on postal 
code in 1994) 
 

No BMI Z-score (CDC) Time; child age and 
sex; family income and 
structure; mother’s 
education; population 
density 

Assumed 
did not move 
from age 2–
3 years? 

+ for most poor, Ø for least 
poor; 

Oliver and 
Hayes 
(2005) 

XS M Canada (NR); 5–17 
years in 
2000/01;n=11,455 

Neighbourhood SES (high*, 
mid-high, mid-low, low); 

Census 
Dissemination 
Area (CDA) 
based on postal 
code 
 

No Overweight (incl 
obesity) (IOTF) 

CDA, family; age and 
sex; family income; 
parental education 

No + for all SES categories; 
increasing magnitude of 
association from mid-high to 
low 

Scott et al. 
(2007) 

XS M Same population as 
in Evenson et al. 
(2007) 

SES index score based on 5 
indicators from 2000 Census 
(lower scores indicate more 
deprivation) 

1/2 mile radius 
around girl’s 
residential 
address 

Yes BMI State, school, % of 
6th–8th graders 
receiving free or 
reduced price lunch; 
child’s race 

No – for area SES 

Singh et al. 
(2008) 

XS I Same population as 
McKay et al. 
(2007); n=46,707 

Parental perceived 
neighbourhood social capital 
(4 items) Index ranges 4–16 
and categorized into quartiles 
from lowest to highest social 
capital* 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

No Obesity (CDC) Child sex, 
race/ethnicity, TV 
watching, and PA-level; 
household poverty 
status, and highest 
education level; 
adjusted for clustered 
survey design 

No + for low social capital (all 
three lower quartiles) 

Timperio et 
al. (2005) 

XS I Melbourne, 
Australia; 5–6 and 
10–12 years in 
2001; n=292 (5–6 
years), n=916 (10–
12 years) 

Parental perceived 
neighbourhood safety (5 
items—Likert-type response) 

Perceived 
neighbourhood 

Yes Overweight (incl 
obesity) and Obesity 
(IOTF) 

School area SES; child 
sex; family SES, and # 
of cars owned adjusted 
for clustering by school, 
and stratified by age 
group of child 

No 5–6 years: Ø for all 
predictors in unadjusted 
analysis, no adjusted 
analyses; 10–12 years:+ for 
perception of heavy traffic in 
streets with overweight;+ for 
concerned with road safety 
with obesity 

Veugelers 
et al. 
(2008) 

XS M Nova Scotia, 
Canada; Grade 5 in 
2003; n=4298 

Parental perception of safe 
places for children to play 
during the day—5 pt scale 
aggregated by 
neighbourhood and 
categorized into tertiles: 
poor*, average, and excellent 
access 

School catchment 
area based on 
student residence 

Yes Overweight (incl 
obesity) and obesity 
(IOTF) 

Residential area; child 
sex; parental 
education, household 
income; tested for EM 
by urban/rural status of 
school location 

No Ø for safety with both 
outcomes (overweight and 
obesity) 
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Study Basics 

 

Social environment 

 

Weight status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height 
and 
Weight 

Main weight status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other adjustments in 
statistical analysis 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

Veugelers 
and 
Fitzgerald 
(2005) 

XS M Same population as 
Veugelers et al. 
(2008) 

Average, per-school, postal-
code level means of 
household income (2001 
Census) Tertiles—lowest*, 
middle, highest 

Same as above Yes Obesity (IOTF) Frequency of school 
PA classes; child sex, 
type of lunch, PA-level; 
frequency of family 
suppers, parental 
education 

No − for highest income group, 
Ø for middle income 

Wardle et 
al. (2006) 

PC M South London, 
England; 11–12 
years in 1999 
followed until 15–16 
years; n=5863 

Townsend Material 
Deprivation Score (quartiles 
from least deprived to most 
deprived) 

Census 
Enumeration 
District 

Yes BMI SD scores and 
waist circumference 
SD scores (1990 UK 
ref norms) at school 
years 7–11 

School and school 
year; child sex and 
ethnicity 

No + for BMI SD scores in the 
most deprived group;+for 
waist circumference SD 
scores in the most deprived 
group 

BMI=body mass index; CDC=Centers for Disease Control and Prevention definitions (overweight: BMI≥85th %ile for age and sex; obese: BMI≥95th %ile for age and sex); EM=effect modification; FF=fast food restaurant; FS=full-

service restaurant; I=individual-level; IOTF=International Obesity Task Force definitions (age- and sex-specific based on extrapolating adult overweight (BMI≥20 kg/m2) and obesity (BMI≥30 kg/m2) definitions to a reference 

population; K=kindergarten; M=multi-level; NR=nationally representative sample; PA=physical activity; PC=prospective cohort; Pop=population-level; RC=retrospective cohort; SES=socioeconomic status; SEM=structural equation 

modeling; SE=standard error; SD=standard deviation; XS=cross-sectional; Ø=no association; +=positive association; –=negative association; *=reference group. 
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3.4. Neighbourhood social environment 
Twenty-one studies in this review examined at least one feature of the neighbourhood social environment and its relation to 

child adiposity (Table 2). Thirty-one associations were analyzed across the 21 studies. Eleven studies investigated the 

relationship between neighbourhood socioeconomic disadvantage and child adiposity (Chen and Paterson, 2006; Cohen et 

al., 2006; Grafova, 2008; Janssen et al., 2006; Kinra et al., 2000; Koller and Mielck, 2009; [Oliver and Hayes, 2005] and [Oliver 

and Hayes, 2008]; Scott et al., 2007;Veugelers and Fitzgerald, 2005; Wardle et al., 2006). They tended to find that increasing 

disadvantage was related to increasing adiposity levels, regardless of the disadvantage or adiposity measure employed. One 

out of the 11 studies, however, reported a null effect (Cohen et al., 2006). Another found that the significance of disadvantage 

to predict adiposity was modified by age in girls but not boys (Kinra et al., 2000). Seven out of the 21 studies (33%) examined 

neighbourhood safety and child adiposity ( [Burdette and Whitaker, 2004] and [Burdette and Whitaker, 2005]; Evenson et al., 

2007; Lumeng et al., 2006; O’Brien et al., 2007; Timperio et al., 2005; Veugelers et al., 2008). Only one of these reported 

significant results (Timperio et al., 2005), but this was for only two out of the five indicators analyzed, and was modified by age. 

For example, neighbourhood safety did not significantly affect overweight and obesity among 5–6-year-olds, but was positively 

related to overweight and obesity among 10–12-year-olds. Specifically, parental perception of heavy traffic in streets predicted 

overweight (but not obesity), and high parental concern with road safety in the neighbourhood predicted obesity (but not 

overweight). 

Four studies analyzed the relationship between indicators of social capital, such as collective efficacy and social disorder, with 

child adiposity (Cohen et al., 2006; Grafova, 2008; McKay et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2008). All four found that as 

neighbourhood social capital increased, adiposity significantly decreased (or vice versa, as social capital decreased, indicated 

by increasing social disorder, adiposity increased). 

Finally, one study derived a latent construct for the neighbourhood social environment that incorporated many of the variables 

that have been described in this section (see Table 2) (Franzini et al., 2009). The authors of this study used structural equation 

modeling to determine the relationship between the latent construct and obesity through mediation by level of PA. They found 

that a more favourable social environment was positively associated with PA; which was negatively associated with obesity, 

after controlling for individual sociodemographic factors. 

3.5. Combined measures 
Using cluster analysis, one study in this review combined measures of the physical and social environment into one overall 

measure of the neighbourhood environment, in order to determine neighbourhood typologies that significantly predicted 

childhood obesity (Table 3) (Nelson et al., 2006). Indicators describing income/wealth, race/ethnicity, crime, road type, street 

connectivity, and recreation facilities for PA resulted in six neighbourhood typologies which the authors labelled Rural Working 

Class, Exurban, Newer Suburban, Upper-middle Class, Older Suburban, Mixed-race Urban, and Low SES Inner-city. The 

referent typology was New Suburban which was characterized as having a high SES/low minority population, recently built 

housing units, low access to PA amenities, very poor street connectivity, and very few roadways overall. Children living in a 

Rural Working Class neighbourhood (low SES, moderate to low minority, little mobility, low connectivity, low access to PA 

amenities, and very low density of roadways) were 38% more likely to be obese than those in New Suburban neighbourhoods. 

Similarly, those in Exurban (moderate SES, low minority, high percentage of recently built housing, high percentage of 

population commuting to work outside their county of residence, low access to PA amenities, low street connectivity, low 

crime, and large number of arterial roadways) and Mixed-race Urban neighbourhoods (low SES, high poverty, moderate 
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access to PA amenities, moderate to high street connectivity and crime, and high density of local roadways) were 

approximately 30% more likely to be obese than those living in New Suburban neighbourhoods. 

4. Discussion4. Discussion4. Discussion4. Discussion    

Among the studies that examined features of the neighbourhood physical environment, it was difficult to discern a clear 

relationship with adiposity, particularly given the variability in exposure measures used. On the other hand, from the studies 

that examined the neighbourhood social environment, deprivation seems to be important in explaining child adiposity, above 

and beyond individual socioeconomic characteristics. High social capital of neighbourhoods also appears to be protective of 

child adiposity. 

Across studies, there was much heterogeneity in terms of population age, methods employed for analysis, derivation of 

predictor and outcome variables, neighbourhood definition, and covariates included in statistical models, which may explain 

inconsistent and null results. This also made it impossible to conduct a meta-analysis. Additionally, studies have found that 

self-reported height and weight can yield overweight and obesity measures that act differently in associational analysis 

compared to those based on directly measured height and weight (Shields et al., 2008). Thus, inconsistent results may have 

arisen from the eight studies that relied on self-reported data. 

Only five studies reviewed were cohort studies, the remaining 22 were cross-sectional, which increases the likelihood for 

reverse causation and residual confounding. There is a relative lack of ‘true’ longitudinal studies in this area of research; most 

of these cohort studies used cross-sectional methods in their analysis, and only one study actually used longitudinal 

regression methods. Even epidemiologic studies of individualindividualindividualindividual----levellevellevellevel    characteristics and childhood obesity generally fail to 

examine how these factors affect adiposity over time (Reilly et al., 2007). Epidemiologic studies at individual andandandand multi-levels 

should examine how factors relate to different adiposity trajectories (for example, always obese or never obese). This not only 

provides for more robust evidence of causation (given its longitudinal design) but also better illustrates how these factors 

influence adiposity development and maintenance, given that body weight relative to height varies tremendously in growing 

children (Reilly et al., 2007). The quality of both types of studies, particularly cross-sectional, if a cohort study is not feasible, 

can be enhanced by including measures of exposure length, accounting for change in exposure, or at least including an 

indicator of residential mobility. Only five studies considered this bias, and two were cohort studies. Additionally, none of these 

studies adjusted for early life factors known to be related to childhood obesity, such as breastfeeding, birth weight, gestational 

age, parental smoking during pregnancy and mother’s pregnancy BMI (Dubois and Girard, 2006; Harder et al., 2005; Oken 

and Gillman, 2003; Power and Jefferis, 2002).  

From the body of research reviewed here, it is unclear as to whether authors formulated and followed a priori theories. The 

general failure to account for early life factors, as well as lack of consideration for time exposed demonstrates this fact. 

Furthermore, many studies of the neighbourhood physical environment controlled for children’s PA levels (but interestingly not 

dietary intake). Physical activity and dietary intake are intermediate steps in the pathway from physical environment to 

overweight or obesity. Even though a confounder may be related to both physical environment and to adiposity, it cannot be 

an intermediate step in a causal pathway. Thus, studies that controlled for PA likely over-controlled, potentially leading to null 

findings. Finally, very few studies investigated the possibility that the effect of the neighbourhood social and physical 

environments on adiposity may be moderated by age. Neighbourhood factors may become more influential as children get 

older; they are more independent and therefore, more able to access their surroundings. This would seem to be especially 

important among studies with populations containing large age ranges.
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Table 3. Characteristics of a study that examined the relationship between a combined measure of the neighbourhood physical and social environment with child 

adiposity. 
Study basics 

 

Combined measures of the neighbourhood environment 

 

Weight status 

 

Analysis 

 

Results 

Reference Design 
and level 
of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
definition 

Measured 
height and 
weight 

Main weight 
status 
measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
adjustments in 
statistical analysis 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility 

 

Nelson et 
al. (2006) 

XS I US (NR); Grades 
7–12 in 
1995; n=19,029 

6 neighbourhood patterns based on 
access to PA facilities, area SES 
indicators, crime rate, road type, and 
street connectivity: 
(1) 

Rural working class; 
(2) 

Exurban, mid-SES; 
(3) 

Newer suburban*; 
(4) 

Older suburban, upper-
mid-SES; 

(5) 
Mixed-race urban, low 
SES; 

(6) 
Inner-city, low SES 

3 km buffer around 
residential address 

No Obesity (CDC) Child age, race/ethnicity; 
household income and 
parental education; 
adjusted for cluster 
sampling design 

No + for (1) Rural, (2) 
Exurban, and (5) 
Mixed-race urban; Ø 
for (4) Older 
suburban, and(6) 
Inner-city 

BMI=body mass index; CDC=Centers for Disease Control and Prevention definitions (overweight: BMI≥85th %ile for age and sex; obese: BMI≥95th %ile for age and sex); EM=effect modification; FF=fast food restaurant; FS=full-
service restaurant; I=individual-level; IOTF=International Obesity Task Force definitions (age and sex-specific based on extrapolating adult overweight (BMI≥20 kg/m2) and obesity (BMI≥30 kg/m2) definitions to a reference 
population; K=kindergarten; M=multi-level; NR=nationally representative sample; PA=physical activity; PC=prospective cohort; Pop=population-level; RC=retrospective cohort; SES=socioeconomic status; SEM=structural equation 
modeling; SE=standard error; SD=standard deviation; XS=cross-sectional; Ø=no association; +=positive association; –=negative association; *=reference group. 
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Employing ecosocial theory, which considers accumulation of risk over the lifecourse, can allow researchers to better 

understand, at a population level, why certain children become and remain obese and why others do not. It is a holistic 

perspective acknowledging that disease development, in this case child adiposity, cannot be studied in individual isolated parts

–rather individual behaviours and characteristics, settings (work, school, home, neighbourhood etc.), contexts (at the local, to 

inter and supra-national levels), and their interrelationships must be considered simultaneously at multiple scales of time and 

space ( [Krieger, 1994] and [Krieger, 2008]). Although statistical modeling is unlikely to capture all processes involved in the 

development of child adiposity, multi-level modeling is a promising strategy that can incorporate ecosocial theory by helping us 

to better understand the extent of interactions between individual characteristics and features of place, namely the 

neighbourhood, over time, in relation to child adiposity. Researchers in this area should continue to use multi-level modeling, 

but need to better utilize theory in model development. 

To aid in cross-study comparisons, future studies may consider examining multiple adiposity measures (such as BMI, 

overweight, and obesity), as well as include IOTF definitions for childhood overweight and obesity, in addition to national 

definitions. Where possible, the heights and weights of children should be directly measured instead of self-or parent-reported. 

As an alternative to ‘reinventing the wheel,’ researchers might also consider making use of previously developed exposure and 

neighbourhood definitions, and geographic methods. Defining neighbourhood boundaries based on participants’ perceptions 

should also be considered. And finally, although only a few studies reviewed here used school location as a proxy for 

children’s neighbourhood of residence, future studies should base neighbourhood exposure measurements on where the child 

actually lives. This reduces the likelihood for misclassification bias. 

The results of this appraisal should be interpreted in light of two similar reviews that did not focus specifically on 

children. Papas et al. (2007) examined the relationship between the physical or built environment and obesity. They found that 

85% (17/20) of studies reported a statistically significant positive association with at least one measure of the physical 

environment. Black and Macinko (2008) reviewed studies that examined the relationship between obesity and the 

neighbourhood social environment, physical environment, and food availability. The results of the 22 studies that examined the 

physical environment and food availability were mixed. For the social environment, their findings from the 16 studies reviewed 

coincide with those of this appraisal; neighbourhood-level SES, measured in a variety of ways, was inversely associated with 

obesity, even after controlling for individual-level characteristics. 

A few limitations of this critical appraisal also bear mentioning. Drawing any type of conclusion may be somewhat premature, 

given the heterogeneity of the studies reviewed here and elsewhere. This may be a sign that the literature on neighbourhood 

and childhood adiposity (and possibly adult obesity) is not yet sufficiently extensive to support a review. Thus, a clearer picture 

may emerge as more studies are completed. On the other hand, considering studies that were not published in peer-reviewed 

scientific journals, or were written in languages other than English or French, may have further clarified relationships. This 

was, however, beyond the scope of this appraisal. 

5. Conclusion5. Conclusion5. Conclusion5. Conclusion    

Twenty-seven primary studies that examined the relationship between physical and/or social environmental features of the 

neighbourhood with child adiposity were included in this critical appraisal. Socioeconomic disadvantage at the neighbourhood 

level was consistently found to relate to increased child adiposity, irrespective of exposure or outcome definition. High social 

capital appeared to act as a protective factor. It is unclear at this time if and how other neighbourhood environmental features, 

such as safety, street layout and block design, availability/accessibility of amenities etc., play a role. The heterogeneity across 
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studies, in terms of population age, methods employed for analysis, derivation of predictor and outcome variables, 

neighbourhood definition, and covariates included in statistical models, may account for these mixed and null results. The 

general reliance on the cross-sectional study design, failure to address the potential for exposure bias, over controlling, and 

residual confounding should also be considered when trying to draw any overall conclusions. 

Basing analytical models on a priori theories that originate from an ecosocial perspective will improve our understanding of this 

complex public health problem. Researchers are also encouraged to facilitate comparability across studies by analyzing 

multiple adiposity measures that include the IOTF definitions of overweight and obesity. 

This is an exciting area of research that has only just started to ramp up within the last 10 years. By nature, it crosses many 

different disciplines such as epidemiology, urban planning, sociology, and geography, to name a few. Thus, research 

conducted by transdisciplinary teams can only add to the quality of future studies. 
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3.2 An update to Section 3.1 

Introduction and methods 

The following literature review was undertaken to update the previous review on 

neighbourhoods and child adiposity, but focused on the place factors of interest in this thesis 

(material and social deprivation, social cohesion, disorder, and living location).  A 

systematic search strategy was not employed and only PubMed was searched; however, the 

search terms used in the first review were used again here.  The literature was searched up 

until April 30, 2012.  Given that indicators of living location or population type/compactness 

(e.g. urban/rural status, population density/size, and indices of sprawl) are often defined at 

larger geographical levels than neighbourhood, the review was expanded to include studies 

assessing place factors defined up to areas described by county, zip code, and larger census 

areas such as census metropolitan areas (CMA) or census agglomerations (CAs); areas such 

as regions, provinces/states, countries, and beyond were excluded.  The previous eligibility 

criteria remained the same (see page 48 in Section 3.1).     

Results  

In total, twenty-two unique studies were retrieved (see Tables 1- 4). The majority were 

published in 2008 or after (16/22).  Almost 60% (13/22) were published using US samples 

of children.  Canadian samples comprised three studies, two studies used English samples of 

children, two studies examined Australian children, one study was conducted on French 

children, and one examined Swedish children.  The vast majority of studies were cross-

sectional (17/22), and only five were longitudinal.  Approximately 64% (14/22) used directly 

measured heights and weights to derive weight indicators, while 8/22 used self or parent-

reported heights and weights.  The ages of the samples varied considerably from study to 
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Table 1: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between area deprivation and child excess weight 

Study basics Deprivation Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design 
& level 
of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place boundary Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other statistical 

adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Burdette & 
Needham, 
2012 (1) 

PC, ML, 
SCRS 

US (NR), children 
in grades 7-12 in 
1995 –followed in 
1996, 2001, and 
2008; RR = 79%; 
analytical n = 
9,115;  

Disadvantage index 
standardized and 
summed: 
-Proportion of female-
headed households 
-Unemployment rate 
-Proportion of 
households receiving 
public assistance 
-Proportion of African 
Americans 
-Proportion below 
poverty line  

1990 US Census 
tracts 

Yes BMI 
(1996,2001, 
and 2008) 

ML linear regression by 
year 
 
Survey weights and 
design, age, sex 
race/ethnicity, parent 
education, household 
income, family structure, 
nhood disorder, nhood 
safety 

No + at 1996 
+ longitudinal 

Grow et al, 
2010 (2) 

XS, ML, 
all clinics 
of 
primary 
health 
care 
provider 

King County 
Washington, US; 
6-18 y age (6 
months prior to 
July 31st, 2006) N 
= 8616; RR? 

1) Median household 
income 
2) % population residing 
in home they own 
3) % females with high 
school or less 
4)  % single parent 
5) % white race  

Administrative 
(census tract) 
based on child’s 
residence  

Yes Obese (CDC) ML logistic regression 
with Conditional 
Autoregressive 
Regression (CAR) 
correlation structure 
(accounts for correlation 
between adjacent 
census tracts) 
 
Age, sex, health plan 
status (indicator of 
individual SES) 

No – for 1) median 
income 
+ for 2) home 
ownership 
 

Lovasi et al, 
2011 (3) 

XS, ML New York City, 
US; Head Start 
participants (low 
income) 2-5 y age 
in 2003-2005; N = 
428; RR? 

1) % living in poverty 2) 
% black  
3) % foreign born 

Children living 
within 2 km of 
Head Start 
Center: 0.5 km 
buffer around 
straight line from  
center to home; 
 
Children living 
outside 2km: 0.5 
km circular buffer 
around home and 
center 

Yes A) BMI Z-
score (CDC) 
 
B) Sum of 
triceps and 
subscapular 
skinfolds  

GEE by center 
 
Child (age, sex, 
race/ethnicity); Mother 
(age, birth outside US, 
use of Spanish, 
employment/student 
status); Household (# of 
rooms in home); Nhood 
(population density, 
land-use mix, subway 
stop density, bus stop 
density, intersection 
density, homicide rate, 
pedestrian-auto injury 
rate, traffic volume, % 
sidewalks rated as filthy, 
% vacant housing, 

No  Ø for all 
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Table 1: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between area deprivation and child excess weight 

Study basics Deprivation Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design 
& level 
of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place boundary Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other statistical 

adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

street tree density, park 
access, playground 
access)    

Schwartz et 
al, 2011 (4) 

XS, ML, 
all clinics 
of 
primary 
health 
care 
provider  

Pennsylvania, 
US; 5-18 y age 
from 2001 to Feb 
2008;  N =  
48,402;  
RR = 80.2%;   

Modified Townsend 
Index (2000 Census)  
-less than high school 
-not in labour force 
-in poverty 
-on public assistance 
- civilian unemployment 
-does not own a car 

Administrative 
boundaries --
Mixed MCD 
(Towns, 
Boroughs, 
Census tracts for 
cities) 

Yes BMI Z-score 
(CDC)  
-Most recent 
measure 

ML linear regression 
 
Stratified by age 
categories; Child (sex, 
race/ethnicity); Area 
(geocode scores)  
 

No + for all age 
strata  

Slater et al, 
2010 (5) 

XS, ML, 
SCRS 
(school) 

US (NR); 8th and 
10th graders in 
2001-2003; 
analytical n = 
16,016?  
 

Area median income 
level (Census 2000) 

School catchment 
area 

No A) BMI  
B) Obese 
(CDC) 

Random effects logistic 
regression by 
catchment area 
 
Survey weights; Area 
(outdoor PA settings 
scale, commercial PA 
facilities, nhood 
disorder, nhood safety, 
local compactness 
index, traffic danger); 
Child (sex, grade, race/ 
ethnicity, income, 
working status); Parents 
( education level, 
mother’s working 
status), region, year of 
data collection, private 
vs public school 

No − for BMI and 
obesity 

Townsend et 
al, 2012 (6) 

XS, CCL, 
Census 
(primary/ 
middle 
schools) 

England (NCMP); 
4-5 and 10-11 y 
olds in 2007/08; 
N = 974,678; RR 
= 88%; analytic n 
= 788,525 

1) Area deprivation => 
child Well-being index 
(material well-being, 
health, education, 
crime, housing, 
environment, & children 
in need) 
 
2) School deprivation 
=> % of students 
eligible for free school 
meals 

1) LSOA 
(residential postal 
code) 
 
2) School 

Yes BMI Z-score 
(UK 1990) 

CCL linear regression  
 
Stratified by age group;  
Child (age, sex, 
ethnicity, month of 
measurement); LSOA 
(urban/rural status); 
School (# of pupils, type 
of school); Primary Care 
Trust level (participation 
rate, indicator of 
proportion that rounded 
height/weight) 

No + for both 1) 
area 
deprivation and  
2) school 
deprivation  
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Table 1: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between area deprivation and child excess weight 

Study basics Deprivation Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design 
& level 
of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place boundary Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and 
other statistical 

adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Voorhees et 
al, 2009 (7) 

XS, ML, 
SRS 

US (6 states); 
grade 6 females 
in 2003; RR = 
80%; analytic n = 
1,554 

Townsend Index (2000 
US Census) 
 -%workforce 
unemployed 
-avg # persons per 
household  
-%houses not owner 
occupied 
-% households with no 
vehicle 

½ mile buffer 
surrounding girls’ 
residence 
(index weighted 
by block-group 
area within 
nhood) 
 
 

Yes BMI Mixed linear models by 
state and school 
 
Parental (employment, 
education); Child (self-
reported free/reduced 
price lunch, 
race/ethnicity); School 
(% free/reduced price 
lunch participants)  

No  Ø 

+ =  a positive/direct statistically significant association; − = a negative/inverse statistically significant association; Ø  = a null statistical association; BMI = body mass index; CS = Convenience 
sample; CCL= Cross-classified multi-level model; CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention overweight/obesity definitions; CMA=Census metropolitan area; GEE = Generalized 
estimating equations; GMM = Growth mixture modeling; I = individual-level; IOTF = International Obesity Task Force overweight/obesity definitions; LSOA = Lower super output area; MCD = 
Minor civil division; ML = Multi-level; NCMP= National Child Measurement Programme Nhood = neighbourhood; NR = nationally representative; PC = prospective cohort study; Ref = reference 
group; RR = response rate; SCRS = Stratified cluster random sample; SRS = stratified random sample; USDA=United States Department of Agriculture; XS = cross-sectional design 
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study.  Broadly speaking, seven studies examined young children, seven examined 

adolescents, six considered samples that ranged in age, and two studies stratified their 

samples, which included a range of ages.   

Material Deprivation  

Seven studies were found to examine the relationship between some measure of area 

deprivation and child excess weight (1-7) (Table 1).  None examined social deprivation.  

Five out of these seven studies found a positive statistical association between area 

deprivation and child excess weight (1;2;4-6), whereas two did not have significant results 

(3;7).  Most studies used administrative boundaries to define place, although one used school 

catchment area (5), and two used buffers (3;7).  Interestingly, the two studies that used 

buffers were the ones that did not find a significant association.  Grow et al (2010) examined 

both median household income and percentage of residents owning their own home at the 

census tract level.  They uncovered expected associations when they did not include the 

other place variables in the model (e.g. when both increased, obesity decreased); however, 

when the other place variables were included, the percentage of residents owning their own 

home became significant in the opposite direction, perhaps a result of multicollinearity (2). 

Only one of these studies was longitudinal, following a representative sample of American 

adolescents into young adulthood (1).  The authors of this study found that deprivation was 

positively associated with BMI at baseline but was also related to a higher rate of BMI 

increase over time (1).  Also of interest is the study by Townsend et al (2012), which 

examined almost one million children living in England. They found a significant positive 

cross-sectional association between both area and school deprivation and BMI Z-score in 4-5 

and 10-11 year olds, with stronger effect sizes seen for the older age group (6).        
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Table 2: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between social capital and/or disorder with child excess weight 

Study basics Social capital/disorder variables Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design 
& level 

of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place 
boundary 

Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Veitch et al, 
2012 (8) 

PC, ML,  Melbourne, AUZ; 8-
9 and 13-15 y of 
age in 2004, 
followed until 2006; 
analytic n = 430; 
RR = 44% 

Nhood social cohesion  
Scale with five statements 
about neighbors in the 
nhood, Likert-type response 
(average score) 

Nhood 
perceived by 
parent 

Yes 
(although 
some 6-7% 
parent-
reported) 

BMI in 2006 ML linear regression by school 
 
BMI in 2004, age, sex (did not 
include maternal or area SES 
because not associated in 
bivariate analysis) 

No −   
 

Burdette & 
Needham, 
2012 (1) 

PC, ML, 
SCRS 
(school) 

US (NR), children in 
grades 7-12 in 1995 
–followed in 1996, 
2001, and 2008; RR 
= 79%; analytical n 
= 9,115  

Nhood disorder scale: 
Degree that problems such 
as trash on sidewalks, drug 
dealers/users present in 
nhood (summed items) 

Nhood 
perceived by 
parent in 
1996? 

Yes BMI 
(1996,2001, 
and 2008) 

ML linear regression by year 
 
Survey weights and design, age, 
sex race/ethnicity, parent 
education, household income, 
family structure, nhood 
disadvantage, nhood safety 

No + at 1996 
only  
=>no long 
association 

Slater et al, 
2010 (5) 

XS, ML, 
SCRS 
(school) 

US (NR); 8th and 
10th graders in 
2001-2003; 
analytical n = 
16,016? 

Nhood disorder scale 
(objectively measured): 
Presence or absence of: 
homeless people loitering, 
bars on windows, 
unkempt/dilapidated 
buildings, security barriers 
around properties, 
vandalism or graffiti, teens 
hanging out causing trouble 
 
Disorder vs no disorder 

School 
catchment 
area 

No A) BMI  
B) Obese 
(CDC) 

Random effects logistic regression 
by catchment area 
 
Survey weights; Area (outdoor PA 
settings scale, commercial PA 
facilities, nhood disorder, nhood 
safety, local compactness index, 
traffic danger); Child (sex, grade, 
race/ ethnicity, income, working 
status); Parents ( education level, 
mother’s working status), region, 
year of data collection, private vs 
public school 

No + for both 
BMI and 
obesity 

+ =  a positive/direct statistically significant association; − = a negative/inverse statistically significant association; Ø  = a null statistical association; BMI = body mass index; CS = Convenience sample; 
CCL= Cross-classified multi-level model; CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention overweight/obesity definitions; CMA=Census metropolitan area; GEE = Generalized estimating equations; 
GMM = Growth mixture modeling; I = individual-level; IOTF = International Obesity Task Force overweight/obesity definitions; LSOA = Lower super output area; MCD = Minor civil division; ML = Multi-
level; NCMP= National Child Measurement Programme; Nhood = neighbourhood; NR = nationally representative; PC = prospective cohort study; Ref = reference group; RR = response rate; SCRS = 
Stratified cluster random sample; SRS = stratified random sample; USDA=United States Department of Agriculture; XS = cross-sectional design 
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  Social capital and disorder    

Of the three studies retrieved (Table 2), one examined an indicator of social capital, 

social cohesion (8), while the other two focused on neighbourhood disorder (1;5).  Veitch et 

al (2012), in their longitudinal study of Australian pre-teens and teenagers, estimated an 

inverse association between neighbourhood social cohesion, as perceived by the child’s 

parent in 2004, and BMI measured in 2006.  In their longitudinal study of American 

adolescents, Burdette & Needham (2012) found that neighbourhood disorder, as perceived 

by the parent, was positively related to BMI at baseline but not over time (1).  Finally, in a 

large representative sample of American adolescents, Slater et al (2010) estimated a positive 

cross-sectional association between objectively measured neighbourhood disorder, and BMI 

and obesity (5).     

Living location    

The majority of the studies included in this update (18/22) examined an indicator of 

living location or a related indicator of compactness, such as population size, population 

density, or county sprawl.  Twelve of the 18 studies examined living location; an indicator of 

urban-rural status based on administrative boundaries, similar to that used in this thesis 

(Table 3).  Only two of these 12 were longitudinal and exactly half did not directly measure 

heights and weights to derive the excess weight indicator.  Two studies were also based on 

the same data set, although they used slightly different age ranges (9;10).  When comparing 

rural to urban living, 7/11 studies estimated a positive association between rural living and 

excess weight (9-15); however in one of these studies, this was among boys only (15).  The 

remaining four had null results (16-19).  In contrast, a study that compared urban 
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Table 3: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Living location Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design & 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
boundary 

Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Bruner et al, 
2008 (11) 

XS, ML Canada (NR); 
11-15 y in 2001-02; 
n = 4,851; 
 RR = ? 

Urban-rural status 
based on Beale 
coding system: 
-Large metro regions 
(Ref) 
-Medium metro 
regions 
-Small metro  
regions 
-Non-metro adjacent 
regions 
-Rural region 

Census division 
(based on postal 
codes of schools) 

No A) Overweight 
incl obesity 
(IOTF) 
B) 
Obese 
(IOTF) 

Generalized Estimating 
Equations - binomial 
 
Age, sex, SES, 
geographic region, PA 
level, dietary intake, 
amount of screen time 

No 
 

A)  
 + for Non-
metro 
adjacent  
+ Rural region 
B) 
+ for Non-
metro 
adjacent  
+ Rural region 

Cleland et al, 
2010 (16) 

XS, I, SRS Victoria, AUZ; 
Children aged 5-12 
y living in 
disadvantaged 
areas from 2007-
08; n = 636 (RR = 
41%) 

Living in a rural area 
(areas outside of 
metropolitan 
Melbourne, and 
outside a 25 km 
radius of rural cities) 

Australian Bureau 
of Statistics 
definitions 

Yes Overweight 
(IOTF)  

Logistic regression 
 
Child age, maternal 
education level, marital 
status, and BMI  

No Ø 

Ismailov & 
Leatherdale, 
2010 (17) 

XS, CS of 
schools, I 

Ontario, Canada; 
grades 9-12 in 
2005-2006; n = 
25,416; RR = 
73.5% 

Urban-rural status  
-Urban 
-Suburban 
-Rural (Ref) 
 
(unclear what each 
means) 

School administer 
description of 
region of school 
(unclear) 

No A) 
Overweight 
(not incl 
obesity?)  
(CDC) 
B) 
Obese (CDC) 

Logistic regression 
 
Grade, PA level, screen 
time, perception of body 
weight, 
Stratified by sex, No 
adjustment for clustering 
within schools, or SES at 
the individual or area level 

No Boys 
A) Ø 
B) Ø 
 
Girls 
A) – for 
suburban 
B) – for 
suburban 

Lewis et al, 
2006 (12) 

XS, 
SCRS, I  

Georgia, US; 4th, 
8th and 11th graders 
in 2002; n = 3,114; 
RR = 54% 

Urban-rural status 
-Urban (Ref) 
-Suburban 
-Rural growth 
-Rural decline 

Administrative 
boundary (County) 

Yes Obese (CDC) Logistic regression 
 
Grade, sex, race, sex-race 
interaction, county 
economic tier 

No + for Rural 
growth 
 
+for Rural 
decline 

Liu et al, 2008 
(9) 

XS, I, NR US; 10-17 of age in 
2003; n =        
45,082 

Urban (Ref) 
vs Rural  
 
Defined based on 

Administrative 
boundary (County)  

No Obese (CDC) Logistic regression 
 
PA level, age categories, 
sex, race/ethnicity, health 

No + for Rural 
living 
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Table 3: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Living location Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design & 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
boundary 

Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

2003 Urban Influence 
Codes of the USDA 

status, electronic media 
use, household poverty 
status, parental education, 
number of children in the 
family, neighbourhood 
safety, parental PA level, 
region of residence 

Lutfiyya et al, 
2007 (10) 

XS, I  US (NR); 5-18 y in 
2003-2004; n =   
46,396 (used same 
survey as Liu et al, 
2007) 

=>Urban – living 
inside a Metro or 
Micropolitan Statistical 
Area (MSA)   
Ref 
=>Rural – not living in 
a MSA 

Administrative 
boundaries (census 
definitions) 

No Overweight incl 
obesity (CDC) 
 

Logistic regression 
 
PA level, household 
income, sex, sports team 
participation, health plan 
status, race, health care 
access, health status, 
non-school computer-use, 
TV-use 

No + for living in a 
rural area 

McMurray et 
al, 1999 (13) 

XS, 
SCRS,  

3rd and 4th grade in 
1996?; North 
Carolina (US); n = 
2,207 (analytic n = 
2,113); RR = 60%  
 
 

=>Urban – living 
inside a Standard 
Metropolitan  
Statistical Area 
(SMSA) and a city 
with 50,000+ people   
Ref 
=>Rural – not living in 
a SMSA, in a 
community < 2,500 
people 

Administrative 
boundaries (census 
definitions c. 1982) 
determined by 
school location 

Yes Obesity  
(BMI and 
skinfolds >90th 
percentile for 
age and  
sex) 

Logistic regression 
 
Survey design, sex, race, 
PA level, family income 

No + for living in a 
rural area 

Nonnemaker 
et al, 2009 
(18) 

PC US;  
12-17y of age 
followed to 18-23 y 
(1997-2003); N = 
8,917   

=> Living in a Central 
Metro Statistical Area 
(CMSA) 
=>Living outside a 
CMSA (Ref) 

Administrative 
boundaries 
(Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas) 

No  BMI  GMM (variation across 
classes only), multinomial 
regression 
 
Race, mother’s education, 
parent’s BMI, smoking 
status, marijuana user, 
adoption status, family 
structure, household size, 
income (unclear if 
pertained to child) 

Unable to 
account for 
changes in 
place 
variables 
over time 

Ø 
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Table 3: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Living location Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design & 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
boundary 

Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Oliver & 
Hayes, 2008 
(14) 

PC, M Canada (NR): 2-3 y 
(1994) followed to 
10-11 y (2002); n = 
2,152; RR? 

=>Urban - living in an 
urban area (CMA)  
 
=>Rural - not living in 
a CMA (Ref) 

Administrative 
boundaries 
(census definitions) 

No BMI Z-score 
(CDC) 

Hierarchical linear 
regression 
 
Time, child age and sex, 
family income and 
structure, mother’s 
education, neighbourhood 
income level 

Unable to 
account for 
changes in 
place 
variables 
over time 

− for living in 
an urban area  

Sandercock et 
al, 2011 (19) 

XS, I, 
(sampling 
unknown) 

Eastern England; 
10 to < 16 y in 
2007-2008 
n=6,628; RR? 

Urban (Ref) 
vs Rural  
 

Administrative 
boundaries  (lower-
level super output 
areas based on 
home postal code) 

Yes Obesity status: 
Overweight, 
obese vs 
normal weight 
(Ref) 
(IOTF) 

Logistic regression 
(urban/rural status was 
outcome) 
 
Fitness level, area 
deprivation, sex, age, race 

No Ø  

Sjöberg et al, 
2011 (15) 

XS, I Sweden (NR); 7-9 y 
in 2008; n = 4,538; 
RR = 86%;  

Urbanization 
-Urban (Ref) 
-Semi-urban 
-Rural  
 
 

Administrative 
boundaries 
(contiguous local 
living areas) 

Yes A) 
Overweight incl 
obesity (IOTF) 
B) 
Obese (IOTF) 
C) 
Waist-height 
ratio >0.5 

Logistic regression 
 
Area education level, 
stratified by gender 

 Girls 
Ø for all 
outcomes 
 
Boys   
B) 
+ for semi-
urban  
 + for rural 
 
 Ø for A) and 
C)  
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Table 3: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Living location Weight status Analysis Results 

Reference Design & 
level of 
analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Neighbourhood 
boundary 

Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Verger et al, 
2007 (20) 

XS, 
SCRS, ML 

Southeastern 
France; children 
3.5-4.5 y of age 
attending nursery 
schools from 2002-
2003; n = 2,496; 
RR = 84%  

Urban-rural status 
-Rural or semi urban 
(Ref) 
-Urban 

Municipality  Yes A) 
Overweight 
(not incl 
obesity)(IOTF) 
 
B) 
Obese (IOTF) 

Hierarchical regression 
(logistic for A and Poisson 
for B)  
 
Sex, mother’s working 
status, child in centre-
based care, other children 
in household, type of 
father’s occupation (did 
not adjust for area 
disadvantage due to 
multicollinearity)   

 A) Ø   
 
B) + for urban 
living 

+ =  a positive/direct statistically significant association; − = a negative/inverse statistically significant association; Ø  = a null statistical association; BMI = body mass index; CS = Convenience sample; 
CCL= Cross-classified multi-level model; CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention overweight/obesity definitions; CMA=Census metropolitan area; GEE = Generalized estimating equations; 
GMM = Growth mixture modeling; I = individual-level; IOTF = International Obesity Task Force overweight/obesity definitions; LSOA = Lower super output area; MCD = Minor civil division; ML = Multi-
level; NCMP= National Child Measurement Programme Nhood = neighbourhood; NR = nationally representative; PC = prospective cohort study; Ref = reference group; RR = response rate; SCRS = 
Stratified cluster random sample; SRS = stratified random sample; USDA=United States Department of Agriculture; XS = cross-sectional design 
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to rural/semi-rural living, found that urban living was positively related to obesity in 3.5 – 

4.5 year old French children (20).  

Among those that compared suburban (or semi-urban) to urban living (n=3), one study 

found a positive association between suburban living and both overweight and obesity in a 

sample of adolescents (11).  Another study, based on children aged 7-9 years, estimated a 

similar association for obese boys, but not for overweight boys, or overweight or obese girls 

(15).  The third study, which examined children in grades four, eight and 11, did not find a 

significant association (12).  Finally, a large study of adolescents living in the province of 

Ontario, Canada compared suburban living to rural living.  Results for boys were not 

significant, but among girls, suburban living was found to relate to decreased overweight and 

obesity (17).        

Six out of the 18 studies examined indicators related to living location (Table 4).  

Burdette & Needham (2012), in their longitudinal study of American adolescents, did not 

find that neighbourhood population size was related to BMI (1).  Among the three studies 

that examined population density, two had null findings (3;21) and the third uncovered an 

inverse association with BMI Z-score in the 10-13 year old age group, but not the other two 

age groups they examined (5-9 year olds or 14-18 year olds) (4).  Three studies examined 

sprawl or area compactness.  Schwartz et al (2011) found that among the oldest age groups 

(10-13 and 14-18 years), but not the youngest group (5-9 years), county sprawl was 

positively related to BMI Z-score (4).  Slater et al (2010) found that as area compactness 

increased, BMI and obesity decreased among adolescents in grades eight and 10 (5).  In 

contrast to these cross-sectional studies, a longitudinal study conducted by Ewing et al  
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Table 4: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between exposures related to living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Related to living location Weight status Analysis Results 
Reference Design 

& level 
of 

analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place boundary Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Burdette & 
Needham, 
2012 (1) 

PC, ML, 
SCRS 

US (NR), 
children in 
grades 7-12 in 
1995 –followed 
in 1996, 2001, 
and 2008; RR = 
79%; analytical 
n = 9,115;  

Nhood size: 
# of people residing in 
respondent’s census tract 

1990 US Census 
tract 

Yes BMI 
(1996,2001, 
and 2008) 

ML linear regression by year 
 
Survey weights and design, age, 
sex race/ethnicity, parent 
education, household income, 
family structure, nhood 
disadvantage, nhood safety, 
nhood disorder 

No Ø 

Ewing et al, 
2006 (22) 

PC, ML 
(subject, 
househol
d, 
county) 

Youth mean 
age of 15 y in 
1997, followed 
from 1997-
2003; US (NR); 
1) n = 3,667 
non-movers; 2) 
n = 2,427 inter-
county movers  

1) County sprawl index 
(composite of six variables 
related to residential 
density and street 
accessibility); higher score 
= less sprawl;  
 
2) Change in county 
sprawl index from move to 
move 

Administrative 
(metropolitan 
counties)  

No BMI  ML linear regression 
Stratified by inter-county 
move/non-move   
 
1) Non-movers;  
 
Age, age squared, cigarette-use 
(time-varying), hours worked 
(time-varying), sex, race/ethnicity, 
income level, education level, 
sample weights  
 
2) Movers (BMI after move was 
outcome and could be time-
varying) 
 
Changes in BMI before move, 
change in age, change in 
cigarette-use, change in work 
hours, change in household size, 
sex, race/ethnicity  

Yes  Ø for both 
1) non-
movers and 
2) movers 
 
 

Lovasi et al, 
2011 (3) 

XS, ML New York City 
Head Start 
participants 
(low income) 2-
5 y age in 
2003-2005; N = 
428; RR? 

1) Population density: 
residents per sq km (2000 
census data) 
 
 

Children living 
within 2 km of 
Head Start 
Center: 0.5 km 
buffer around 
straight line from  
center to home; 
 
Children living 
outside 2km: 0.5 
km circular buffer 

Yes A) BMI Z-
score (CDC) 
 
B) Sum of 
triceps and 
subscapular 
skinfolds  

GEE by center 
 
Child (age, sex, race/ethnicity); 
Mother (age, birth outside US, use 
of Spanish, employment/student 
status); Household (# of rooms in 
home); Nhood (% living in poverty, 
% black, % foreign born, subway 
stop density, bus stop density, 
intersection density, homicide rate, 
pedestrian-auto injury rate, traffic 

No  Ø 
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Table 4: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between exposures related to living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Related to living location Weight status Analysis Results 
Reference Design 

& level 
of 

analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place boundary Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

around home and 
center 

volume, % sidewalks rated as 
filthy, % vacant housing, street 
tree density, park access, 
playground access)    

 Liu et al, 
2007 (21) 

XS, I Indianapolis, 
US; 3-18 y age 
in 2000; n = 
7,334 

Population density (2000 
Census data) 
-Sparse (0-149 persons/ 
sq km) 
-Moderate (150-499) 
-Dense (≥500) 

Administrative 
(Township) 

Yes Ordinal 
obesity index 
– BMI 
categorized 
(CDC)  as  
4: >98th %ile 
3:>95th%ile 
2: >85th %ile 
1: ≤85th%ile 

Cumulative logistic regression  
 
Sex, race/ethnicity, age, average 
block-group median family income 
in nhood  

No  Ø 

Schwartz et 
al, 2011 (4) 

XS, ML, 
all clinics 
of a 
primary 
health 
care 
provider  

Pennsylvania, 
US; 5-18 y age 
from 2001 to 
Feb 2008;  N =  
48,402;  
RR = 80.2%; 
analytical n = 
47,769   

1) Population density 
(#/sq mile) 
 
2) Country sprawl index 
(gross population density, 
% living at low population 
densities, % living at high 
population densities, 
urbanized density, 
average block size, small 
block size) 
 
Higher score = more 
sprawl 

Two definitions 
compared for 1) 
i) 0.5 mile buffer 
ii) Mixed MCD 
(Towns, 
boroughs, census 
tracts in cities) 
 
County for (2) 
 

Yes BMI Z-score 
(CDC)  
-Most recent 
measure 

ML linear regression 
 
Stratified by age categories (5-9, 
10-13, 14-18y); Child (sex, 
race/ethnicity); Area (geocode 
scores, deprivation)  
 

No 1)  
− for i) in 
10-13 y age 
group only 
 
2) 
+  in all ages 
except 5-9 
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Table 4: Characteristics of reviewed studies that examined the relationship between exposures related to living location and child excess weight 

Study basics Related to living location Weight status Analysis Results 
Reference Design 

& level 
of 

analysis 

Population 
(location; age; 
sample size) 

Main predictor(s) Place boundary Measured 
height and 

weight? 

Main weight 
status 

measure(s) 

Confounders and other 
statistical adjustments 

Addressed 
residential 
mobility? 

 

Slater et al, 
2010 (5) 

XS, ML, 
SCRS 
(school) 

US (NR); 8th 
and 10th 
graders in 
2001-2003; 
analytical n = 
16,016? 

Local compactness scale 
(mean of 100, SD of 25)  
 
Based on residential 
density and street 
connectivity (intersection 
density and ratio of 4-way 
to other types of 
intersections) 
 
 
 
 

School catchment 
area 

No A) BMI  
B) Obese 
(CDC) 

Random effects logistic regression 
by catchment area 
 
Survey weights; Area (outdoor PA 
settings scale, commercial PA 
facilities, nhood disorder, nhood 
safety, local compactness index, 
traffic danger); Child (sex, grade, 
race/ ethnicity, income, working 
status); Parents (education level, 
mother’s working status), region, 
year of data collection, private vs 
public school 

No −  for BMI 
and obesity 

+ =  a positive/direct statistically significant association; − = a negative/inverse statistically significant association; Ø  = a null statistical association; BMI = body mass index; CS = Convenience sample; 
CCL= Cross-classified multi-level model; CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention overweight/obesity definitions; I = individual-level; IOTF = International Obesity Task Force 
overweight/obesity definitions; LSOA = Lower super output area; MCD = Minor civil division; ML = Multi-level; NCMP= National Child Measurement Programme Nhood = neighbourhood; NR = 
nationally representative; PC = prospective cohort study; Ref = reference group; RR = response rate; SCRS = Stratified cluster random sample; SRS = stratified random sample; XS = cross-sectional 
design 
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(2006) did not find that sprawl was related to BMI among adolescents, even when taking 

into consideration whether adolescents had moved to a county with a different sprawl index 

(22).      

 Discussion 

A number of studies have been published on place and child excess weight since the 

original review was conducted.  Most studies have examined living location or a related 

indicator, although some are a result of expanding the geographic area considered (e.g. they 

were not new but not included in the original review).  

Results for area material deprivation continue to support those found in the original 

review; that living in a deprived area is positively related to child excess weight.  Social 

capital and disorder continue to be underexplored place factors, with only three studies being 

conducted.  However, most studies to date have tended to find a significant association with 

excess weight.  Finally, the relationship between living location and related measures of area 

compactness appears to be mixed, with null associations, and those in both expected and 

unexpected directions.  

Despite these results, this area of research continues to lack well-conducted longitudinal 

studies, which limits what we can say about place-child weight associations.  Overall, 

studies are again heterogeneous in terms of exposures, age ranges examined, place 

boundaries, and covariates considered in multivariate models.  Those that have examined 

living location are perhaps less heterogeneous in terms of both exposures and place 

boundaries; on the other hand, many do not include some measure of area SES or 

deprivation to control for confounding.  In regards to the longitudinal studies included here, 
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some limitations noted include timing of exposure measurement (and in many instances this 

was not clear) (1), not controlling for area SES in multivariable models (8), and inability to 

control for changes in exposures (1;8;14;18). 

This review provides an update and slight expansion to the review previously published 

on the association between neighbourhood characteristics and child excess weight.  This was 

not a systematic review and was not conducted to the rigour of the original review; thus, 

relevant studies have likely been missed.  Nonetheless, this update provides an overview of 

recent research and provides sufficient detail to assess research gaps and make 

recommendations for future research.  In brief, longitudinal studies are needed that control 

for area SES and are able to adjust for changes in place exposures.  Those that examine 

social capital and/or disorder would fill a gap in the current literature.       
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Abstract 

Objective: In high income countries, a sizable proportion of households are estimated to be food 
insecure.  It is well known that food insecurity varies between countries and is strongly tied to 
household income level. The local environment may be another level of influence that has been 
relatively understudied. This review sought to synthesize and critically appraise the existing literature 
examining local environmental characteristics in relation to individual/ household-level food 
insecurity in the general population.  
 
Design: A systematic search strategy was used to search MEDLINE, MEDLINE In process and 
Other Non-indexed, EMBASE, PsychINFO, Social Services Abstracts, and Sociological Abstracts 
databases for studies examining local place characteristic(s) in relation to self-reported food 
insecurity.  
 
Setting: Studies could be experimental or observational, but had to be published in a peer-reviewed 
journal in French or English, and involve subjects from developed countries. 'Place' was defined 
locally, as ranging from the street to the county-level.  
 
Subjects: The target population for the review included non-institutionalized individuals in the 
general population. 
 
Results: After obtaining full-text articles, 18 primary studies met the eligibility criteria. Most studies 
were conducted in the US and all but one was cross-sectional. Seven of the 11 studies that examined 
location of residence found that rural living was inversely associated with food insecurity. Mixed 
results were seen for other place measures such as social capital and distance to food stores.  
 
Conclusions: Studies were heterogeneous and had various limitations that preclude definitive 
conclusions from being drawn. Recommendations for future research are provided. 

 

Introduction 

The Canadian government prioritized the right to food in 1998 in response to the 1996 

World Food Summit (1), and since 1948 has signed many agreements emphasizing food as a 

human right (2).  Yet in 2007-2008, 7·7% of Canadian households (almost one million) were 

food insecure (3); a concerning public health problem that is echoed in other high income 

countries such as the US (4) and Australia (5).  In the US, for instance, one of the richest 

countries in the world, 14·5% of American households (17·2 million) were food insecure at 

some point during 2010. On average, these households experienced food insecurity for seven 

out of the 12 months of the year (4).   
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Food insecurity exists when there is limited or uncertain access to nutritionally adequate 

and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially 

acceptable ways (6).  There are different stages of severity starting with not being able to buy 

and eat what one would like due to income-related resource constraints (7).  This incorporates 

issues of food quality including variety, safety, and nutrient content.  The next stage involves 

a decrease in quantity and attempts to make food last until there is money to buy more.  

Decreases in food quantity may then lead to the physical sensation of hunger (7).   Finally, the 

most severe stage is the complete absence of food intake. In addition to quality and quantity 

elements, psychological distress (e.g. worry or concern about not having enough to eat) and 

social-familial perturbations (e.g. resorting to socially unacceptable ways of getting food) are 

also important dimensions of food insecurity (8-10).   

Studies conducted, for the most part, in the US have uncovered health correlates of food 

insecurity that include increased depression (11) and nutritional inadequacies (12,13) among 

adults, and psychosocial (14,15) and physical (16,17) developmental problems among children. 

Food insecurity has been found to relate to overweight or obese; however, results are more 

consistent among women, compared to men and children (18,19).  There is also some evidence 

that food insecurity is related to cardiovascular disease risk factors (20,21).  And finally, those 

dealing with food insecurity may also be more likely to postpone needed medications and 

medical care, in order to make sure that basic needs are addressed first(22).  Since most of 

these studies are based on the US population, correlates may be different in different 

countries. This may be especially true for postponing needed medications and medical care, 

as healthcare systems differ between high income countries.       
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The major determinant of food insecurity is well understood to be a lack of financial 

resources (23).  Active public policies to decrease poverty and protect the vulnerable non-poor 

are major ways society can meet the needs of citizens (24); yet, in countries such as Canada, 

the social safety net is shrinking (2).  Responsibility is largely left up to now institutionalized, 

short-term solutions, such as food banks and other charitable organizations, that cannot reach 

all of those in need (25).  In 2010, food bank use across Canada was the highest on record, 

and did not decrease in 2011(26).  This is concerning for Canadians, especially when taking 

into consideration the current world economic outlook, high food prices, and high food price 

volatility (27).  

Considering multiple levels of potential societal influence is consistent with a social-

ecological approach to understanding public health problems.  The link between macro 

socio-political and individual-level economic factors with food insecurity is relatively well 

established.  What is less well known is how attributes of the local environment may be 

implicated.  A focus on developing an understanding of local environment in relation to food 

insecurity therefore deepens our overall understanding of this complex public health 

problem.   

Recent research attempting to elucidate the effects of local social and physical 

characteristics of place on PA, diet, and weight status of community residents, may be 

relevant for identifying factors that can promote or prevent food insecurity (see (28) for an 

example). In the US, there is convincing evidence of the existence of food deserts; area-level 

disparities in affordable, healthy food access by income and race (29), which could translate 

into increased food insecurity for area residents.  Availability of supermarkets has been 

linked to healthier eating (30), and supermarkets have also been shown to have lower food 
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prices compared to smaller stores (31).  Food quality may also vary depending on affluence of 

the area and living location (32).  Areas with high social capital, in particular, trust, 

reciprocity, shared norms and the willingness to enforce these norms, may allow residents to 

obtain food from neighbours or other institutions more easily in times of need, and to act 

collectively to address food insecurity issues (33).  Disintegrating aesthetics of an area due to 

anti-social activity, may act to dissuade food service establishments and other institutional 

supports from locating in particular areas, and perceived danger may prevent residents from 

accessing nearby food resources (34).           

Finally, there is some evidence from the US to show that community-based initiatives 

such as community gardens (35) may increase the consumption of fruits and vegetables 

among disadvantaged participants.  Thus, interventions or programs that are place-based, 

may increase the availability, accessibility, and utilization of food to local residents, and 

therefore work to decrease individual/household food insecurity.    

The purpose of this paper, therefore, was to conduct a comprehensive and critical review 

of the published literature in order to shore up the knowledge base on place and food 

insecurity.  The intent was not to conduct a systematic review, rather to undertake a review 

which may serve to inform future reviews and identify research gaps for further study.  The 

specific research review question was: among experimental and observational studies, have 

local physical and social environmental factors been found to significantly relate to 

individual/household-level food insecurity in the general population?          

Methods 

Eligibility criteria 
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Research studies were considered for inclusion if they examined the relationship between 

features of place and self-reported food insecurity (either at the household/family or 

individual-level).  The target population for the review included non-institutionalized 

individuals in the general population, but did not exclude studies that focused specifically on 

demographic sub-groups.  Only those studies that examined populations living in countries: 

1) with a democratic political system, and 2) defined as ‘very high human development’ by 

the United Nations (36) were included.     

Place was broadly defined as having a spatial or area component beyond an individual’s 

residence; although, the scale of place considered in this review ranged from the street to the 

county-level.  Studies examining larger areas were excluded.  Place predictors could be 

perceived by individuals or objectively measured.  Specific measures of interest included 

social capital (various definitions), crime, safety, density/distance to food stores, quality and 

prices at these local food stores, population/residential density, socioeconomic status 

(SES)/deprivation, and local infrastructure making access to food easier (e.g. availability of 

public transportation, well maintained sidewalks, route connectivity and directness, traffic, 

etc).  The outcome, food insecurity, had to be self-reported by the participating individual, 

on behalf of him or herself, or on behalf of the household, and measured by a 

survey/questionnaire touching on one or more dimensions of not getting enough to eat due to 

lack of financial resources (e.g. food quality and variety, food quantity, physical hunger, 

anxiety/psychological distress, social aspects affected such as stealing, or not inviting people 

over for dinner).  Studies that used proxy measures for food insecurity such as food stamp-

use, poverty status, food bank-or pantry use, were excluded.  Those that assessed community 

food insecurity as the outcome were also excluded.   
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Individual socio-demographic/economic characteristics may act as confounders in the 

place – food insecurity relationship; thus, studies that did not adjust for some measure of 

household or individual SES were excluded.  Considering that studies had to conduct 

multivariate analysis, those that had small sample sizes (N < 100) were excluded.  Only 

primary studies and reviews that used systematic search methods were considered for 

inclusion.  

Study designs could be observational, as long as there was a comparison group or groups 

that were either not exposed to the place predictor, or had varying levels of exposure. 

Intervention studies of different programs/initiatives were included if they were newly 

implemented or modified, local in scope and delivered on a community-wide scale, helped to 

increase food availability and accessibility, and used (at the very least) a before-after design. 

Qualitative studies were excluded.  Finally, due to resource and time constraints articles that 

were not written in French or English, or not published in peer-reviewed scientific journals 

were excluded. 

Search strategy & identification of studies 

Six electronic databases were searched in December 2011 using a systematic search 

strategy. MEDLINE In-process and Other Non-indexed Citations, MEDLINE, EMBASE, 

and PsychINFO were searched using the OvidSP interface, while Social Services Abstracts 

and Sociological Abstracts were searched using the ProQuest interface. No restrictions on 

time-period were imposed.  The search strategy was developed first in OvidSP and then 

refined as appropriate in ProQuest to account for changes in indexing of subheadings. Both 

free-text terms and indexed subheadings were used. The full search strategy for MEDLINE 

is available in the appendix.     
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 In OvidSP, all four databases were search simultaneously and duplicates removed. 

Citations were saved and imported directly into Reference Manager (v.12). Given 

ProQuest’s difficulty in downloading a large number of citations, the two social databases 

(Social Services Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts) were searched separately; citations 

were handled in the same way as OvidSP.  All studies downloaded into Reference Manager 

first underwent a duplicate search. The first screen involved examining the titles and 

abstracts to determine if studies met eligibility criteria.  Full-text articles were then obtained 

for those studies that appeared to meet the eligibility criteria and for those where it was 

unclear. Eligibility was assessed again, based on information in the entire article. Hand-

searching the reference lists of included studies was also undertaken in order to retrieve 

studies missed from the original search strategy.  Reviews were included solely for this 

purpose, as data from the review itself were not collected.                   

Data abstraction  

Details on the study characteristics were abstracted to provide a summary of 

implementation and results, and a critical overview of study quality.  Information abstracted 

included study design (e.g. cross-sectional, ecological, case-control, cohort, 

experimental/intervention), sampling strategy, survey/questionnaire administration mode 

(e.g. face to face interviews, telephone interviews, self-administered questionnaires), level of 

analysis (e.g. individual or multi-level), sample characteristics (e.g. age, country, ethnicity, 

income level), total and effective/analytic sample sizes, cooperation and/or response rate(s), 

definition of the place characteristic as well as the area described by the characteristic, 

definition of food insecurity, statistical method used and the confounders included, results, 
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and other unique aspects of the study that warranted special attention, specifically in regards 

to potential limitations.     

Results 

Literature search and general overview  

A total of 2502 potential articles were retrieved from the six databases.  Of these, 18 

primary studies, and one review (37) met the eligibility criteria (Figure 1). Four of the 

included studies resulted from hand-searching the reference lists of other included studies(38-

41), while two studies were included based on prior knowledge using other search tools and 

journals (these had not yet been indexed in Ovid’s MEDLINE)(42,43).   

Almost three quarters (13/18) of the included primary studies were conducted in the US, 

three were conducted in Australia, one in Canada, and one in the UK (Table 1).  All except 

one study was conducted in the year 2000 or later. The cross-sectional research design was 

almost exclusively used.  Sample sizes across studies ranged from 330 to 70,942.  Only four 

studies conducted multi-level analyses, while the rest conducted analyses at the individual-

level. For the most part, the areas defining the place characteristics were either based on 

administrative boundaries or perceived by the respondent.    

In terms of characteristics of the target populations studied, 7/18 studies examined adults 

of varying ages (38-40,44-47), seven explicitly examined families with children (sometimes with 

data collected using the child as the sampling unit) (41,43,48-52), three focused on seniors 

(42,53,54), and one sampled a range of ages (children and adults)(55).  Seven out of the 18 

studies (39%) focused exclusively on low income or ethnic subgroups (40,45,47,49-52).     
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Almost all included studies either used validated tools to measure food insecurity, or 

used individual questions from validated tools.  Four studies used the United States 

Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) 18-item Food Security Scale (41,45,49,52), although 

Kirkpatrick and Tarasuk (49) applied Health Canada’s thresholds to define moderate and 

severe food insecurity.  Five studies used the 6-item short form of the USDA Food Security 

Scale (38-40,43,48),  three studies used items from the Community Childhood Hunger 

Identification Project (CCHIP) in the National Health and Nutrition Examination 

(NHANES) III survey (47,51,54), and one study was based on items administered in the 

Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System(42).  The three Australian studies (46,53,55)  and 

Dean et al. (2011) (44) adapted and used items from the Radimer/Cornell measure, while 

Sharkey et al. (2011) used an adapted version of the complete Radimer/Cornell measure (50).  

Eight studies investigated different types or degrees of severity of food insecurity, either by 

using more than one questionnaire item, or using different thresholds for the USDA 18-item 

Food Security Scale or the Radimer/Cornell Scale (42,44-46,49-52).   

Four general types of place factors emerged from the synthesis. For brevity and 

integration of findings, results of included studies are discussed under the relevant 

subheadings below. Table 1 details the characteristics of each included study.  

Living location 

The most common place characteristic examined was living location, as measured on the 

urban-rural continuum; 11studies assessed the potential impact of this area-level exposure on 

food insecurity (38-41,44,46,48,51-54).   Most often, this place factor was simply defined as urban 

versus rural with no clear explanation of the administrative boundaries or criteria used.  
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Seven studies uncovered a potential protective effect of rural living on food insecurity. 

Garasky et al. (2006) compared two subject-perceived definitions of rural living to urban 

living.  They found that living outside of the city on a farm was related to decreased food 

insecurity compared to living within the city limits, but no difference between living outside 

of the city (not on a farm) and  living within the city limits(38).  In a study of Oregon adults, 

the percentage of the county considered rural was inversely related to food insecurity (39). 

Similarly, the percentage of people living in urban areas as defined by zip-code was 

positively related to food insecurity in a study of Wisconsin families (48).  When examining 

two types of food insecurity (household and individual) based on two questions, Radimer et 

al. (1997) found that urban living in Australia was associated with increased odds for both 

types of food insecurity, versus rural living (46).  Among a Hispanic population, living in a 

non-metropolitan area relative to a metropolitan area was inversely related to food 

insecurity, as defined by cutting of children’s or adult’s meals, but not by an individual child 

feeling like he/she does not have enough to eat (51).  In a study of low-income families, 

Bartfeld & Ahn (2011) compared various types of towns/cities with respect to population 

size, defined by zip-code (52). Compared to rural areas outside MSAs (Metropolitan 

Statistical Areas), low income families living in small towns, mid-sized suburbs, or mid-

sized cities were more likely to be food insecure.  Those living in large cities, large suburbs, 

large towns, or rural area within a MSA were no different than those living in rural areas 

outside of a MSA.  Finally, in a large, nationally representative sample of US families, living 

in a central city versus an ‘other’ metropolitan area was associated with increased odds of 

food insecurity, while living in a rural area was associated with decreased odds (41).  
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Three of the 11 studies uncovered null results, whereas one uncovered a positive 

association between rural living and food insecurity.  Two of the three null studies were 

conducted on older adults (53,54).  One of these used dichotomous indicators of living location 

(metropolitan versus non metropolitan living) (54), while the other examined four different 

types of areas (53).  The third null study did not find that living in town differed from living in 

the country-side in two high poverty Iowa counties with a mean age of 56 y (40).  In contrast 

to the seven studies described above, Dean et al (2011) uncovered a positive association 

between rural living and food insecurity (44).  They conducted multinomial analysis with the 

response categories serving as an indication of the severity of food insecurity.  A significant 

association was seen only for those in the most severe response category.       

Social environment 

 The nature of social interactions within residential areas was the second most studied 

(n= 8/18) place factor in this review, and included various measures of social capital, such as 

social cohesion, informal social control, collective efficacy, civic structure, and related 

measures such as religious affiliation, residential mobility, and neighborhood safety 

(39,40,42,44,45,47,49,55).  Two studies examined characteristics of the social environment at both 

the individual and neighborhood levels (45,47), while the remainder focused solely on the 

individual-level.  Both of these studies aggregated individual measures up to the 

neighborhood-level based on specified boundaries and focused on low income populations.  

Brisson & Altschul (2011) examined collective efficacy as measured by indices for social 

cohesion and informal social control.  Social cohesion, but not informal social control, was 

inversely related to food insecurity at the neighborhood level (47).  In the second study, 

scoring high on a social capital index was found to inversely relate to severe food insecurity 
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(hunger present) but not food insecurity without hunger (of which the authors did not report 

the results) (45). 

At the individual-level, four out of the eight studies estimated a potential protective 

effect of high social capital (40,44,45,47).  Increasing scores on a civic structure index was 

related to decreased odds for food insecurity in a study of two rural, high poverty counties 

(40).  And in another study, scoring low or medium on a social capital index was related to 

increased odds for ‘sometimes’ being food insecure versus food secure, as compared to high 

social capital in a mostly rural population of adults (44).  Interestingly, low social capital, but 

not medium, was related to being ‘often’ food insecure (44).  Brisson & Altschul (2011) and 

Martin et al (2004) estimated similar associations at the individual level as at the 

neighborhood-level (45,47).      

The four null studies contained a variety of measures.  For example, Foley et al (2010) 

examined single items measuring trust in neighbors, and safety of the neighborhood(55); 

Bernell et al (2005) examined the proportion of the county having a religious affiliation, as 

well as the proportion that moved within the last five years(39); Chung et al (2011) included 

indices of neighborhood safety and cohesion for three different food insecurity 

definitions(42); and finally, Kirkpatrick & Tarasuk (2010) did not find an association between 

a social capital index and two types of food insecurity severity(49).  Population characteristics 

of these studies were similarly mixed.          

Food Environment 

Five studies investigated the potential influence of characteristics in the local food 

environment that could impact on food insecurity (38,42,48-50); although only three uncovered 
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significant associations.  In their study of Wisconsin families with children, Bartfeld et al 

(2010) estimated a positive association between living 15-22 miles from the nearest 

supermarket or grocery store versus less than 2 miles (48).  However, distances longer than 

two miles, but shorter than 15, were not related to being food insecure.  Similarly, distance 

to the main store for purchasing groceries increased the odds for adult food insecurity, but 

not household or child food insecurity, in a study of Spanish-speaking women of Mexican 

origin, living in a poor area of Texas (50).  This same study also found that those who 

perceived little variety in the types of foods that could be purchased in local stores were 

more likely to report child food insecurity, but not adult or household food insecurity 

(although the odds ratios were high and in the same direction for both types).  In terms of 

features of the built environment that could improve access to food, Chung et al (2011) 

estimated an inverse association between ‘walkability’ of older adults’ neighborhoods and 

two measures of food insecurity (concern about not having enough to eat, and hungry 

because could not get out to buy food), and marginally with a third (eating less because of 

lack of money, P = 0·056)(42).  In a similar vein, Bartfeld et al (2010) found that household 

perceived access to public transit decreased the odds for food insecurity(48).   

 Two of the five studies were unable to detect any significant effects of the food 

environment (38,49).  In a low income population, Kirkpatrick & Tarasuk (2010) investigated 

the association between food insecurity and living within two kilometres of a number of 

food resources, including discount supermarkets, food banks, community kitchens, and 

community gardens (49).  No significant associations emerged, even after considering severe 

food insecurity, or when using continuous distances, or a shorter cutoff (one kilometre or 
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less).  Other null results included perceived adequacy/number of local food stores in three 

studies (38,49,50) and perceptions/estimations of high food prices in one study (50).    

Socioeconomic environment  

Three out of three studies that investigated rent prices at the area level estimated a 

positive association with food insecurity (39,48,52); although two of these were conducted by 

the same lead author.  One study uncovered a positive association between an index of area 

deprivation and food insecurity(43), while one study that used a similar index(55) and another 

that focused on poverty level(48) did not find any significant associations.  Bernell et al 

(2005) also examined percentage of the county unemployed and average wage, with null 

results (39). 

Discussion 

Among the studies included in this review, a range of place factors were examined. 

Summarizing the results by type of place factor revealed a potential protective effect of rural 

living on food insecurity that may or may not be applicable among older adults.  Studies on 

the quality of the social environment, namely social capital, also suggest a possible 

protective role; however, half found no significant associations, while those with positive 

findings tended to focus only on low income populations.  Among studies investigating the 

food and socioeconomic environments, relationships were less clear. 

 Potential limitations of included studies 

As a result of conducting this critical review and from the perspective of furthering 

knowledge about place and food insecurity, consideration of some of the limitations of the 

existing research is warranted.  The most common limitations are summarized below, but 

also refer to the last column in Table 1 for unique study concerns.  
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The most obvious limitation of this body of research is the exclusive reliance on the 

cross-sectional study design.  It is not so much the time-order of events that is the problem, 

as place attributes are of sufficiently long duration compared to food insecurity, meaning 

that they are more likely to exist prior to food insecurity.  Rather, it is the inability to control 

for reasons why people decide to live in particular areas versus others (self-selection), and 

other unobserved confounders that are fixed over time.  

Almost half of included studies used the 18-item or 6-item USDA Food Security Scale 

and recommended cut offs to define food insecurity.  Benefits of using this measure include 

rigorous development and validity/reliability testing that has spanned a number of years(8), as 

well as increased comparability across studies.  Many studies, on the other hand, relied on 

single question measures, often for secondary data analyses of large population-based 

surveys. While these questions were largely based on previously validated work and/or 

derived from items in the USDA Food Security Scale or the Radimer/Cornell measure of 

food insecurity, they are not likely to measure food insecurity comprehensively, and make it 

difficult or impossible to compare across studies (8).  Given that measures with many items 

are burdensome to respondents, especially so when administered as part of a large scale 

population-based survey, the USDA Food Security Scale 6-item short form may be an ideal 

candidate for more widespread use in future intervention and observational studies, instead 

of simply relying on single item measures.  The shorter length of the questionnaire does not 

appear to affect its discriminatory power (56).  However, this measure does not directly ask 

about child food insecurity and cannot measure the most severe form of adult food 

insecurity, where children’s intake is likely to be reduced (57).  In addition to single item 

measures, some studies used multiple questions as more than one outcome.  This can 
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increase the likelihood of estimating a significant association by chance, and makes overall 

interpretation of results more difficult.  Analyzing types or severity of food insecurity (e.g. 

household, adult, and child) as individual outcomes or in multinomial logistic regression 

analysis, without a priori hypotheses and context, also makes results difficult to interpret.  

Many studies did not control for sex of the respondent. Given societal gender roles, men 

and women often perceive situations differently.  For example, females are generally 

responsible for food management in the household, and therefore, would likely be more 

attuned to problems with food security.  Gender differences may also affect how the 

surrounding environment is perceived. Some studies that did not adjust for sex selected 

respondents who were primarily responsible for buying and cooking food in the household, 

which could partially adjust for this difference (e.g. Kirkpatrick & Tarasuk, 2010). 

Additionally, it would be less concerning if there was very little variability in the sex of the 

respondent; however, no studies appeared to discuss this.  In addition to sex, several studies 

did not adjust for area level income, SES, or some other measure incorporating relative area 

disadvantage (even in low income populations).  In some cases, this data would likely not be 

available, but nevertheless, could confound place – food insecurity relationships.     

There was much heterogeneity among measures of the food environment, and clearly 

there lacks a critical mass of studies examining the same or similar features in order to make 

any type of conclusions about the potential effect of the food environment on food 

insecurity.  Additionally, there needs to be more discussion about how some of these 

measures were derived, particularly with respect to respondent perceptions; questions 

seemed vague, not always tested, and thus open to bias as an explanation for findings.       
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Interestingly, area SES was underexplored, perhaps because a large portion of included 

studies (39%) limited populations to low income or certain ethnic groups, or because of the 

well-known link between individual income/SES level and food insecurity.  Nonetheless, 

there still may be some variability in area SES to explain differences in individual food 

security status, even among low income populations.  Certainly, among population-based 

samples, area SES should continue to be explored.  And as discussed previously, in any 

study on place and food insecurity, area SES should be considered as a potential confounder, 

or even effect modifier, when analyzing other features of place. 

Sample selection, along with generalizability should be kept in mind when interpreting 

the results of this review.  Limiting sample populations to a particular demographic 

subgroup reduces generalizability of the results.  Generalizability is especially problematic 

when attempting to synthesize information from a relatively new area of research, with few 

studies, and even more so when most of those studies are conducted in one country; here the 

reader is cautioned that most studies were conducted in the US. Once a larger evidence base 

is established, future reviews should conduct sensitivity analyses to determine potential 

differences among population subgroups. Limiting to particular subgroups also makes it 

difficult to detect important significant differences, due to less variability within the sample 

compared to if a population-based sample had been analyzed. 

Of the individual-level studies that relied on some form of cluster sampling method, not 

all adjusted for potential correlations between individuals within a cluster, which could bias 

results.  Additionally, sampling frames were sometimes based on telephone lists. This likely 

resulted in an underestimation of food insecurity, as having a telephone land-line is related to 

income, which is related to being food insecure.  Lower study power and decreased ability to 
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generalize are likely outcomes of this sampling method.  Selection bias may also result if 

under-coverage is related to the place characteristic(s) under study.  Selection bias is also a 

concern when certain participants are excluded because of missing data.  A discussion of the 

impact of missingness was lacking overall in this body of research. 

While the results of this review suggest a potential protective effect of rural living, the 

measures of living location were generally crude, encompassed large areas (counties), 

heterogeneous, and often not the main interest of the study.  Given this, one can only 

speculate as to what it is about rural environments that may protect against food insecurity.  

More precise definitions and comparisons may yield different results.     

Finally, exposures may not be the same for individuals living in the same area. For 

example, living in a disadvantaged area  may not actually be an important exposure for a 

particular individual, depending on his/her own compositional factors such as income and 

car ownership, as well as interacting contextual factors such as social capital, high income 

neighborhoods located close by, or availability of subsidized school meals, to name a few.  

Given the complexities of exploring these types of interactions, it is not surprising that none 

of the included studies conducted this analysis. A handful of studies did discuss car 

ownership and/or other transportation methods (38,49,50) and some did adjust for other place 

factors in multivariable models. A relational understanding of place that takes into account 

spatial and temporal mobility, has been recommended in the literature (58) and is likely 

applicable in this area of research, at least with respect to the development of theory and 

study design.       
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Limitations of this review 

In addition to the limitations of included studies, the review itself has a number of 

limitations that may have affected which studies were and were not included. The grey 

literature was not searched; another recent review on environmental characteristics and food 

insecurity uncovered several papers that were not published in scientific journals (37).  These 

studies, for the most part, did not examine place as defined in this review, and so would not 

have been eligible for inclusion.  Conference proceedings and abstracts, as well as 

dissertations were not included; it is therefore possible that studies with null or non-intuitive 

findings were not included.  Hand-searching the reference lists of included articles was 

conducted, but not for entire journals in the field, and only one person (MC) selected articles 

based on a priori eligibility criteria, and abstracted the data. Thus, pertinent studies may have 

been missed. Studies may have also been missed if they analyzed a place factor which was 

not part of the main objective(s) (e.g. it would not have been evident from the title or 

abstract and then potentially screened out). This review did not focus on household 

environments or the broader socioeconomic environment, both of which may play a role in 

reducing food insecurity (59).       

Recommendations and conclusions 

This critical appraisal and synthesis of published research allowed for the formulation of 

recommendations for future research studies, which should help to drive the field forward. 

These are detailed below.       

Sampling methods should avoid using telephone lists to recruit participants whenever 

possible. Some variant of cluster random sampling may be most appropriate, where surveys 

are administered in person. Population-based samples that do not focus exclusively on low 
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income and/or largely rural populations may be most informative, especially from a policy-

making perspective.  In order to reduce respondent burden, make use of a solid evidence-

base, and avoid basing measurement of food insecurity on one question, authors of future 

studies may consider using, at the very least, the USDA Food Security Scale 6-item short 

form. This will help to increase comparability across studies.  Finer grained definitions and a 

specific focus on place are also needed; especially with respect to living location.   Including 

housing/residential density, land-use mix, farming, social capital, as well as exploring how 

car ownership and other transportation methods, can influence food insecurity in the context 

of rural and urban living, is required.  Well-conducted longitudinal observational studies are 

preferred to cross-sectional studies, and testing for interaction with the place variables of 

interest, could help to make results more robust and informative.  Finally, adjustment for sex 

as well as other confounders, such as individual and area SES, is necessary to reduce bias in 

the resulting associations between the place factors and food insecurity.       

Finally, community-based initiatives, such as community gardens, were not evaluated in 

this review because none included measures of individual/household food insecurity as 

outcomes. Studies that were screened out consisted mostly of process evaluations of single 

programs.  This area of research could benefit immensely from applying more rigorous 

experimental and quasi-experimental methods and evaluating changes in 

individual/household-level food security status of area residents. Randomized community-

wide interventions that are not necessarily programmatic in nature (e.g. changes to the 

physical environment) are also important areas for further research. Place and food 

insecurity is a fairly new and evolving area of research. Given that continued access to 

healthy, acceptable food, regardless of income, is a moral imperative, and that developing 
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redistributive income and other equitable policies is socio-politically complex, time 

consuming, and contentious in some high income democratic countries, focusing on how the 

immediate local environments may improve or inhibit food security could be a potentially 

fruitful area of research, especially in today’s economic climate. The literature synthesized in 

this review points to rural living as a potential protective factor, although a number of 

methodological limitations prevent any decisive conclusions from being made at this time. 

Recommendations have been formulated and presented in an attempt to improve the quality 

of research in this field.  However, research quality can only be improved if these 

recommendations are used in conjunction with the work of interdisciplinary teams, 

including: sociologists, social workers, epidemiologists, biostatisticians, dietitians, public 

health professionals, urban planners, and the like, that each contributes their relative 

expertise.  
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Table 1. Characteristics of included studies 
Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 

boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

 Bartfeld & 
Ahn 52 

XS, I, NRS, 
TQ for 
parents  

3rd graders in wave 
5 (2002) of the 
Early Childhood 
Longitudinal 
Survey-  
Kindergarten cohort 
(US); limited to low 
income (< 185% of 
the poverty line); 
info from parent 
and school 
administrator 
surveys used; n= 
3010; total survey 
N not reported 

(1) Median rent 
(USD/month) 
 
(2)Living location:  
-large city  
-mid-sized city 
- large suburban 
- mid-sized 
suburban 
-large town 
-small town  
-rural area in MSA 
(Metropolitan 
Statistical Area)  
-rural area outside a 
MSA (Ref)  
  

(1) Zip-code 
level  
 
(2)Unclear  

18 item USDA 
Food Security 
Scale: 
 
A) food secure vs 
food insecure 
(replied 
affirmatively to at 
least 3/18 items); 
 
B) fully food 
secure vs 
marginally food 
secure (replied 
affirmatively to 
any of the 18 
items) 

Probit regression; 
 
Survey weights, clustering 
of households within 
schools (robust SE), 
school breakfast 
availability; household 
income, education, family-
type/employment status, 
and ownership status; 
parent’s health status, # of 
children in household; 
race/ethnicity of child; 
school offers after-school 
child care, has a 
free/reduced price meal 
certification, or receives 
Title I funds (measures of 
school disadvantage); 
other place factor, region 
of residence 

 A 
(1)  +   
β = 0�0005, SE = 
0�0002, P < 0�05; 
 
(2)  
+ small towns, β = 
0�415, SE = 0�126,  
P < 0�01; 
 
+mid-sized suburbs, 
β = 0�383,SE=0�138, 
P < 0�01; 
 
+ mid-sized cities, β= 
0�224, SE=0�113,  
P < 0�05   
 
B 

∅  for (1) and (2) for 
all types vs Ref 

Living location not the 
main objective; sex of 
parent respondent not 
controlled; large # of 
children (n = 3 840) 
excluded because 
they were missing 
parent and/or 
administrator surveys; 
school disadvantage 
was controlled but 
area disadvantage 
may be a confounding 
factor 

Bartfeld et 
al.48 

XS, CS of 
schools, 
SAQ 

Parents/guardians 
of elementary 
school children 
attending 65 
schools in 26 
counties in 
Wisconsin (US); 
recruitment lasted 
from 2003 – 2005;     
N = 8396; mean RR 
across schools = 
69% (range: 30 – 
91%) 

(1) Median monthly 
rent (increments of 
$100) 
 

(2) Access to public 
transit (yes/no); 
 

(3) Distance to 
nearest 
supermarket or 
grocery store:  
 - < 2 miles 
- 2 to < 5 miles 
(Ref) 
-5 to < 10 miles 
-10 to < 15 miles 
-15-22 miles; 
 

(4) Proportion living 
in poverty (US 2000 
Census data def); 
 

(5) Proportion  living 
in an urban area 
(US 2000 Census 
data def) 

(1, 4, 5) ZIP 
code 
(2) Perceived  
(3) Straight line 
distance from 
geographic 
center of ZIP 
code 

USDA 6 item 
Food Security 
Scale short-form: 
 
-Food insecure  
(responded 

affirmatively to ≥ 
2 items) 
 

Logistic regression; 
 
Clustering of households 
within schools (robust 
SE), income, household 
structure, # of children, 
housing tenure, education, 
# of employed persons, 
ownership of a working 
vehicle, other place 
factors  

(1)  + 
OR = 1�21, P < 0�01; 
 
(2)  –  
OR = 0�68, P < 0�01; 
 
(3)  + for 15-22 miles 
OR = 1�67, P < 0�01; 
 
(4)  ∅∅∅∅ 
OR = 1�98, P > 0�05; 
 
(5)  + 
OR = 1�44, P < 0�05 
   
 

NG and CS are 
potential limitations; 
could not adjust for 
race/ethnicity; did not 
control for sex of the 
respondent; distance 
to nearest 
supermarket/store 
was not based on 
respondents’ 
residence (correlation 
was not strong with 
self-reported distance, 
r = 0�27); could year 
of interview or 
differences in RR 
across schools have 
influenced results? 
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

Bartfeld & 
Dunifon 41 

XS, ML, 
NR  

Households with 
children in the US 
Current Population 
Survey (Food 
Security 
Supplement) 1998 
– 2001; N = 70 942; 
Supplemented with 
state-level data  

Living location: 
-Central city 
-Other metropolitan 
area (Ref) 
-Nonmetropolitan 
area 

Administrative 
boundaries 
(county) 

18 item  USDA 
Household Food 
Security Scale 
-Food secure vs 
-Food insecure 
 

ML logistic regression 
(state) controlling for year 
of survey; 

 
Household: income, 
education, race/ethnicity, 
housing tenure, number of 
children, family type, 
characteristics of 
household members (e.g. 
disabled);  
State: federal food 
programs, School 
breakfast and lunch 
program participation, 
Summer food service 
program participation, 
Summer school lunch 
program participation, low 
income tax burden, overall 
tax burden, 
unemployment rate, 
poverty rate, % with a 
bachelor’s degree, 
average wage, median 
rent, residential mobility   

 

+ Central city 
OR =  1�06, SE =0�03 
 

–  Nonmetropolitan 
OR = 0�91, SE = 0�03 
 

Sex of parent 
respondent not 
controlled; CR/RR 
across surveys not 
reported; small effect 
sizes; sensitivity 
analysis indicated 
different results for 
state-level variables 
among families 
without children; 
interview mode 
unclear 

Bernell et 
al.39 

XS, I, RS, 
TQ 

Participants of the 
2000 Oregon (US) 
Population Survey; 
aged ≥18 and head 
of the household;  
analytic  n = 4725; 
supplemented by 
census data and 
other government 
statistics at the 
county level  

(1) % of county 
considered rural 
under the U.S. 
Census Bureau 
definition 
 

(2) County 
unemployment rate 
(%) 
 

(3) County average 
wage ($) 
 

(4) High county rent 
(county ranking in 
top quartile of state 
median rent 
distribution) 
 

(5) % of county 
population claiming 
a religious affiliation 
 

(6)  % of county 
population that 

Administrative 
boundaries 
(county) 

USDA 6 item 
Food Security 
Scale short-form: 
 
-Food insecure  
(responded 

affirmatively to ≥ 
2 items) 
 

Logistic regression; 
 
Income, family structure, 
race/ethnicity, education, 
age, disability status, 
employment status, 
volunteer in community, 
homeowner, proportion of 
county using food stamp 
use, other place factor;  

(1) – 
β = -0�023, P < 0�01 
 
(2) ∅∅∅∅  

β = 0�060, P > 0�1 
 
(3) ∅∅∅∅  

β = -0�029, P > 0�1 
 
(4) +  

β = 0�330, P <  0�01 
 
(5) ∅∅∅∅  

β = 0�001, P > 0�1 
 
(6) ∅∅∅∅  

β = -0�018, P > 0�1 

Relied on random-
digit dialling; did not 
control for sex of the 
respondent; CR/RR, 
and total N not 
reported; tested for 
interaction between 
income and county 
rent in a second 
model  - rent 
appeared to only be 
important for lowest 
income quartile  
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

moved wiithin the 
last 5 y 

Brisson & 
Altschul 47 

XS, ML, 
CS of 
nhoods 
within 10 
US cities, 
then SRS 
of 
households
;  

Low income 
residents (median 
age of 40 y) 
participating in the 
Making 
Connections 
Initiative  2002-
2003; N = 7496 

Collective efficacy: 
two subscales 
developed by 
Sampson et al. 
(1997) – 5 items per 
subscale measured 
on a 5-point Likert-
type scale (1 
strongly disagree to 
5 strongly agree); : 
   

(1) Social cohesion 
– individual; 
 

(2) Social cohesion 
aggregated by 
nhood; 
 

(3) Informal social 
control – individual; 
 

(4) Informal social 
control aggregated 
by nhood  
 

Nhood 
boundaries that 
conformed to 
socially 
accepted 
norms (census 
blocks) 

“In the last 12 
months^was 
your family ever 
without enough 
money to buy 
food?” (yes/no) 

ML structural equation 
modelling using probit 
regression(nhood) ; 
 
Individual level: race, 
poverty, access to credit, 
savings, other place 
factors 

(1)  – 
β = -0�176, SE = 
0�037, P < 0�001 
 
(2)  – 
β = -1�42, SE = 0�672, 
P < 0�05 
 
(3)  ∅∅∅∅ 
β = 0�056, SE=0�035  
 
(4) ∅∅∅∅ 
β = 1�13, SE = 0�651  
 
 

NG and selection of 
nhoods are potential 
limitations; missing 
some potential 
confounders (e.g. sex 
of the respondent, 
household structure); 
interview mode 
unclear; no CR/RR 
given; nhood 
explanatory variables 
such as SES and 
homeownership were 
dropped because 
model fit decreased; 
food insecurity 
assessed with 1 
question;  clustering 
effect of city was not 
considered; could 
non-normality of 
subscales affect 
results? 

Chung et 
al.42 

XS, ML, 
CRS (with 
stratificatio
n), F2F 

Older adults ≥ 60 y  
attending seniors 
centers April - Nov 
2008 (Health 
Indicators Project) 
in New York City;  
N = 1870; analytic 
sample = 1650;  
RR = 76�7% 

(1) Nhood 
walkability scale – 8 
items with binary 
responses summed 
to derive scale 
score (continuous 
paved sidewalks, 
curb cuts, crossable 
sections, lighting at 
night, benches on 
which to sit, cracks 
in sidewalks, 
uneven sidewalks, 
and excessive noise 
from traffic/car 
alarms/trains) 
 
 
(2) Nhood safety – 
3 items measured 
on 4-pt Likert scale 
(1 = very true to 4 = 
not at all true) 

(1-3) Perceived 
 
 

A “In past 30 
days, have you 
been concerned 
about having 
enough food to 
eat?” (yes/no); 
 
B  “In the last 12 
months did you 
ever eat less than 
you felt you 
should because 
there wasn’t 
enough money to 
buy food?” 
(yes/no); 
 
C “In the past 12 
months, were you 
hungry, but did 
not eat because 
you weren’t able 
to get out to buy 

ML logistic regression 
(seniors’ center); 
 
Individual level: age, sex, 
married or partnered, 
race/ethnicity, education 
level, physical disability, 
mental health status, 
chronic condition status, 
social support, income 
level (income not included 
for model with B as 
outcome); other place 
factors  
 
 

A 
(1) – 
OR = 0�83, 95%CI: 
0�73 to 0�95 
(2) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 0�97, 95%CI: 
0�91 to 1�04 
(3) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 1�0, 95%CI: 
0�96 to 1�04 
 

B 
(1) marginally – 
OR = 0�87, 95%CI:  
0�75 to 1�00 
(2) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 1�05, 95%CI: 
0�98 to 1�13 
(3) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 0�97, 95%CI: 
0�92 to 1�01 
 

C 
(1) – 

Low internal 
consistency of 
walkability scale; 
unclear if the 
distribution of the 
scales were highly 
skewed, especially for 
safety and cohesion; 
used multiple 
imputation for the 
three nhood factors; 
questions ask about 
nhood but clustering 
accounts for senior’s 
center; no nhood level 
variables in the 
model, although 
stratification in 
sampling accounts for 
size of senior’s center    
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

summed to derive 
scale score; 
 
(3) Nhood social 
cohesion – 5 items 
measured on a 4 pt 
Likert scale (1 = 
very true to 4 = not 
at all true) summed 
to derive scale 
score; 
  
 

food?” (yes/no) OR = 0�84, 95%CI: 
0�70 to 0�99 

(2) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 1�07, 95% CI: 
0�96 to 1�20) 
(3) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 0�96, 95% CI: 
0�90 to 1�03 

Dean et 
al.44  

XS, I, RS, 
SAQ 

Adults living in 
Texas (US), 
participating as part 
of the 2006 Brazos 
Valley Health 
Assessment ; RR = 
73�8% (2584/3501); 
n for analytic 
sample = 1803 
(slightly more 
women) 

(1) Community 
social capital index 
of Burdine et al. 
(1999) 
6-items measured 
on a 5-point scale 
=> strongly agree to 
strongly disagree; 
quartiles from 
standardized score 
calculated and used 
to form 3 
categories: 
  
 -Low social capital 
(highest quartile) 
 
 
-Medium social 
capital (middle two 
quartiles) 
 
-Ref High social 
capital  (lowest 
quartile); 
 
 
(2) Rural vs Urban 
(Ref) 

(1) Perceived; 
 
(2) Unclear 

Food depletion 
item from the 
Radimer-Cornell 
hunger and food 
insecurity 
instrument:  
Within the last 
month..” the food 
that we bought 
didn’t last and we 
didn’t have 
enough money to 
buy more”  => 3 
response 
categories: 
 
A “often true”,  
B “sometimes 
true”,   
Ref  “never true”  

Multinomial logistic 
regression – modelled all 
variables, then stratified 
by rural/urban (results did 
not differ so not presented 
here) 
 
Education, age, gender, 
ethnicity, income level, 
perceived personal 
disparity, other place 
factor  

A 

(1) ∅∅∅∅ Medium  
OR = 0�73, 95%CI: 
0�41 to 1�20 
 

+  Low  
OR = 1�87, 95%CI: 
1�51 to 4�63 
 

(2) +  
OR = 1�83, 95%CI:  
1�10 to 3�06 
 

B 
(1)  + Medium   
OR = 1�73, 95%CI: 
1�17 to 2�57 
 

+  Low  
OR = 2�90, 95%CI: 
1�91 to 4�41   
 

(2) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 1�10, 95%CI: 
0�81 to 1�50 

Possible over/under-
sampling of certain 
areas; food insecurity 
assessed by only 1 
question; sampling 
based on random-
digit dialling (although 
authors indicate 
coverage was over 
95%, based on 2000 
census); no control for 
area-level SES  

Foley et 
al.55 

XS, l, RS, 
TQ 

Respondents from 
the South Australia 
Monitoring and 
Surveillance 
System (all ages) 
from July 2002 – 

(1) Neighbors trust 
each other (yes/no) 
 
(2) Live in a  safe 
nhood (yes/no) 
 

(1,2) Perceived 
(3) Postcode 

“In the last twelve 
months, were 
there any times 
that the food you 
have bought just 
didn’t last, and 

Logistic regression; 
 
Survey weights, sex, age 
group, education, work 
status, household income, 
capacity to save, housing 

∅∅∅∅ for (1), (2), and (3) 
and were excluded 
during multivariable 
analysis, results not 
given 

Used phone # lists to 
select sample; no 
adjustment for survey 
year/cycle; only half of 
the main survey 
sample had data on 
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Limitations  

Dec 2007; CR = 
70% for main 
survey (N = 37 
976); analytic  n  = 
19 037 

(3) Socioeconomic 
Index for Areas 
(categorized based 
on quintiles)   

you didn’t have 
enough money to 
get more?”  
yes/no 

tenure, # of children in 
household,  other place 
factors 

food insecurity  
(19,037/37,976); 
excluded place 
factors during 
multivariable analysis; 
1 question used to 
assess food insecurity  

Garasky et 
al.38 

XS, I, SRS, 
SAQ 

Individuals living in 
two rural Iowa (US) 
counties in 2004; 
mean age of 54 y; 
 N = 793; RR = 
62%; n of analytic 
sample =  562 
(71% of responding 
sample had 
complete data)  
 

(1) High prices in 
food stores where 
respondent lives; 
 
(2) There are not 
enough food stores 
where the 
respondent lives; 
 
(3) Living location: 
 
- On farm outside 
city   limits; 
 
- Not on farm, 
outside city limits; 
 
- Within city 
limits(ref) 
 

Perceived USDA 6 item 
Food Security 
Scale short-form: 
 
-Food insecure  
(responded 

affirmatively to ≥ 
2 items) 
 
 

Probit regression; 
 
Age, education, 
household income, # of 
people in household, 
county, other place 
factors, shop outside 
county, difficult to get to 
store, transportation 
problems, can get help 
with transportation, food 
assistance program 
participation index, 
informal social support 
index, gave food to 
family/friends/ neighbours 
index, received food from 
family/friends/ neighbours 
index 

(1)  ∅∅∅∅ 
β =0�466, SE = 0�262; 
P < 0�10; 
 
(2) ∅∅∅∅ 
β = 0�453, SE = 
0�260, P < 0�10; 
 
(3)  
– on farm, outside city 
β = -0�923, SE= 
0�428, P < 0�05; 
 
 ∅∅∅∅ not on farm, 
outside city 

β = -0�478, SE = 
0�294, P < 0�10  

NG (e.g. high poverty, 
rural counties); source 
of sampling frame 
unclear (address lists 
were from 
governmental 
sources?); did not 
control for sex of the 
respondent; indices 
included had low 
internal reliabilities     

Kirkpatrick 
& 
Tarasuk49 

XS, ML, 
CRS with 
stratificatio
n; F2F 

Low income 
families with 
children living in 
rental units in high 
poverty nhoods 
(Toronto, CAN); 
recruited Nov 2005 
– Jan 2007 and 
respondent had to 
have primary 
responsibility for 
food purchasing 
and management;  
n = 484 families; 
RR = 62%   

Do not live within 2 
km of a: 
(1a) discount 
supermarket 
(1b) food bank  
(1c) community 
kitchen 
(1d) community 
garden 
 

(2) Adequacy of 
food retail in nhood; 
 

(3) Nhood social 
capital   
7 item, 4-point 
Likert-type scale  
(based on work of 
Sampson et al, 
1997) - measures 
social cohesion and 
trust in nhood  at 

(1a-d) Within 2 
km of 
residence; 
Continuous 
distances, and 
within 1 km 
also 
considered; 
  
(2,3) Perceived 
nhood  

The 18-item 
USDA Household 
Food Security 
Scale. 
Categorized 
based on Health 
Canada 
thresholds: 
 
-food secure 
- food insecure  
 
Also examined-
severely food 
insecure vs not - 
results were 
similar so are not 
presented here 

ML logistic regression 
(nhood); 
 
Income, # of adults and 
children in household, 
main source of income, 
family structure, 
education, immigrant 
status, housing type 
(market rental or 
subsidized), # of y in 
current dwelling (social 
capital only);  
 
1a-d and 2 included in 
first model with 
adjustment, and (3) was 
analyzed in separate 
model with adjustment   

(1a) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 0�73, 95%CI: 
0�43 to 1�26; 

(1b) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 0�82, 95%CI: 
0�55 to1�22; 

(1c)  ∅∅∅∅   
OR = 0�78, 95%CI: 
0�52 to1�17; 

(1d) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 1�09, 95%CI 
0�72 to1�65; 
 

Continuous distances 
and not living within 1 
km were also ∅∅∅∅ for  
(1 a – d) 
 

(2) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 0�87, 95%CI: 
0�53 to 1�41; 
(3) ∅∅∅∅   

NG, and sample very 
homogenous; no 
adjustment for sex, 
although respondent 
was person 
responsible for food 
management; 
measured type and 
cost of transportation, 
as well as whether 
respondents shopped 
in their local area, but 
unclear when these 
were included in 
adjustment; could 
year of interview 
influenced results?   
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

the household level:  
 
-Dichotomized 
based on a score of 
3 
- Low vs 
- Medium/high 
(Ref)  

OR = 1�33, 95%CI : 
0�88 to 2�00 
 

Lee & 
Frongillo 54 

XS, I, NRS 
+ a state-
level 
survey 
(sampling 
is unclear); 
F2F for 
NHANES 
III;  survey-
mode 
unclear for 
the state-
level 
survey 

Elderly persons 
aged 60-90 y in the 
NHANES III (N = 
6596, and n= 6 558 
for analytic sample)   
plus elderly 
persons aged 60-
96 in the 1994 
Nutrition Survey of 
the Elderly New 
York State(N = 553; 
n for analytic 
sample = 406)  

(1) Living in metro 
area versus non-
metro (Ref) in 
NHANES III;  
 
(2) Living in New 
York City vs outside 
of New York City 
(Ref) 

Unclear  NHANES III 
“Do you have 
enough food to 
eat, sometimes 
not enough to 
eat, or often not 
enough to eat?” 
 
food insecure 
=sometimes or 
often 
 
1994 NY Survey 

≥ 1 affirmative 
response to 3 
questions 
assessing:  
-enough money 
to buy food, 
- skipping meals 
because not 
enough food, 
- choosing 
between buying 
food or paying 
bills/essential 
items 

Separate logistic 
regression models by 
survey; 
 
Survey weights and 
design, age, poverty 
status, race/ethnicity, 
education, health status, 
social isolation, living 
arrangement, physical 
functioning, food 
assistance  

(1) ∅∅∅∅   
OR= 0�75, 95%CI: 
0�50 to 1�11; 
 
(2) ∅∅∅∅   
OR = 0�62, 95%CI: 
0�30 -1�03 
 

Possible 
underreporting of food 
insecurity; food 
insecurity based on 
few questions; sex 
was assessed in 
exploratory analysis 
but unclear if included 
in the multivariate 
model 

Martin et 
al.45 

XS, I, RS, 
F2F  

Low income 
families in City of 
Hartford (US); 
unclear who was 
targeted as the 
respondent; N = 
330; CR = 55%; RR 
= 34%  

(1) Nhood social 
capital:   
7 item, 4-point 
Likert-type scale  
(based on work of 
Sampson et al, 
1997) - measures 
social cohesion and 
trust in nhood  at 
the household level:  
 
Dichotomized 
based on median 

(1) Perceived 
 
(2) 14 
residential 
nhoods with 
geographic 
boundaries 
defined by the 
City Council in 
1970 

18 item USDA 
Household Food 
Security Scale 
 4 categories 
(defined by Bickel 
et al, 2000): 
  
a - food secure, 
b -  food insecure 
with risk of 
hunger,  
c - food insecure 
with moderate 

Logistic regression; 
 
Member of an 
organization, length of 
time in apartment, child 
under age 18, elderly 
member, single mother, 
race/ethnicity, income,  
education , employment 
status 

(1)   –   
OR = 0�87, 95% CI: 
0�76 to 0�99, P < 
0�05; 
 
(2)  –  
OR = 0�47, 95% CI: 
0�28 to 0�81, P < 0.05 
 

NG; no adjustment for 
clustering within 
nhood for outcome 
(2); low CR; small n; 
did not control for sex 
of the respondent; 
used hunger vs no 
hunger as outcome 
after finding null 
results for the less 
severe outcome food 
insecure vs food 
secure; measured car 
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

(score of 3): 
 -Low(Ref) vs  
-High  
 
(2) Nood social 
capital from 
individuals, 
aggregated up to 
the nhood level 
(mean of each 
nhood). Unclear if 
dichotomized based 
on a score of 3 

hunger (at least 
one adult), 
d - food insecure 
with severe 
hunger (at least 
one child);  
 
Dichotomized 
into Hunger (c, d) 
vs No hunger (a, 
b) 

ownership but did not 
seem to control for it    

Mazur et 
al.51 

XS, I, NRS, 
F2F 

4-16 y old Hispanic 
children 
participating in the 
NHANES III;  
N  = 2985  

Residential area: 
 
-Metropolitan (Ref)   
a central county of a 
metropolitan area 

with a population ≥1 
million vs 
  
-Non-metropolitan 
area    

Administrative 
boundaries 
(counties) 

 A) “Do you have 
enough food to 
eat, sometimes 
not enough to 
eat, or often not 
enough to eat?” 
enough vs 
sometimes/ often 
not enough; 
 
B) Meal sizes 
had to be cut for 
an adult because 
of lack of money 
for food  
 
C) Meal sizes 
had to be cut for 
a child because 
of lack of money 
for food 

Logistic regression; 
 
Survey weights and 
cluster design, sex, age, 
Spanish used at home, 
low income, interaction 
between Spanish used at 
home and low income, 
household head’s 
education  & occupation, 
female-headed 
household, family receives 
food stamps, child uses 
vitamin or mineral 
supplements, parents 

living ≤ 10 y in present 
house 

A ∅∅∅∅ 
OR = 1�1, 95%CI: 0�7 
to 1�8;  
 
B  – 
OR = 0�5, 95%CI: 0�3 
to 0�9, P < 0�01;   
 
 C  – 
OR = 0�5, 95%CI: 0�2 
to 0�9, P < 0�01   

Questions 2 and 3 not 
asked in the first 
phase and their 
effective n’s were 
1120 and 1123 
respectively 
(compared to 2345 for 
question 1); few 
questions to asses 
food insecurity; 
proxies responded for 
children 4-11 y while 
children > 11 y 
responded 
themselves  

Morton et 
al.40 

XS, I, SRS, 
SAQ 

Residents (mean 
56 y) of 2 high 
poverty, rural 
counties in Iowa 
(US) with ≤ 4 
grocery stores 
(defined as a ‘food 
desert’) in 2003;    
N = 720; RR = 
49%, CR = 60%; 
analytic n = 656  

(1) Civic structure 
index:  7 items with 
a 1-4 response 
scale (low to high) 
summed and / 7  
Measures extent to 
which respondents 
perceive that local 
institutions and 
leaders are working 
to solve food 
access problems in 
the community; 
 

(1) Perceived 
community; 
 
(2) Perceived 
spatial location 
relative to 
closest town 

USDA 6 item 
Food Security 
Scale short-form: 
 
-Food insecure  
(responded 

affirmatively to ≥ 
2 items) 
 

Logistic regression; 
 
Age, income, education, 
give food to family or 
friends, acquire meals 
from a senior meal site, 
acquire food from family 
or friends, other place 
factor 

(1) –  
OR = 0�20, P=0�021 
 
(2) ∅∅∅∅  
OR = 1�26, P =0�762 

NG (e.g. rural, only 
two counties, older 
population); did not 
adjust for county or 
sex of respondent; 
low RR; unclear if the 
distribution of the civic 
index was skewed 
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

(2) Place of 
residence: 
live in town vs 
 in country-side 
(Ref)  

Pilgrim et 
al.43 

PC, I, F2F Women aged 20 – 
34 y registered with 
general 
practitioners in 
Southampton (UK) 
from 1998-2002; 
RR = 75%; follow-
up for those eligible 
(had singleton 
births) was 83%; N 
= 1640;  analytic 
sample = 1618 
when child was 3 y 
of age    

Index of Multiple 
Deprivation Score  
 
-Analyzed as 
continuous and as a 
categorical variable  
 
-less deprived (Ref) 
-more deprived 
-most deprived 

Post codes   Adapted version 
of the USDA 6 
item Food 
Security Scale 
short-form: 
 
Women scoring  

≥ 2 categorized 
as food insecure 

Logistic regression; 
 
Maternal age, benefit 
receipt, social class, 
smoking status, 
educational attainment, 
cohabitation status  

Continuous (trend) 
+  
P for linear  trend = 
0�033 
 
Categorical  

- more deprived ∅∅∅∅ 
OR = 1�39 (95%CI: 
0�63 to 3�04) 
 

-most deprived ∅∅∅∅ 
OR = 1�95 (95%CI: 
0�91 to 4�19) 

Vague description of 
place factor; NG 
(clinic-based sample 
of women); socio-
economic/demographi
c and place variables 
measured before 
pregnancy but did not 
adjust for moving; 
also do not know if 
mother was already 
food insecure at 
baseline 

Quine & 
Morrell 53 

XS, I, SRS, 
TQ 

Non-
institutionalized 
older adults  ≥ 65 y 
of age living in New 
South Wales, AUS 
from late 1999 – 
early 2000 (Older 
Person’s Health 
Survey); N = 8881; 
CR/RR =70�7%  
 

Type of living 
location: 
-Urban 
-Large, urbanized 
rural center, 
-Small rural centers, 
-Other  

Unclear  “In the last 12 
months, were 
there any times 
that you ran out 
of food and 
couldn’t afford to 
buy more?” 
(yes/no) 

Logistic regression; 
 
Survey weights/design, 
sex, age, housing tenure, 
living arrangement, private 
health insurance, 
perceived  financial 
situation, need household 
or personal help, self-
rated healthy lifestyle   

∅∅∅∅, statistics not 
reported 
 

Low prevalence of 
food insecurity (due to 
possible 
underreporting in this 
group, TQ method of 
data collection, and/or 
use of only 1 question 
to assess food 
insecurity)  

Radimer et 
al.46 

XS, I, SRS, 
TQ 

Individuals aged  
≥18 y residing in 13 
health regions in 
Queensland, AUS 
March – Oct 1993,  
N = 10,451; RR/CR 
ranged from 75 – 
80% across strata 
(health regions); 
analytic sample 
was reduced to 
70% of N due to 
missing data 

Living location: 
 
Urban vs Rural 
(Ref)   
 
 

Administrative 
boundaries 
(Australian 
Department of 
Health, 
Housing and 
Community 
Services Rural 
and Remote 
Classification)   

A) Household:  
“In the last 12 
months were 
there times that 
your household 
ran out of food 
and there wasn’t 
money to buy any 
more food?” 
(yes/no) 
 
B) Individual: 
 “In the last 12 
months has 
anyone in your 
household eaten 
less than they 
should because 

Logistic regression; 
 
Survey weights, aged ≤ 50 
y, low income ,sex 
employment status, single 
parent household, single,  
separated (including, 
divorced or widowed), 
shared housing 

A +  
OR = 1�3, 95%CI: 1�1 
to 1�6 
 
B +  
OR = 1�3, 95%CI: 1�0 
to 1�6  
 
 

P-values not given for 
ORs (outcome B may 
only be marginally 
significant); relied on 
random-digit dialling 
in 5 regions where % 
of unlisted #s was 
high (8-14%), and on 
phone lists in 
remaining regions; 
food insecurity based 
on only 2 questions 
that were validated in 
the same study; 30% 
not included in 
multivariate models – 
unclear if these 
participants differed  
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Study  Design  Sample  Place factor(s) Place 
boundary 
definition   

Food insecurity  Statistical Method & 
Adjustments 

Results Notes and Potential 
Limitations  

you couldn’t 
afford enough 
food?” (yes/no)  

Sharkey et 
al.50 

XS, I, CRS 
with 
stratificatio
n, F2F  

Adult Spanish-
speaking women 
responsible for food 
prep living in one of 
44 high poverty 
colonias in S.Texas 
(Colonia Household 
and Community 
Food Resource 
Assessment, Sept 
– Oct 2009); N = 
610; RR = 97�3  -  
99�4% based on 
stratification by two 
towns (La Feria and 
Progreso) 

(1) Distance to main 
store for purchasing 
groceries; 
 
(2) Quality of food 
environment => 4-
point Likert scale (1 
= strongly agree to 
4 = strongly 
disagree): 
 
(2a) Little variety in 
types of foods that 
can be purchased; 
 
(2b) Few grocery 
stores or 
supermarkets; 
 
(2c) Food prices are 
high  
 
 

(1) Absolute 
distance  
 
(2) Perceived  

Eleven items 
from the 12- item 
Radimer/ Cornell 
measure 
 
4 mutually 
exclusive 
categories 
(respondents 
allocated based 
on pattern of 
responses to 11 
items) :  
 
-Household food 
insecure  
 
-Adult food 
insecure  
 
-Child food 
insecure 
 
-Food secure 
(Ref) 

Multinomial regression; 
 
Other place factors, 
Mexican-born, household 
composition, income, 
employment status of 
spouse or partner, 
participation in food 
assistance programs, 
eating behaviours, 
alternative food sources  

(1) 
 + for Adult  
OR = 1�19, P ≤ 0�01 
 
∅∅∅∅ for Household (OR 
= 1�08) and for Child 
food insecurity (OR = 
1�09) 
 
(2a)  
+ for Child  
OR = 3�32, P ≤ 0�01 
 

∅∅∅∅ for Household (OR 
= 2�59) and for Adult 
food insecurity (OR = 
1�98) 
 
(2b) and (2c) 

∅∅∅∅  for all forms of 
food insecurity 
relative to food 
secure, results not 
reported 

NG; definition and 
enumeration of 
colonias using a 
‘windshield survey’ by 
interviewers (issues of 
standardization); did 
not appear to 
consider potential 
clustering effect, at 
least by town; may 
not be generalizable 
to rest of colonias in 
S.Texas as only small 
area sampled; 
transportation was 
considered but taken 
out of the final model 
due to non-
significance; unclear 
how scales were 
dichotomized  

+ = a significant positive/proportionate association; –  = a significant negative/inverse association; ∅∅∅∅ = a null association; BRFSS= US Centers for Disease Control’s Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 
System; CI = confidence interval; CR = cooperation rate (# responding/#eligible and able to contact);CRS = cluster random sample;  CS = convenience sample; F2F = face-to-face interviews; I = individual 
level; ML = multi-level; NHANES III = Third US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (1998-1994); NG = not generalizable; Nhood = neighborhood; NRS = nationally representative sample; OR = 
odds ratio; PC: prospective cohort; Ref = reference category;  RR = response rate (#responding/#eligible); RS = simple random sample; SAQ = self-administered paper questionnaire; SRS = stratified random 
sample; TQ =  Questionnaire/survey administered over telephone; USDA = US Department of Agriculture; XS = Cross-sectional design;  
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Appendix: Search strategy for OvidSP 

 
1. exp Residence Characteristics/ 
2. "residen* characteristics".tw. 
3. "built environment".tw. 
4. "urban design".tw. 
5. "mixed land use".tw. 
6. walkab*.tw. 
7. "road network".tw. 
8. place.tw. 
9. Population density/ 
10. (neighborhood* or neighbourhood*).tw. 
11. "social capital".tw. 
12. "collective efficacy".tw. 
13. "social norm*".tw. 
14. "local area*".tw. 
15. ((food or farmer*) adj market).tw. 
16. food supply/ 
17. ((food* or shopping or retail) adj desert*).tw. 
18. safe*.tw. 
19. exp crime/ 
20. crim*.tw. 
21. communit*.tw. 
22. "social environment".tw. 
23. (depriv* or disadvantage*).tw. 
24. exp Socioeconomics/ or exp Socioeconomic Factors/ or exp Sociocultural Factors/ or exp Socioeconomic 
Status/ 
25. "census tract".tw. 
26. supermarket*.tw. 
27. "convenience store*".tw. 
28. "fast food".tw. 
29. "grocery store*".tw. 
30. (street adj (vendor* or food*)).tw. 
31. "gas station".tw. 
32. "housing density".tw. 
33. "residential density".tw. 
34. housing.tw. 
35. "food insecur*".tw. 
36. "food secur*".tw. 
37. hunger/ 
38. hungry.tw. 
39. food deprivation/ 
40. "food insuffic*".tw. 
41. 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40 
42. "intersection density".tw. 
43. "streetscape".tw. 
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44. "social disorder".tw. 
45. "social cohesion".tw. 
46. "social disorganization".tw. 
47. ((food* or grocer*) adj3 (availability or affordability or pric* or cost* or access*)).tw. 
48. "food environment".tw. 
49. "nutrition environment".tw. 
50. "physical environment".tw. 
51. "ecological analys*".tw. 
52. (food adj (store* or shop* or outlet* or retail)).tw. 
53. "street-level".tw. 
54. sidewalk*.tw. 
55. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 
or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 or 34 or 42 or 43 or 44 or 45 or 46 or 47 
or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 or 52 or 53 or 54 
56. 41 and 55 
57. limit 56 to human 
58. limit 57 to (english or french) 
59. remove duplicates from 58 
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Chapter 4 – Methodological Background & Overview 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the methods used to conduct the three studies that were central to 

achieving the objectives of this thesis.  These descriptions are similar to those provided in 

each of the respective manuscripts presented in Chapter 5.  However, additional information 

is provided in this chapter to give the reader a more nuanced understanding of the methods 

used, as well as a solid background in what is commonly employed in the literature.  This 

includes a more in-depth discussion of: the data source used, and the place factors of interest 

that were available in the data source; measurement methods commonly used to measure the 

primary outcomes (child excess weight and family food insecurity), along with a discussion 

of measuring change in these variables over time; the measurement methods used to measure 

the primary outcomes in this thesis; and an overview and theoretical discussion of the 

statistical methods employed in this thesis.  For child excess weight specifically, the 

rationale for using two different analytical approaches is also provided.  Even though this 

thesis was an analysis of secondary data, an ethics certificate was needed from the 

University of Ottawa Research Ethics Board.  The ethics certificate can be found in the 

appendix.             

4.2 Data source – Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development  

The QLSCD is a government-based cohort study conducted by the Institut de la 

statistique du Québec (ISQ) that provides a unique opportunity to explore the proposed 

objectives.  The purpose of the QLSCD is to identify factors in early childhood that affect 

the social adjustment and academic performance of young Quebeckers (1).  It is a rich source 

of data describing the development of children as they grow from infancy into adolescence.   
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In the QLSCD, children were randomly selected based on a three-stage, stratified design 

(1). The territory covered by the survey was first divided into primary sampling units (PSUs) 

based on broad regions of Québec.  The PSUs were then divided into two groups, remote or 

non-remote.  Stage one involved sampling two out of the four remote PSUs and all 11 non-

remote PSUs.  The selected PSUs were then divided into secondary sampling units (SSUs) 

based on one or two county regional municipalities.  These were then divided into high birth 

areas and low birth areas (based on 1996 birth registry data).  A fixed number of SSUs were 

randomly selected from the low birthrate group, and all SSUs were selected from the high 

birthrate group.  A fixed number of children were randomly selected from the selected SSUs, 

based on the 1997/1998 Québec Birth Registry in the third and final sampling stage (1).  

Sampling occurred throughout the year to minimize the potential impact of seasonal 

influences.  Twins, children with major diseases at birth, and those living in Northern 

Québec, Cree or Inuit territory, or Indian reserves were excluded.   

Of the 2675 families who could be reached in 1997-1998, 2223 (83%) agreed to 

participate; 2120 comprised the longitudinal sample (1).  Data were collected annually from 

participating children and their families from five months to eight years of age, and 

biannually thereafter, in order to reduce respondent burden and subsequent attrition.  A 

variety of data collection instruments have been used to collect health, 

socioeconomic/demographic, and behavioural data describing the child and his/her 

environment, from the child him/herself, the person most knowledgeable of the child 

(generally the mother), the mother’s spouse/partner, and the biological parent not residing in 

the household (if applicable) (1).  
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Many variables have been collected in all or more than one data collection cycle, making 

possible longitudinal analysis.  Unlike other longitudinal studies such as the National 

Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth (NLSCY), the QLSCD routinely collects 

directly measured heights and weights, and indicators of not only hunger, but less severe 

measures of food insecurity from the same children over time.  Indicators describing 

different aspects of families’ local environments were also collected over time.    

Data for most of the variables in the QLSCD were collected via computer assisted 

personal interviewing conducted in the child’s home.  All training of interviewers was 

provided by ISQ and took place only a few days before the start of each data collection 

cycle.  This ensured that interviewers were up to date on the methodology required.  The 

ISQ used various quality assurance and quality control measures during data collection to 

ensure high data quality.  These included, for example, listening in on interviews, follow-up 

of the electronic files after the interview, and examination of inter-interviewer variation and 

bias (2).  

Strategies such as regular distribution of newsletters to inform parents of research results 

and activities related to the study, and involving parents in the planning of future data 

collection initiatives were used to keep the cohort attrition rate as low as possible.  Out of the 

original 2,120 children that started the survey at five months of age, 1,402 (66%) responded 

in cycle 11 (3) (cycles one to 11 were considered in this thesis), yielding an attrition rate of 

34%.  Note that longitudinal regression methods allow retention of respondents with some 

missing data, thus a higher proportion of children can be included in each of the analyses 

than would be possible had we limited the sample to just those responding in cycle 11.  With 
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all exclusions for various methodological reasons, the percentage of original cohort included 

in the three studies of this thesis was 75%, 65%, and 82% respectively.  

4.3 Describing place variables derived in the QLSCD 

The main objectives of this thesis related to examining place factors in relation to child 

weight status and family food insecurity status.  Five variables describing the local 

environment were of interest and available for use in the QLSCD.  All place variables were 

derived by statisticians working either for the ISQ or directly for QLSCD principle 

researchers.  The size of the local area described depended on particular variable definitions, 

and was not constant across variables.  For instance living location covers large census areas 

at or above the municipality level; neighbourhood social cohesion and disorder cover the 

mother’s perceived neighbourhood; and material and social deprivation cover census 

enumeration areas, which represent areas equivalent to one or more city blocks.  These 

variables are described in more detail below, under three main subheadings.  Raw area 

information such as postal codes was not available to use in this thesis. 

4.3.1 Material and social deprivation  

4.3.1.1 Definition and measurement method used in this thesis 

In this thesis, area deprivation was measured via an index developed by Pampalon and 

colleagues, which measures two dimensions of deprivation: material and social (4).  The 

material dimension captures inability to get the goods and services that are a part of 

everyday life, and the social dimension captures social isolation and the fragility of the 

household structure within the neighbourhood (5).   
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The deprivation index was derived by ISQ scientists based on linking children’s postal 

codes, measured in 1998 (at approximately five months of age), to 1996 census data 

aggregated to the enumeration area, and conducting principal components analysis.  The 

enumeration area was chosen because it was the smallest geographical unit for which census 

data were available in the 1996 Canadian census (with an average population of 750 

residents) (4).  Factor scores for each dimension were calculated from aggregate census 

indictors of residents ≥ 15 years of age. These indicators are described in Table 4.1 below.   

Table 4.1 Census indictors making up the material and social deprivation 
dimensions of area deprivation 

Material deprivation Social deprivation 

• Mean income • Percentage of single parent 
families 

• Percentage of people with no high 
school diploma 

• Percentage of divorced, 
widowed, or separated 
persons 

• Ratio of employed individuals to 
total population 

• Percentage of persons living 
alone 

 

On both dimensions, enumeration area scores were divided into population quintiles, 

from quintile 1 (least disadvantaged) to 5 (most disadvantaged).  For this thesis, we 

dichotomized both material and social deprivation into ‘deprived’ (quintiles 4 and 5) versus 

‘not deprived’ (quintiles 1-3), as has been done elsewhere (6).  

Both of these variables were also considered time-stable as they were not available in 

other cycles, mainly because the Canadian census is conducted once every five years.  An 

update, based on the 2001 census, linked to postal codes was not available for this study, but 

descriptive data showed that these measures remained largely unchanged from 1996-2001 

(7).  Children could also have moved to a different enumeration area (this became 
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dissemination area in the 2001 census) over time; however these changes in material 

deprivation and social deprivation were not derived in the QLSCD every time a child moved. 

Pampalon and colleagues tested the reliability of the two dimensions for Québec as a 

whole, by deriving the two dimensions (using the same principal components analysis) for 

four distinct areas in Québec: the Montreal CMA, other CMAs in Québec, CAs, and the 

metropolitan influenced zones (MIZ) or small/rural towns (4).  In every case, they found the 

same factorial structure, with two principal components accounting for 72-75% of variation 

in the indicators for the CMAs and CAs, and 62% for the indicators in small/rural towns (4). 

They also tested the index using three Québec information systems covering mortality, 

hospitalizations, and births.  They found that both forms of deprivation can have differing 

impacts on health, where the impact is increased when the two forms are found together (4).   

4.3.1.2 Overview of measurement methods in the literature 

Deprivation is more often examined in relation to child weight status than to family food 

insecurity (see Chapter 3).  A comparable and often used measure is the Townsend Index of 

Material Deprivation.  In fact, the material deprivation dimension in the Pampalon Index, 

discussed previously, is largely based on the work of Peter Townsend (4).  Studies also often 

use single measures like neighbourhood median income, either separately or with other 

measures like percentage of neighbourhood residents who do not have a high school 

diploma.  Using single measures can miss capturing other potential social influences, and 

using single measures in combination can create problems of collinearity in multivariable 

models.  Indices can ameliorate this problem but do not allow for one to decipher which 

particular components of the index are most important in variable relationships.    
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4.3.2 Neighbourhood social cohesion and disorder 

4.3.2.1 Definition and measurement method used in this thesis 

Neighbourhood social cohesion and disorder measure two aspects of the perceived local 

social environment.  Disorder may also characterize the physical environment given that 

questions relate to both physical and social disorder.  Both variables were measured via 

scales based on the mother’s responses to specific questionnaire items. These items have 

been taken and adapted from sections of Dr. Jacqueline Barnes’ revised version of the 

Neighbourhood Characteristics Questionnaire, which was originally developed by Simcha 

and Schwartz in1986 (8).  Barnes revised the questionnaire in order to make it more relevant 

for use in studies of families with young children (9).  

In consultation with Dr. Barnes, scientists at Statistics Canada have further revised the 

questionnaire for use in the NLSCY (10).  Questionnaire items in the QLSCD are the same 

as those in the NLSCY.  However, after the first round of data collection, researchers at the 

ISQ dropped two items in the disorder scale (‘Burglary of homes or apartments’ and ‘Unrest 

due to ethnic or religious differences’) and recalculated the score for the first collection 

period with these two items dropped (11).  

Questionnaire items were administered by the interviewer, face-to-face to the mother (in 

almost all cases), every other data collection cycle starting with cycle one, when children 

were five months of age. The scale for neighbourhood cohesion ranges from 1 to 4 where 

higher scores indicate a less cohesive neighbourhood.  Scores for neighbourhood disorder 

range from 1 to 3 with a lower score indicating the presence of problems.  Table 4.2 shows 

the items (with their response categories) that make up each of the scales.  For both scales, 

scores were derived by calculating the mean response.  In order to derive a score for each 
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scale, respondents must have given a valid response for three out of the five items making up 

the cohesion scale, and three out of the four items for the disorder scale.  

Table 4.2: Neighbourhood Social Scale Items (11)  

Scale Response Categories 

Social cohesion 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree 
about the following statement… 

 

1. If there is a problem around here, the neighbours get together to deal with it STRONGLY AGREE = 1  
AGREE = 2 
DISAGREE = 3 
STRONGLY DISAGREE = 4 
 

2. There are adults in the neighbourhood that children can look up to 

3. People around here are willing to help their neighbours 

4. You can count on adults in this neighbourhood to watch out that children are 
safe and don't get in trouble 

5. When I'm away from home, I know that my neighbours will keep their eyes 
open for possible trouble 

Disorder 

How much of a problem is the following in this neighbourhood:… 
 

1. Litter, broken glass or garbage? A BIG PROBLEM =  1 
SOMEWHAT OF A PROBLEM =2 
NO PROBLEM = 3 
 

2. Selling or using drugs? 

3. Alcoholics and excessive drinking in public? 

4. Groups of young people who cause trouble? 

 

Kohen et al (1998) used the social cohesion scale in their examination of neighbourhood 

and family SES influences on school readiness among children 2-5 years old participating in 

the NLSCY (12).  Individual responses were collapsed into a 3-point Likert scale in order to 

reduce skewness, ensuring that each response category had at least a 10% response rate.  The 

authors reported that the scale had high reliability in both the toddler (2-3 years; n =3,701) 

and pre-school (4-5 years; n =3,350) age groups (alpha = 0.87 for both) (12). 

Curtis et al (2004) also conducted an analysis of NLSCY data using the neighbourhood 

social scales (13). They compared neighbourhood problems identified by persons most 

knowledgeable5 of children 4-11 years old (using the disorder scale) and those that the 

interviewer identified by systematically observing the child’s neighbourhood (n=11,037).  

                                                           
5 In most cases this was the mother so any reference to the ‘Person Most Knowledgeable’ is replaced with mother 
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Results showed that mothers were more likely to report a problem (garbage, groups hanging 

out or drinking in the neighbourhood) than the interviewer (39.2% versus 10.9%) (13). The 

mother and interviewer agreed 8.6% of the time when reporting problems and 57.8% of the 

time when reporting no problems.  In only 2.8% of instances did the interviewer report a 

problem but not the mother, whereas for 30.8% of observations, mothers reported a problem 

when the interviewer did not.  When comparing the two (mother-reported and observed 

measures) in multivariate analysis with child well-being indicators as outcomes (conduct 

disorder, hyperactivity, emotional disorders, and injuries), they found that the mother’s 

assessment of neighbourhood problems was associated with worse child outcomes than 

interviewers’ systematic observations.  This demonstrates that the scale potentially provides 

more information than direct observation and has already been linked to other child health 

outcomes.              

In the first wave of the QLSCD, when children were five months old, a factor analysis 

was conducted on the items making up the two neighbourhood scales.  The internal 

consistency of both scales was acceptable; a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.86 and 0.75 for the 

cohesion and disorder scales respectively (14).  The two items making up a separate 

neighbourhood safety scale, however, were included in the cohesion scale during this 

analysis (‘It is safe to walk alone after dark’, and ‘It is safe for children to play outside 

during the day’) but later dropped (15).  Additionally, the two items ‘Burglary of homes or 

apartments’ and ‘Unrest due to ethnic or religious differences’ in the initial NLSCY disorder 

scale were included at this time but also dropped.  Both scales were found to be significantly 

related to a composite measure of SES in conceptually meaningful directions; a low level of 
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safety/cohesion was inversely related to SES (r = -0.23, p < 0.05), and perceiving low 

disorder was positively related to SES (r = 0.20, p < 0.05) (14).   

4.3.2.2 Overview of measurement methods in the literature  

There have been studies on child weight status and food insecurity that have examined 

similar measures of social cohesion and disorder.  Reviews of these studies were presented 

in Chapter 3.  The scale that is most often used (or adapted) is that developed by Sampson et 

al (1997), which measures collective efficacy of neighbourhoods, including subscales of 

social cohesion and informal social control (16).  This measure, however, does not capture 

disorder; only its hypothesized predecessor, informal social control.  In the child excess 

weight literature, disorder is measured via scales that ask about physical and social disorder 

in the neighbourhood, often with no discussion of how the scale was derived and validated.     

4.3.3 Living location 

4.3.3.1 Definition and measurement method used in this thesis 

Analysts at the ISQ constructed the living location variable by linking individual postal 

codes to census data describing geographical areas using Statistics Canada’s postal code 

conversion file.  The variable was derived for each data collection cycle except cycle five 

(when children were four years of age) – postal codes collected at that time were not valid 

due to changes in the timing of data collection.  According to the linked census information, 

children were categorized into one of four categories: 1) Montréal CMA, 2) other CMAs 

containing 100,000 or more inhabitants, 3) CAs containing 10,000 to less than 100,000 

inhabitants, and 4) small or rural towns - municipalities containing less than 10,000 

inhabitants (17).  Consistent with other studies, three categories (urban, semi-urban, and 

rural) were used in this thesis, by combining the original categories of 1) and 2) to form 
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urban areas (high population size); 3) was considered semi-urban (medium population size); 

and 4) was considered rural (low population size).   

4.3.3.2 Overview of measurement methods in the literature 

In studies of child weight status and family food insecurity, living location is often 

defined using national statistical definitions at similar geographical levels (see Chapter 3). 

This is usually a dichotomous measure, with categorization as living in an urban or rural area 

dependent on population size definitions and administrative boundaries for the particular 

country.  Fewer studies include a category of semi-urban living.  Other variables that have 

been examined, which tap aspects of living location, include population density and indices 

of sprawl.  These two measures are much more nuanced than living location, as there may be 

different population densities within different living locations, but they cannot provide 

information on the type of population center a respondent lives in.         

4.4 Primary outcome 1: child weight status  

4.4.1. Background 

4.4.1.1 Body mass index and three definitions of child excess weight 

At a population level, childhood overweight and obesity are most often defined based on 

individual body mass index (BMI = weight in kg/height in m2), using one of three different 

methods that make comparisons to a normative sample, based on age and sex.  A recent 

study has shown the ability of BMI to estimate increases in adiposity, not musculature, at a 

population level over time (18); thus, indicating its suitability as a surveillance measure of 

excess weight.  
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The first group of childhood obesity definitions is from the CDC revised growth charts, 

which were developed based on recommendations of an expert committee in 1998.  This 

committee, convened by the US government, recommended the use of the 85th and 95th 

percentiles to define ‘at risk for overweight’ and ‘overweight’ respectively, based on US 

national BMI reference data (19).  It was determined that children at or above the 95th 

percentile tended to remain overweight and had a greater risk for the development of adverse 

health problems both in the short term and long term.  These reference data were based on 

national surveys conducted between the years 1963 and 1994, before the onset of the obesity 

epidemic, and have been used to create the CDC revised growth charts for US children and 

adolescents, including BMI-for-age charts for males and females aged 2-20 years (19).  The 

Committee has since changed the wording so that definitions have been relabelled 

‘overweight’ and ‘obese,’ respectively (20).  

In 2000, an expert group convened by the IOTF developed overweight and obesity cut-

points for children, in order to facilitate international comparisons (21).  These cut-points are 

for children aged 2 - 18 years and are based on six large nationally representative cross-

sectional surveys conducted in Brazil, UK, Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Singapore and the 

US.  The approach used the World Health Organization (WHO) adult definitions of 

overweight and obesity, BMI of 25 kg/m2 and 30 kg/m2 respectively, and extrapolated back 

from 18 years of age to equivalent BMI percentiles in children.  These cut-points represent 

increased disease risk in adults, but the health consequences for children above the cut-off 

points may differ from those in adults (21).  Unlike the CDC definition, at the time that this 

thesis was conducted, this definition could not be used to calculate percentiles or Z-scores. 
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The final group of definitions were developed and released by the WHO in 2006 and 

2007.  Growth curves were generated for children who were 0 – 5 years of age in 1997-2003, 

living in designated areas of Brazil, Ghana, India, Norway, Oman, and the US (22).  These 

children were included in the sample if they were being brought up in a socioeconomic 

environment that was favourable to optimal growth (i.e. breast-fed, transition to healthy diet 

after breast-feeding, non-smoking mother, basic immunization, and access to healthcare).  

For children aged 5 – 19 years, smoothed growth curves were generated by combining the 

data from the WHO 0 -5 years growth curves and data from the National Health 

Examination Survey (NHES) II (6-11 years) and III (12-17 years) and NHANES I (1 to 24 

years) (23).  Based on these growth curves, the WHO recommends that for children five 

years or older, those with BMIs more than one standard deviation (SD) above the mean be 

considered overweight, and that those with BMIs over two SDs be considered obese (24).   

Definitions for the WHO are different from the CDC and IOTF definitions in that they 

are prescriptive rather than descriptive (25).  In other words, they describe how children 

should grow in optimal conditions.  Shields & Tremblay (2010) compared WHO, IOTF and 

CDC estimates using the 2004 Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) (25). Table 4.3 

has been adapted from Tables I and II (from the original article) with permission of the 

authors.  In all age groups, the WHO definition identifies more children who are overweight 

(including obese) compared to the IOTF and CDC definitions.  For obesity, the WHO and 

CDC definitions yield similar prevalence estimates, especially among children aged 12-17 

years and when looking at children overall without considering age.  The IOTF definition, 

by far, provides the most conservative overweight and obesity estimates. 
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Canadian research has highlighted the importance of using directly measured heights and 

weights for estimating the prevalence of obesity in children (26;27).  Childhood obesity 

based on parent-reported height and weight tends to be overestimated regardless of age, due 

in large part to the underestimation of height.  Overestimation is much more dramatic in 

early ages (~14%) compared to older ages (~4%) (26). Research has also shown that these 

inaccuracies may bias results in multivariable analyses of risk factors (27).  Therefore, only 

measured heights and weights were considered in this thesis. 

Table 4.3. Percentage overweight (including obesity) and obese by sex and age group using WHO, IOTF, and CDC cut-

points and data from the 2004 CCHS – adapted from Shields & Tremblay, 2010 (25) 

 WHO IOTF CDC 

 Overweight Obese Overweight Obese Overweight Obese 

    2 - 5 y           

         Boys 37.2 11.8 19.4 6.3 31.0 15.0 

         Girls  31.7 9.4 23.6 6.4 29.3 12.4 

         Total 34.5 10.6 21.5 6.3 30.2 13.7 

    6 – 11 y        

         Boys 39.5 16.1 25.4 8.5 29.2 13.8 

         Girls 33.5 12.5 26.3 7.5 26.6 11.0 

         Total  36.5 14.3 25.8 8.0 27.9 12.4 

    12-17 y       

          Boys 37.0 15.1 32.3 11.1 31.3 14.3 

          Girls 29.0 9.4 25.8 7.4 24.3 9.6 

          Total 33.2 12.4 29.2 9.4 28.0 12.1 

Total (2-17 y)       

          Boys 31.3 14.8 27.0 9.1 30.5 14.3 

          Girls 34.7 10.6 25.5 7.2 26.3 10.7 

          Total 38.0 12.7 26.2 8.2 28.4 12.5 

 

Since the CDC definitions yield overweight and obesity prevalence estimates in between 

the WHO and the IOTF, and allows Z-scores to be calculated, these definitions were used in 

this thesis.  Section 4.4.2 specifically discusses how child weight status was measured and 

analyzed in this thesis. 
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4.4.1.2 Measuring change in child weight status 

Longitudinal studies examining changes in child weight status in the same children over 

time generally use one of two methods: 1) time-point to time-point comparisons or 

construction of a ‘change’ categorical/taxonomical variable coupled with use of cross-

sectional correlation methods, or 2) single growth curve modeling (longitudinal parametric 

regression methods) (28).  The first method provides little information on developmental 

trajectories and is severely limited by missing data.  Some studies using taxonomical 

methods suggest that children’s weight status may change between measurements.  For 

example, in the QLSCD, 73.5% of children were not overweight or obese at ages four, six, 

and seven years, 19% were overweight or obese at four, six, or seven years of age, and 7.6% 

were overweight or obese at all three ages (17).       

Single growth curve methods assume all children follow the same (homogeneous or 

averaged) trajectory over time.  There are various techniques depending on the nature of the 

outcome (e.g. dichotomous versus continuous) and target population (e.g. population versus 

subject-specific), but all can account for correlations between repeated outcome measures, 

provide estimations of the mean level of an outcome at a particular time point (intercept), 

mean rate of change over age/time (slope), can account for time-varying and time-stable 

covariates, and can handle missing data.  The shapes of trajectories are highly dependent on 

the weight status definition and the time-frame examined.  For example, studies assessing 

BMI generally find that it linearly increases over time (28), as this is a normal part of growth 

and development in childhood.      

Multiple growth curve methods are an alternative way to view change in weight status 

over time and may provide another means to detect risk factors for the development of 
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excess weight during childhood.  A few recent studies have identified specific weight status 

trajectory/transition groups using methods such as group-based trajectory modeling, growth 

mixture modeling, and latent transition analysis (28).  These methods differ in important 

ways but all classify children into distinctive subgroups with similar patterns of response 

over time using the expectation-maximization algorithm method (EM); they are also able to 

account for uncertainty in group assignment, and can incorporate covariates to determine 

risk factors for membership in particular groups.  According to Table 4.4, which provides a 

summary of these studies, four subgroups of growth are most commonly estimated. 

However, there is much heterogeneity across studies in terms of outcome definitions (e.g. 

continuous BMI or BMI Z-score, dichotomous obesity), self-/parent- report versus directly 

measured height/weight, time-frame examined, traditional versus accelerated longitudinal 

design, sample size, and consequently the shapes of the trajectories themselves.  Results 

described in this table suggest that a large proportion of children do not develop excess 

weight, and a much smaller proportion (e.g. 4.4 – 19%) are either always at excess weight or 

develop excess weight very early on in the trajectory.  In some samples, children who are 

initially at excess weight return to normal weight over time, and children who are initially at 

normal weight develop excess weight mid to late in the time period examined.   

With respect to single versus multiple growth curve methods, there is not a single 

method that is inherently better than any other (29).  Both offer different perspectives on 

weight change. Using both methods to examine child weight change may provide more 

insight into potential risk factors than one method on its own.  This thesis therefore uses both 

longitudinal statistical methods, along with BMI Z-score as the outcome, and compares the 

results.   
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Table 4.4: Longitudinal studies statistically estimating multiple weight status trajectory or transition groups in children 

Study Description of sample Method Used OUTCOME 
Trajectory/transition groups (prevalence in 

cohort) 

Mustillo et al 
(2003)(30) 

N = 991; US; 
9 -16 y of age (1993-
2000) 

Group-based 
trajectory 
modeling  

Obesity (CDC); 
directly 
measured  

1. Never obese (73%) 
2. Always obese (15%) 
3. Grew out of obesity (5%) 
4. Developed obesity (7%) 

Li et al (2007)(31) N = 1739; US; 
2- 12 y of age (born in 
1984-1990) 

Growth mixture 
modeling  

Obesity (CDC); 
directly 
measured 

1. Never obese (84%) 
2. Early onset obesity (11%) 
3. Late-onset obesity (5.2%) 

O’Brien et al 
(2007)(32)* 

N = 960; US; 2-12 y of 
age (1991-2001) 

Latent transition 
analysis 

Overweight 
(CDC); directly 
measured 

1. Never overweight (60%) 
2. Preschool- onset overweight (19%) 
3. Elem school-onset overweight (10%) 
4. Early-onset overweight � to normal (7.4%) 

Ventura et al 
(2007)(33) 

N = 182; US;  
Non-Hispanic white 
girls;  
5-15 y of age  

Growth mixture 
modeling 
(variation across 
classes only) 

BMI; directly 
measured 

1. �  %ile crossing (14%) 
2. Delayed � %ile crossing (20%) 
3. 50th %ile tracking (37%) 
4. 60th %ile tracking (29%) 

Hejazi et al 
(2009)(34) 

CAN; 2-8 y of age 
(1996/97-2002/03); 
Girls N = 490; Boys N 
= 482 

Group-based 
trajectory 
modeling 

BMI; parent-
reported 

Girls 

1. Stable normal BMI (64%) 
2. Early high BMI, � early to normal (8%) 
3. Early high BMI, � late to normal (14%) 
4. Accelerating rise of BMI to obesity (14%) 
Boys 

1. Stable normal BMI (70%) 
2. Variable BMI (19%) 
3. J-curve rise in BMI to obesity (11%) 

Nonnemaker et al 
(2009)(35) 

N = 8917; US;  
12-17y of age 
followed to 18-23 y 
(1997-2003)   

Growth mixture 
modeling 
(variation across 
classes only) 

BMI; self-report 1. High risk for obesity (4.3%) 
2. Mod-high risk for obesity (15.9%) 
3. Low-mod risk for obesity (35.6%) 
4. Low risk for obesity (44.1%) 

Jun et al (2011)(36) 1996-2001  
(9-14 y of age at 
baseline); US  
Boys N =5124; Girls N 
= 6288 

Growth mixture 
modeling  

BMI; self-report Boys 

1. Healthy growth (83.7%) 
2. Healthy to obese (7.1%) 
3. Steady overweight (7.6%) 
4. Consistent obese (1.7%) 
Girls 

1. Healthy growth (87.8%) 
2. Healthy to obese (7.4%) 
3. Steady overweight (3.5%) 
4. Consistent obese (1.3%) 

Pryor et al 
(2011)(37) 

N = 1957; CAN 
 5 months - 8 y of age 
(1998 – 2005); 

Group-based 
trajectory 
modeling 

BMI; parent-
reported and 
directly 
measured 

1. Low-stable (54.5%) 
2. Moderate (41%) 
3. High-rising (4.5%) 

Smith et al 
(2011)(38) 

N =  1373; 3-14 y of 
age; AUZ (children 
born from 1989 – 
1991) 

Group-based 
trajectory 
modeling 

BMI Z-score 
(CDC); unclear 
but likely directly 
measured  

1. Very low (slight linear increase: 4.2%) 
2. Low (23.6%) 
3. Average (slight initial decrease: 33.6%) 
4. Below to above average (6.5%) 
5. Moderate high (slight increase: 26.1%) 
6. High (6.0%) 

* Had a fifth group called ‘variable pattern’ (3.6%) but dropped from all analysis because of small cell size 
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4.4.2 Child weight status as defined in this thesis 

The main outcome to assess the relationship between place and change in child weight 

status in this thesis was BMI Z-score, which is BMI standardized for age and sex based on 

the CDC reference population discussed previously (19).  Changes in BMI are part of normal 

growth in childhood, and depend on age and sex.  In the QLSCD birth cohort, which 

contains both boys and girls, children are not all the exact same age in months.  A 

comparison to a reference population is needed to take into account these differences. 

Standardization allows for the characterization of weight status, such that children can be 

categorized as underweight, normal weight, or excess weight depending on their calculated 

Z-score or percentile.  Must & Anderson (2006) recommend the use of BMI Z-scores over 

BMI-percentiles for longitudinal analysis (39).  Raw BMI values are sometimes suggested 

for longitudinal analysis, along with adjustment for age and sex.  However, this approach is 

likely to decrease interpretability as an internal rather than external standardization for age 

and sex is used (39).     

BMI Z-scores in this thesis are based on response points where heights and weight were 

directly measured (at four, six, seven, eight, and 10 years of age) by trained interviewers. 

Body weight was measured in kilograms on scales set back to zero for each measurement, 

and height was measured in metres; children wore light clothing and no shoes (17).  The 

distribution of BMI Z-scores was checked for normality and biologically implausible values 

using the CDC SAS macro (40).  Those observations that were flagged were deleted from 

the sample; this equated to 32 response points (not respondents), with most occurring at four 

years of age (n =23).  Additionally, some children had BMI measurements but no age in 

month measurements (needed to compute the BMI Z-score) at certain response points. These 
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response points were therefore deleted (n = 113).  Table 4.5 below shows the number of 

respondents by the number of repeated measures. Thus, 1799 children had at least one BMI 

Z-score measure. 

Table 4.5: Number of BMI Z-score repeated measures 
and frequency of children in the QLSCD  

# of repeated 
measures 

N (%) 

0 321 (15.1) 
1 233 (11.0) 
2 169 (8.0) 
3 221 (10.4) 
4 431 (20.3) 
5 745 (35.1) 

Total 2120 

 

4.4.3 Multivariable analyses to address Thesis Objective 1 

In order to carry out both parts of Objective 1 (estimating the association of the place 

factors with change in BMI Z-score over time, while controlling for other important 

explanatory variables) two different longitudinal multivariable analyses were conducted. 

Figure 4.1 highlights the conceptual model that guided both analyses.  

The following sections provide a theoretical overview of the statistical methods used and 

a description and rationale for the other explanatory variables included in the multivariable 

models. Specific detail on modeling and modeling results is provided in Manuscripts 3 and 

4, which can be found in Chapter 5.  

4.4.3.1 Overview of statistical methods 

4.4.3.1.1 Model 1 - single growth curve modeling  

Linear mixed effects modeling was used to estimate a single growth curve in childhood 

BMI Z-score.  The underlying premise is that the mean response is assumed to be a 
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combination of population characteristics that are shared by all individuals (fixed effects) 

and subject-specific effects that are unique to a particular individual (random effects) (41). 

The model assumes a normal response distribution, and that correlations between repeated 

measurements arise because each subject has an underlying (or latent) level of response, 

which is constant over time and influences all repeated measurements on that subject (41).  
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual model of relationship between local environmental factors 

of interest and child weight status  
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The random coefficients model was used, which assumes that each subject varies both in 

the baseline level of response as well as in their changes over time, allowing intercepts and 

slopes to randomly vary.  The mixed effects model takes into consideration correlations 

between the repeated measures of BMI Z-score.  In this thesis, the fixed effects were of 

interest, whereas the random effects or within person correlations were considered nuisance 

factors that needed to be controlled but whose estimation was not of substantive interest.  

The random coefficients model is a two-level model where we distinguish between: 

Level 1 or subject-specific mean:
6
  

E (Yij | bi) = (B0 + b0i) + (Bk + bki)timeij  + eij 

Level 2 or the marginal mean averaged over the random effects:
7
 

E (Yij) = B0 + Bk timeij + εij 

 

An important advantage of using the mixed effects approach is that the number of 

repeated measures does not have to be equal across subjects – such that subjects with 

missing responses can be included in the analysis.  The model can also be used when 

subjects are not measured at the same time points (such as the case here as children were not 

all the exact same age in months), and it can take into account both time-dependent and 

time-independent covariates (41).  The mixed effects approach was implemented in SAS 

version 9.2 using PROC MIXED. 

 

                                                           
6 Where (B0 + b0i) = intercept for the i-th individual,(Bk + bki) = slope for a particular variable X for the i-th invidual. This model describes within 
individual change over time 
7 Where B0 and Bk are interpreted in the usual way – population intercept and slope for a particular variable X. This model assesses if explanatory 
variables (place, individual/family-level) are related to inter-individual differences in change.  
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4.4.3.1.2 Model 2 - multiple growth curve modeling 

Group-based trajectory modeling, sometimes called semiparametric growth mixture 

modeling, was used in the second approach to Objective 1 (42).  Group-based trajectory 

modeling relaxes the single growth curve (mixed model) assumption that all individuals are 

drawn from a single population with common parameters and allows for differences in 

growth parameters across unobserved subpopulations.  It does this by using latent trajectory 

classes (categorical latent variables), which allow for different groups of growth trajectories 

with different intercepts and slopes, and population-level prevalence (43).  Multinomial 

logistic regression relates the categorical latent class variable to the time-stable explanatory 

variables.  Posterior probabilities obtained through maximum likelihood iterations are 

calculated for each individual.  These probabilities are used to assign individuals to a 

particular class, based on the highest fractional probability of class membership (43).   

Like the linear mixed model approach, group-based trajectory modeling can 

accommodate both time-stable and time-dependent explanatory variables, and can include 

individuals with intermittently missing time-dependent explanatory and outcome variables. 

Time-dependent explanatory variables are linked to the trajectory classes via a latent 

polynomial function (44).  Parameters are group-specific and are interpreted the same way as 

in a conventional regression (measures the change in the response variable associated with 

change in the explanatory variable). 

Figure 4.2 depicts the group-based trajectory model used in this thesis.  Time-stable 

variables contribute only to determination of group membership, whereas time-dependent 

variables contribute only to the estimation of trajectories.  The group-based approach was 

employed using a SAS macro called PROC TRAJ (42). 
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4.4.3.2 Other explanatory variables 

In order to gain a clear picture of the relative importance of place factors on child weight 

status, other variables were added to the multivariable models (see Figure 4.1).  These other 

explanatory variables were chosen based on prior evidence of an association with child 

excess weight in the QLSCD (45;46).  Taking a lifecourse perspective, important early life 

factors were included to adjust for prior exposures, and to take into account changes in other 

important explanatory variables.  Other variables, such as the mother’s obesity status and the 

child’s overeating behaviour could also serve as proxies, although imperfect, for 

genetic/biological influences.  In the case of overeating behaviour, prior research indicates 

Probability of 
trajectory group 
membership 

�	                   �
                       ��                    ��                         �                         ��  

Trajectory 1                Trajectory2                Trajectory 3              Trajectory j            

�	�                   �
�                       ���                          ���                          ���  

Figure 4.2: The group-based trajectory model with time-stable (��)  and time-dependent explanatory 

variables (���) 
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that over half the genetic influence on weight status operates through appetite (47;48).  In 

addition to genetic/biological influences, the mother’s obesity status could also serve as an 

indicator of potential influences in the family environment.  Experts in the field of social 

capital also recommend controlling for social variables such as SES and ethnicity in 

epidemiologic studies on social capital (in this study this was measured by social cohesion 

and a related measure, social deprivation) (49).  Table 4.6 provides a description of these 

variables and how they were used in modeling. 

Table 4.6:  Definitions of explanatory variables included in analyses to address Objectives 1a and 1b 

Variable Definition
a
 Timing of data collection  

(age of child) 
b
 

Individual-level   
Male sex Yes/no  5 months 
Overeating phenotype  'Often' eats too much and/or 'sometimes' or 'often' 

eats too fast 
4 years 

Breast-feeding status  Never; ≥ 3 months; other  5 months 
Mother smoked during pregnancy Yes/no 5 months  
Mother’s obesity status (WHO)  BMI ≥ 30 based on self-reported height and weight 1.5 years 
Birth weight  Low ( < 2.5 kg); Normal (2.5 kg ≥ but ≤ 4 kg); High > 4 

kg) 
5 months 

Rapid infant weight gain 0 -5 months Highest two quintiles of average monthly weight gain 
from 0 to 5 months 

5 months 

Family/household   
Low SES c d Calculated based on gross household income, and 

mother's and father's education level, and job 
prestige; categorized into tertiles - low, middle, and 
high 

Time-dependent 

Single parent family Yes/no  Time-dependent 
Mother is an immigrant  Yes/no 5 months 
a In multiple trajectory modeling some of these variables were dichotomized in order to reduce model complexity and increase power 
b Time-dependent indicates that these variables were available at 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 years of age  and thus were treated as time-dependent explanatory variables in the 
analysis. If a variable was only measured once and occurred at or before baseline (4 years) it was treated as a time-stable explanatory variable 
C Missing at 4 years of age for all children, value at age 3.5 years was carried forward to age 4  
d For more information on how this variable was calculated and interpreted, please see reference (50) 

 

 

4.5 Primary outcome 2: family food insecurity  

4.5.1 Background  

4.5.1.1 Definitions commonly used in the literature 

The USDA FSSM  has involved extensive research and validity testing, spanning over a 

decade (51),  and has been used to monitor US food insecurity since 1995 (52).  The FSSM 
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is considered ‘state of the art’ in food security measurement (53).  It contains items from 

earlier food insecurity measures, mainly from the CCHIP and the Radimer/Cornell 

instruments, and it uses an optional screener based on the USDA Food Insufficiency 

Measure (51).   

Health Canada has used the USDA FSSM (HFSSM) since 2004 to monitor food 

insecurity (although with different cut-points) (54).  Earlier national surveys included more 

extreme measures of food insecurity such as food insufficiency (discussed below) and child 

hunger, but have yielded much lower prevalence estimates than surveys incorporating 

multiple dimensions of food insecurity, such as that measured by the HFSSM (55).   

Table 4.7 details each of the HFSSM’s items (54).  The scale contains 18 questions that 

ask about food security in the household over the last 12 months, where each item refers to 

lack of money or not being able to afford food with respect to the condition or behaviour 

being discussed.  Therefore, voluntary fasting or dieting to lose weight are excluded from the 

measure.  Items range in severity from worrying about running out of food, to children not 

eating for a whole day.  Ten of the questions refer specifically to adults in the household, and 

eight are specific to children.  Even though questions are specific to adults or children, it 

should be noted that this is a measure of household food insecurity, not individual food 

insecurity status (53).   

The Rasch measurement model, a non-linear statistical method, is used by the USDA and 

Statistics Canada to combine the 10 adult questions and the eight child questions into two 

separate scales (Adult Food Security Scale and Child Food Security Scale, respectively).  

Based on the number of indications of food insecurity reported on each scale, Canadian 
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households are classified into three categories of food security: “food secure,” “moderately 

food insecure,” and “severely food insecure.” 

Table 4.7 Household Food Security Survey Module (HFSSM) Adult and Child Scales * 

Adult Scale 

You and other household members worried food would run out before you got money to buy more 

Food you and other household members bought didn't last and there wasn't any money to get more 

You and other household members couldn't afford to eat balanced meals 

You or other adults in your household ever cut size of meals or skipped meals 

You or other adults in your household ever cut size of meals or skipped meals in 3 or more months 

You (personally) ever ate less than you felt you should 

You (personally) were ever hungry but did not eat 

You (personally) lost weight 

You or other adults in your household ever did not eat for whole day 

You or other adults in your household ever did not eat for whole day in 3 or more months 

Child Scale 

You or other adults in your household relied on only a few kinds of low-cost food to feed child(ren) 

You or other adults in your household couldn't feed child(ren) a balanced meal 

Child(ren) were not eating enough 

You or other adults in your household ever cut size of any of the child(ren)'s meals 

Any of the child(ren) were ever hungry 

Any of the child(ren) ever skipped meals 

Any of the child(ren) ever skipped meals in 3 or more months 

Any of the child(ren) ever did not eat for whole day 

* The full wording of each question, asked of an adult household member, includes explicit reference to resource limitation (e.g. "...because there 

wasn't enough money for food"). 

 

The US uses four categories: “high food security,” “marginal food security,”  “low food 

security,” and “very low food security” and slightly different thresholds.  Table 4.8 outlines 

the thresholds for defining food insecurity in the Canadian context (54).  Response options 

differ for particular questions.  Responses that are deemed affirmative include “yes”; “often” 

or “sometimes”; and “almost every month” or “some months but not every month.” 
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Table 4.8: Thresholds of food security status using the HFSSM (Canada) 

Food Security 

Status 

Adult Status (based on the 

Adult Scale) 

Child Status (based on the 

Child Scale) 

Household Status (derived from Adult and 

Child Status) 

Food Secure no, or one, indication of 
difficulty with income-
related food access 
 

0 or 1 affirmative responses 

no, or one, indication of 
difficulty with income-
related food access 
 

0 or 1 affirmative responses 

Both adult status and child status are food 
secure 

Food 

Insecure, 

Moderate 

indication of compromise in 
quality and/or quantity of 
food consumed 
 

2 to 5 affirmative responses 

indication of compromise in 
quality and/or quantity of 
food consumed 
 

2 to 4 affirmative responses 

Either adults or children, or both adults and 
children, in the household are moderately food 
insecure, and neither is severely food insecure 

Food 

Insecure, 

Severe 

indication of reduced food 
intake and disrupted eating 
patterns 
 

≥6 affirmative responses 

indication of reduced food 
intake and disrupted eating 
patterns 
 

≥5 affirmative responses 

Either adults or children in the household are 
severely food insecure 

  

Development of measures used in the USDA FSSM has been based on qualitative 

research and a comprehensive understanding of food insecurity through the lived 

experiences of individuals (56).  It is a continuous scale based on items from CCHIP and the 

Radimer/Cornell Measure.  For the Radimer/Cornell items this comprehensive 

understanding arouse from conducting formal in-depth interviews with women experiencing 

food insecurity; and for the CCHIP, this was gained through regular contact of project 

investigators with participants experiencing food insecurity (56).  In comparison to food 

insecurity defined based on independent assessments using multiple variables (e.g. 

household socio-economic/demographic characteristics, use of food programs, sources and 

expenditures on food and other items, household food inventories, and 24-hour dietary 

intake recall), both instruments have shown high sensitivity (84-89%) and adequate 

specificity (63-71%)(56;57).  In a similar comparison study conducted on a Québec 

population, agreement between categorization of food insecurity based on interviews and 

focus-groups versus a French version of the Radimer/Cornell measure was shown to be high 
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(Kappa = 0.88)(58).  The CCHIP and Radimer/Cornell instruments have also been shown to 

have high reliability, with Cronbach’s Alphas ≥ 0.85 (56).  As a continuous scale that is 

based on these two instruments, the FSSM reflects well the deterministic property of scales – 

meaning that it displays an ability to predict responses to all of its component items on the 

basis of its total score (57).  

It is also important to discuss in this section the USDA Food Insufficiency Measure, 

given that it is one of the earliest and most widely used measures of food insecurity and 

hunger in developed countries (51).  This measure has been used in different ways in 

numerous surveys that have also measured health, diet and economics.  Different versions 

include a single question with a four- part response, a single question with a three- part 

response, and a two-question measure (51).  As mentioned previously, this measure has also 

been used as a screener for the FSSM.  The four-part variant can be found in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 Food Insufficiency Measure - single question, four-part response 

Which of these statements best describes the food eaten in your 
household? 

Enough of the kinds of food you want to eat? 

Enough but not always the kinds of food you want to eat? 

Sometimes not enough to eat? 

Often not enough to eat? 

 

The validity of the NHANES III food insufficiency question (with a three-part response) 

was tested along with the CCHIP and Radimer/Cornell measures in a validation study 

described previously (57).  Compared to the criterion measure, the NHANES III item had 

excellent specificity but poor sensitivity, and therefore estimated a lower prevalence of food 
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insecurity (57).  This demonstrates that a single-item measure cannot capture all aspects of 

food insecurity. 

Comparing to the FSSM, the four-part response measure (Table 4.9) accurately estimates 

food insecurity when combing the responses of “sometimes not enough”, “often not enough” 

and “enough but not the kinds we want” (51).  For this reason, and given the historical use of 

the Food Insufficiency Measure, it is still useful to compare it to FSSM estimates of food 

insecurity (51).  

4.5.1.2 Measuring changes in family food insecurity over time 

Given that food insecurity is an episodic phenomenon, it is important to determine how it 

changes over time in the same household, and how this may be related to other explanatory 

variables.  In the food insecurity literature, this is a relatively understudied area.  Some 

examples are discussed in this section. 

There has been some criticism about the FSSM’s ability to determine the frequency and 

duration of households experiencing food insecurity (59).  Additional information that is 

collected in the US Current Population Survey Supplement permit USDA researchers to 

estimate the chronicity of household food insecurity (e.g. on average, households with food 

insecurity experienced food insecurity for X months out of 12 months of the year).  

However, the authors caution that the measurement method does not produce precise 

estimates. They emphasize that this requires collection of frequency-of-occurrence 

information for all items in the scale and creation of a separate scale of frequent or chronic 

food insecurity and hunger.  Therefore a panel, set up by the National Academies to review 

the measure, recommended that the:  
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“USDA should determine the best way to measure frequency and duration of 

household food insecurity. Any revised or additional measures should be 

appropriately tested before implementing in the Household Food Security Survey 

Module” (59). 

Repeated measures of food insecurity, ideally using the same measure, can also provide 

insight into change over time.  Previous studies have used taxonomical methods; 

categorizing respondents into change categories. Because cell sizes are small, this is usually 

a dichotomous measure: “ever food insecure” over the specified time period, versus “never 

food insecure.” Using a version of the Food Insufficiency Measure administered at two time 

points, Dubois et al (2006) determined that 6.3% of children in the QLSCD had experienced 

family food insecurity at least once from 1.5 to 4.5 years of age (60).  In the NLSCY, hunger 

due to running out food or money to buy food (considered very low food security/severe 

food insecurity) is measured in every data collection cycle.  From cycle one to cycle five (six 

year period), Kirkpatrick et al (2010) constructed two categorical indicators of change in 

hunger among children 10-15 years of age and 16-21 years of age in cycle six (61).  The first 

indicator consisted of three categories: never hungry, one episode of hunger, and two or 

more episodes.  The second indicator was never hungry versus ever hungry.  Given that 

hunger is a severe form of food insecurity, prevalence levels were low in each of the 

categories.  Among 10-15 year olds, 3.3% had ever experienced hunger, and 1.1% had 

experienced hunger twice or more. The prevalence among 16-21 year olds was slightly 

higher at 3.9% and 1.4% respectively.  Larger sample sizes and use of the FSSM may 

increase cell sizes and therefore allow for the construction of change variables with more 

categories.  For example, in a study using the large US cohort: Early Childhood Longitudinal 
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Study-Kindergarten, Howard (2010) derived eight categories of food security status change 

from grade one to grade five, based on food security status measured at grades one, three and 

five (62). The proportion of children categorized in each group is presented below: 

• Persistently food secure (81%)  
• Persistently food insecure (3%) 
• Became food secure for the first time in 3rd grade (7%) 
• Became food insecure for the first time in 3rd grade (5%) 
• Became food secure for the first time in 5th grade (1%) 
• Became food insecure for the first time in 5th grade (4%) 
• Became food secure for the second time in 5th grade (3%) 
• Became food insecure for the second time in 5th grade (2%) 

As discussed in the section on child weight status, sometimes taxonomical methods 

cannot provide a lot of detail on change in food security status over time (e.g. ever food 

insecure versus never food insecure).  Even if a larger number of categories are possible, 

information is still lost when this method is used, statistical power is decreased, and 

categories may be difficult to understand (e.g. the Howard 2010 example above).  Missing 

data is also a major limitation.  Longitudinal regression methods such as marginal or mixed 

models can make use of all available data, account for correlations between repeated 

measures in the same respondent, and relate changes in food insecurity status to other 

explanatory variables.  To the author’s knowledge, this has not yet been conducted using 

food insecurity status as the outcome.      

4.5.2 Family food insecurity as defined in this thesis 

Food insecurity in this thesis was based on three questions, adapted from the 

Radimer/Cornell hunger instrument (63).  The first question taps the qualitative component 

of food insecurity: “We eat the same things several days in a row because we only have a 

few different kinds of food on hand, and don’t have enough money to buy more.” The 
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second question examines the quantitative aspect: “We eat less than we should because we 

don’t have enough money for food.”  The last question assesses the qualitative component of 

food insecurity at the child level: “We can’t provide balanced meals for our children because 

we can’t afford it financially.”  Response options for all three questions include: “often true,” 

“sometimes true,” and “never true.” For this thesis, children were considered to be living in a 

food insecure household if the mother answered “sometimes” or “often true” to any of the 

three questions.  Categorizing food insecurity based on any affirmative response (sometimes 

or often) is consistent with previous research (64).  This measure was derived when children 

were four, eight, and 10 years of age. Table 4.10 describes the number of children who had 

zero, one, two, or all three measures.   

Table 4.10: Number of repeated food insecurity 
measures and frequency of children in the 
QLSCD 

# of repeated measures N (%) 

0 193 (9.1) 
1 572 (27.0) 
2 377 (17.8) 
3 978 (46.1) 

Total 2120 

 

This measure has been used in other Québec-wide government surveys and has been 

tested as part of a previous study (65-67).  It cannot estimate the prevalence of food 

insecurity comparable to the FSSM, as it does not capture all dimensions, but it does provide 

an overview of important food insecurity components (67).  It was implemented in the 

QLSCD to be able to compare estimates across different province-wide surveys in Québec. 
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4.5.3 Multivariable analysis to address Thesis Objective 2 

The second objective of this thesis was to determine if place factors were statistically 

related to change in food insecurity, after adjusting for other important explanatory variables. 

This was accomplished through the use of generalized estimating equations (GEE).  The 

following two sections provide an overview of the statistical method used, and the rationale 

for including the other explanatory variables in the multivariable model, and their 
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definitions.  Figure 4.3 provides a graphical representation of the relationships being 

modeled. 

4.5.3.1 Overview of statistical methods 

GEE can account for correlations between repeated outcomes measured within the same 

subject over time using maximum likelihood estimation.  It is similar to linear mixed 

modeling discussed previously, in that it estimates a single trend over time and it can handle 

time-dependent explanatory variables, incomplete data, and an unbalanced design (68).  On 

the other hand, unlike mixed models, GEE estimates marginal models, which do not allow 

subjects to have their own trajectories that vary around a population mean.  Marginal models 

give an average response for observations sharing the same explanatory variables as a 

function of the explanatory variables (68).  Mixed models can be used for dichotomous 

repeated outcomes; however, interpretation of parameters is less straightforward, and 

estimation of random slopes is difficult when there are only a few repeated measures per 

subject, as is the case here.   

To conduct GEE modeling, the user must specify: a) a link function, 2) the distribution 

of the outcome variable, and 3) the correlation structure of the outcome variable (68).  In 

modeling the relationship between place factors and change in food insecurity over time for 

this thesis, PROC GENMOD in SAS v. 9.2 was used; the link function was specified as 

logit; the distribution was binomial; and models with different correlation structures were 

run and their quasilikelihood model information criterion (QIC) statistics were compared to 

determine the best fitting model.  Even though these comparisons were made, it is also 

important to note that GEE is fairly robust to misspecification of the correlation structure 
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(68).  In estimating the relationship between the place factors and change in food insecurity 

over time, the general form is:8 

 ��� � ���
	����� = 	�� +	�	!	"# + �
($%&') +	��(!	"#	)($%&') 

4.5.3.2 Other explanatory variables 

As with childhood excess weight, other explanatory variables were added to the 

multivariable model in order to gain an overall picture of family food insecurity.  These 

other explanatory variables (Table 4.11) were chosen based on prior evidence of an 

association with food insecurity, as well as on the likelihood that they would confound the 

potential effect of place.  Experts in the field of social capital also recommend controlling for 

social variables such as SES and ethnicity in epidemiologic studies on social capital (in this 

study this was measured by social cohesion and a related measure, social deprivation) (49).   

 

Table 4.11:  Definitions of explanatory variables included in the analysis to address Objective 2 

Variable Definition Timing of data collection  

(age of child) 
a
 

Household   
Low SES b c Calculated based on gross household income, and 

mother's and father's education level, and job 
prestige; categorized into tertiles - low, middle, and 
high 

Time-dependent 

Single parent family Yes/no  Time-dependent 
Mother is an immigrant  Yes/no 5 months 
Number of people living in the household Continuous  Time-dependent 
Characteristics of family members   
At least one person in the household 
smokes 

Yes/no 4 years 

Mother’s age Continuous  4 years 
a Time-dependent means that variables were available when children were 4, 8, and 10 years of age and thus were treated as time-dependent explanatory variables in 
the analysis 
b Missing at 4 years of age for all children, value at age 3.5 years was carried forward to age 4  
c For more information on how this variable was calculated and interpreted, please see reference (50) 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 Where ( is the probability of food insecurity on the j-th occasion,  i is the i-th person at j-th occasion  
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4.6 Conclusion  

In this chapter, an overview of the data source (QLSCD) used to achieve the thesis 

objectives was provided.  Detailed descriptions of the place factors of interest, along with a 

brief overview of similar variables examined in the literature was then presented.  An in-

depth examination of the types of place variables that have been previously examined in 

relation to child weight status and food insecurity can be found in the critical appraisals 

presented in Chapter 3.  A description of the primary outcomes addressing Objective 1a and 

1b (child excess weight) and Objective 2 (family food insecurity) was then provided, 

beginning with how they are most commonly measured in the literature.  This was followed 

by a discussion of how changes in these variables over time can be measured.  For each 

primary outcome description, a theoretical overview of the statistical method was provided, 

along with a conceptual model and the variables that were included in multivariable 

modeling.  Specific modeling steps can be found in the three manuscripts found in Chapter5.      
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Chapter 5 – Results 

The next three sections of this chapter present three manuscripts that contain the results 

of the three analyses conducted to address Objectives 1a, 1b and 2 of this thesis. 
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Abstract   

The objective of this paper was to determine the influence of place factors on weight 
gain in a contemporary cohort of children while also adjusting for early life and 
individual/family social factors. Participants from the Québec Longitudinal Study of Child 
Development comprised the sample for analysis (n = 1,580). A mixed-effects regression 
analysis was conducted to determine the longitudinal relationship between these place 
factors and standardized BMI, from age 4 to 10 years. The average relationship with time 
was found to be quadratic (rate of weight gain increased over time). Neighborhood material 
deprivation was found to be positively related to weight gain. Social deprivation, social 
disorder, and living in a medium density area were inversely related, while no association 
was found for social cohesion. Early life factors and genetic proxies appeared to be 
important in explaining weight gain in this sample. This study suggests that residential 
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environments may play a role in childhood weight change; however, pathways are likely to 
be complex and interacting and perhaps not as important as early life factors and genetic 
proxies. Further work is required to clarify these relationships. 

Keywords  Children – Neighborhood – Residential characteristics – Environment – Body weight – Body mass index –
 Longitudinal study – Mixed-models – Social factors 

 

Introduction 

Childhood overweight and obesity have risen dramatically in the last 25 years in 
Canada1,2 and in many other countries.3,4 In 2004, 26 % of Canadian children aged 2–
17 years were overweight and 8 % were obese.2 From 1978/1979 to 2004, the prevalence of 
overweight and obesity increased twofold among 6–17-year-olds. Due to this striking 
increase, as well as its potential for adversely affecting health both in the short and long 
term, being at excess weight during childhood has become a major global public health 
concern. 

The etiologic literature on childhood weight status has tended to focus on individual 
characteristics rather than on broader contextual circumstances. The high prevalence of 
childhood obesity has not abated, suggesting that prevention strategies, traditionally 
implemented at the individual level, may not be effective. Conceptualizing childhood obesity 
within multiple levels of influence, specifically within residential communities and over the 
life course, is necessary to design effective prevention strategies that shift the distribution of 
risk downward. This is consistent with a social–ecological theory of health.5 

Neighborhoods are a natural way to conceptualize “place” in terms of child health and 
acquiring health resources. In the context of obesity, complex interactions between 
individuals, families, local communities, and institutions, as well as the broader social 
environment, lead neighborhoods to become geographical areas that can: (1) structure 
opportunities/barriers for children to be physically active and to eat healthy6 and (2) give 
rise to negative perceptions, which themselves may elicit chronic stress responses leading to 
weight gain.7 

Studies are starting to find significant relationships between different neighborhood 
characteristics and weight status;8 however, this is a fairly new area of research where the 
literature is heterogeneous and mostly cross-sectional.9 To better make the case for 
causation, longitudinal studies are needed that use measured heights and weights. 
Accounting for early life factors known to be related to childhood obesity development, as 
well as individual and family-level social factors and measures of the family environment 
can provide a more holistic picture of why and how weight status changes over time in 
young children. 

Among the few longitudinal studies investigating the influence of place on childhood weight 
status, findings include significant negative relationships between change in BMI and area 
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greenness/degree of vegetation,10 neighborhood income/deprivation,11 and perceived 
safety.12 

Using the Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development (QLSCD), the main objective 
of this study was to assess the influence of place factors on change in cohort children’s 
standardized weight for height while also accounting for other potentially important early 
life and individual-/family-level explanatory factors. The overall hypothesis was that 
unfavorable neighborhood characteristics such as high material and social deprivation, high 
social disorder, and low population density would be positively related to weight gain, while 
favorable characteristics such as high social cohesion would be inversely related to weight 
gain in children. 

 

Methods 

Sample 

The QLSCD is a government-based cohort study conducted by the Institut de la Statistique 
du Québec (ISQ) to identify factors in early childhood that affect the health, social 
adjustment, and academic performance of young Quebeckers.13 The cohort is comprised of 
a representative sample of 2,120 children born in Québec in 1997/1998, who have been 
followed from 5 months of age. 

Cohort children were randomly selected based on a three-stage, stratified design.14 The 
territory covered by the survey was first divided into primary sampling units (PSUs) based 
on broad regions of Québec. The PSUs were then divided into two groups: remote or 
nonremote. In stage 1, two out of the four remote PSUs were chosen, and all 11 nonremote 
PSUs were chosen. The second stage involved dividing the selected regions into secondary 
sampling units (SSUs) based on one or two county regional municipalities. These were 
further divided into two groups: areas registering a high number of births in 1996 and those 
registering a low number of births. A fixed number of SSUs were randomly selected from 
the low birthrate group, and all SSUs were selected from the high birthrate group. Finally, in 
the third stage, a fixed number of children were randomly selected from the selected SSUs, 
based on the 1997/1998 Québec Birth Registry.14 Sampling occurred throughout the year to 
minimize the potential impact of seasonal influences (see Figure 1 for the sampling process). 
Twins, children with major diseases at birth, and those living in Northern Québec, Cree or 
Inuit territory, or Indian reserves were excluded. 

From 5 months to 8 years of age, data collection occurred annually (timing changed slightly 
when children began school). In order to minimize respondent burden, this changed to a 
biannual basis from 8 years onward. Data from 5 months to 10 years are used in the present 
analysis. Computer-assisted personal interviewing of the mother, in the child’s home, was 
the primary method of data collection.13 
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FIGURE 1. Sampling of children in the Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development. 

 

 

Variables 

Outcome 

The primary outcome for this study was weight relative to height, as measured by BMI 
(kg/m2), standardized for age and sex using the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
Growth Charts, to obtain BMI Z-scores.15 The Z-score is the deviation of the value for an 
individual from the mean value of the reference population divided by the standard deviation 
for the reference population; in this case, the reference population has been derived from five 
different US surveys.16 The use of the BMI Z-score has been recommended as superior than 
percentiles for use in longitudinal analyses.17 

Heights and weights were measured in the child’s home by trained interviewers at the 
approximate ages of 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 years.18 At each data collection cycle, body weight 
was measured in kilograms on scales set back to zero for each measurement. Children wore 
light clothing and no shoes. Height was measured in meters. 
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Main Exposures—Place Factors 

Deprivation 

Two forms of deprivation, material and social, were measured by an area-based index 
developed by Pampalon and Raymond,19 based largely on the work of Peter Townsend. The 
index was derived by linking postal codes of participants at data collection cycle 1, when 
children were approximately 5 months of age, to census data (1996) describing enumeration 
areas. Principal components analysis was used to create the index using six socioeconomic 
indicators: proportion of persons who have no high-school diploma; ratio of employment to 
total population; average income; proportion of persons who are separated, divorced, or 
widowed; proportion of people living alone; and proportion of single-parent families. The 
first three indicators form the material dimension of the index. This refers to the general 
inability of area residents to obtain the goods and conveniences that are a part of everyday 
life. The latter three indicators form the social dimension of the index, which refers to the 
fragmentation and weakening of the household structure. The index has been previously 
used to assess disparities in Canadian mortality rates20 and by the Québec Government to 
assess community service needs.21 

For ease of interpretation and consistent with another paper, both dimensions were divided 
into population quintiles, from quintile 1 (least disadvantaged) to 5 (most disadvantaged), 
and then dichotomized into “deprived” (quintiles 4 and 5) versus “not deprived” (quintiles 
1–3).22 

Perceived Neighborhood Social Cohesion and Disorder 

 
Neighborhood social cohesion and disorder were measured by two scales that have been 
adapted from the work of Barnes-McGuire23 and the Canadian National Longitudinal 
Survey of Children and Youth.24 Both are based on the mother’s perception of her 
neighborhood. Items forming the social cohesion scale assess the level of agreement to five 
statements about the support of neighbors, while items on the social disorder scale assess the 
presence and severity of four types of problems in the neighborhood.25 The items for each 
of the scales can be found in Appendix 1. Scale scores were calculated by averaging item 
responses for each scale. Social cohesion scores range from 1 to 4, where higher scores 
indicate a less cohesive neighborhood. Social disorder scores range from 1 to 3 with a lower 
score indicating the presence of social problems. Both scales were dichotomized to increase 
interpretability. Social cohesion was dichotomized based on the 50th percentile. For social 
disorder, children were categorized as either having a perfect score of 3 (no social problems 
at all in the neighborhood) versus <3 (social problems present). A similar approach was 
taken by Curtis et al.28 in their analysis of neighborhood influences on a variety of health 
outcomes in a Canadian sample of children. Both cohesion and disorder were available every 
other data collection cycle starting at cycle 1 (children were 5 months of age) and therefore 
were analyzed as time-dependent variables (Table 1). Since values were missing for all 
children at cycle 8 (7 years), the observation at the previous data collection cycle was carried 
forward (at 6 years) in order to be able to conduct the analysis. 
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Table 1 Description of considered explanatory variables in the QLSCD 

Variable Description 
Change over 

time 

Socio-economic/demographic 

Sex Male yes/no Invariant 

Socioeconomic status 
(SES)a 

Calculated based on gross household income, and mother’s and 
father’s education level, and job prestige; categorized into tertiles—
low, middle, and high 

Dependent 

Mother is an immigrant Yes/no Invariant 

Single parent family Yes/no Dependent 

Early life exposures 

Rapid weight gain in 
infancy 

Highest two quintiles of average monthly weight gain from 0 to 
5 months 

Invariant 

Mother smoked during 
pregnancy 

Yes/no Invariant 

Breastfeeding status 
Exclusively breastfed to 3 months of age or older; never breastfed; 
other 

Invariant 

Birth weightb Low < 2.5 kg; normal ≥ 2.5 kg but ≤4 kg; high > 4 kg Invariant 

Genetic proxiesc  

Mother is obese Mother’s BMI ≥ 30 based on self-reported height and weight Invariant 

Overeating phenotyped “Often” eats too much and/or “sometimes” or “often” eats too fast Invariant 

Place 

Materially deprived Highest two quintiles of the material deprivation factorial score Invariant 

Socially deprived Highest two quintiles of the social deprivation factorial score Invariant 

High social cohesion Scale score in the bottom 50 % Dependent 

High social disorder Less than a perfect scale score (<3) Dependent 

Population density:   Dependent 

 High Census metropolitan areas with ≥100,000 inhabitants   

 Medium Census agglomerations with 10,000 to <100,000 inhabitants   

 Low Rural or small towns with <10,000 inhabitants   

Time dependency reflects the fact that these variables were measured at all study time points (4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 years of age) where all 

available data points were entered into the mixed models analysis. Values for social cohesion and disorder were not collected at 7 years for all 

children so the value at 6 years was used. For SES and population density, values were not collected at 4 years for all children so the value at 

3.5 years (fourth data collection cycle) was used. All time invariant variables were measured at the first data collection cycle of the original cohort 

study (5 months) except for the genetic proxies 
aFor more information on how this variable was calculated and interpreted, please see Ref. 25 
bBased on medical records at birth 
cRecognizing that these factors could also capture elements of the home environment, as well as lifestyle behaviors. Obesity status of the 

mother might also be considered an early life factor as this was measured when the child was 1.5 years (at the second data collection cycle) 
dConsidered for inclusion based on research showing that at least half of the genetic influence on obesity operates through appetite (see 

Refs. 26,27; measured at 4 years 
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Population Density 

The population density variable was constructed by ISQ by linking participants’ postal codes 
to census data describing geographical areas using Statistics Canada’s postal code 
conversion file. According to the linked census information, children were categorized as 
living in one of four types of geographical areas.25 For the purpose of this study, these four 
categories were collapsed into three, namely, census metropolitan areas containing more 
than 100,000 inhabitants (high density), census agglomerations containing 10,000 to 
<100,000 inhabitants (medium density), or rural/small towns containing <10,000 inhabitants 
(low density). This variable was measured in all data collection cycles (except cycle 5 when 
children were 4 years of age) and, thus, was analyzed as a time-dependent variable. Because 
no children had population density collected at 4 years of age, the observation at the 
previous data collection cycle was carried forward (from 3.5 years). 

Other Explanatory Factors 

Other potentially important explanatory factors were identified from recent systematic 
reviews29,30 and results of previous studies using the QLSCD.18,31,32 These variables 
were included in order to gain a more holistic understanding of weight change, as well as to 
control for potential confounding. A description of these variables is given in Table 1. The 
mechanism by which explanatory variables could influence weight gain was not the primary 
focus here. Therefore, factors like lifestyle behaviors (e.g., physical activity, diet, and sleep), 
family functioning, parenting styles, food security, and general well-being of parents and 
child were not analyzed in this study as they were considered more proximate mediators. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

In order to achieve the study’s main objective, a growth-curve or random-effects analysis 
was conducted using PROC MIXED in SAS, version 9.2, using the restricted maximum 
likelihood estimation method. 

First, an exploratory unadjusted analysis was conducted to examine variable distributions 
and identify outliers and other potential problems with the data. Graphical analysis was 
conducted to investigate the shape of the BMI Z-score trend and to assess, in an exploratory 
fashion, the importance of the considered explanatory variables. Time was treated as a 
continuous variable (age in years) and was centered at the mean (approximately 7 years). To 
determine the base model from which to conduct further multivariable modeling, four 
“unadjusted” models, i.e., including only age as either linear, quadratic, cubic, or spline at 
7 years, were compared using likelihood ratio tests.33 The G matrix was assumed to be 
factor analytic.34 It was determined that the quadratic model fit the data better than the other 
models and was thus used in further model building. Modeling of explanatory factors 
involved adding all potential explanatory variables together to the unadjusted model and 
adding interactions between the explanatory variables and age and age2. The interaction 
terms involving age and age2 were reduced by backwards elimination using α = 0.05. 
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The fit of the adjusted model was checked graphically to investigate violations of 
assumptions about random effects or the specification of fixed effects to identify potential 
outliers or observations having undue influence on the model and the need to transform 
particular covariates. Variance inflation factors were calculated for a cross-sectional model 
of BMI Z-score in order to assess multicollinearity between included explanatory variables. 
Ethics approval to conduct this analysis was given by the University of Ottawa Research 
Ethics Board—certificate number H 05-10-18. 

 

Results 

Of the 2,120 cohort children, 1,799 had at least one BMI Z-score measure (out of five 
possible measures). Because of the cumulative effect of missing observations, 1,580 had 
complete data on all explanatory variables and could be included in the analysis (75 % of 
original sample). Almost 43 % of included children had all five BMI Z-score response 
points, 24 % had four, 12 % had three, 9 % had two, and 12 % had one. The 540 children 
who were excluded were more likely to be from low socioeconomic status (SES) 
households, have immigrant mothers, live in materially and socially deprived 
neighborhoods, and exhibit the overeating phenotype compared to children who were 
included (χ 2 P < 0.05). Of the excluded children that had response measures, there were no 
differences in BMI Z-score between excluded and included children at any of the time points 
(ANOVA F test). 

Characteristics of included children are presented in Table 2. Both mean BMI and mean 
BMI-Z score increased over the study period (Table 3). The increasing BMI Z-score 
demonstrates that, on average, children were getting heavier for their height, age, and sex. 

Table 2 Baseline descriptive data (4 years) of included children (n = 1,580)* 

Variable Percentage (n) 

Socio-economic/demographic 

Male 50.0 (790) 

 Low SES 31.9 (499) 

 Middle SES 33.9 (530) 

 High SES 34.2 (535) 

Mother is an immigrant 8.5 (135) 

Single parent family 13.2 (208) 

Early life exposures 

 Rapid weight gain in infancy 38.7 (611) 

 Mother smoked during pregnancy 24.9 (394) 

 ≥3 months exclusively breastfed 25.8 (408) 

 Never breastfed 27.2 (429) 

 Breastfed but not exclusively ≥3 months 47.0 (743) 
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Variable Percentage (n) 

 Low birthweight 3.6 (57) 

 Normal birthweight 85.7 (1354) 

 High birthweight  10.7 (169) 

Genetic proxies 

 Mother is obese 9.9 (157) 

 Child overeats 22.5 (355) 

Place 

 Materially deprived 37.9 (599) 

 Socially deprived 37.1 (586) 

 High social cohesion 47.8 (732) 

 High social disorder 26.5 (416) 

 High population density 66.4 (1035) 

 Medium population density 11.2 (174) 

 Low population density  22.5 (350) 
*Due to missing data on time-dependent variables, denominators for these variables are slightly less than 1,580 

 

 
 

Table 3 Directly measured mean BMI and BMI Z-score by mean age for included children (n = 1,580) 

Age (years) (SD) BMI (SD) BMI Z-score (SD) Total N 

4.2 (0.26) 15.7 (1.60) 0.014 (1.23) 1,352 

6.1 (0.25) 15.7 (1.90) 0.031 (1.15) 1,008 

7.1 (0.25) 16.1 (2.27) 0.043 (1.10) 1,296 

8.1 (0.26) 16.8 (2.59) 0.170 (1.10) 1,161 

10.1 (0.26) 18.4 (3.24) 0.342 (0.99) 1,123 
SD standard deviation 

 

In the unadjusted BMI Z-score trend model (Table 4), the linear and quadratic parameters 
were positive and statistically significant, indicating that the growth in BMI among these 
children was accelerating from approximately 4–10 years of age. 

 

Table 4 Unadjusted and adjusted BMI Z-score trend models: significant fixed effect parameters and 
their 95 % confidence limits (n = 1,580) 

Fixed effects Parameter estimate 95 % Confidence limits 

Unadjusted model 

Intercept 0.062* 0.011, 0.114 

Age 0.049*** 0.039, 0.060 

Age2 0.012*** 0.008, 0.016 
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Fixed effects Parameter estimate 95 % Confidence limits 

Adjusted model 

Intercept −0.136 * −0.268, −0.006 

Main effects 

Age 0.031 * 0.006, 0.055 

Age2 0.013*** 0.007, 0.020 

Male −0.116* −0.213, −0.021 

Low SESa −0.123** −0.217, −0.033 

Middle SESa −0.087* −0.163, −0.014 

Rapid weight gain in infancy 0.333*** 0.223, 0.444 

Mother smoked during pregnancy 0.135* 0.021, 0.249 

High birth weightb 0.390*** 0.236, 0.549 

Low birth weightb −0.456** −0.716,−0.197 

Mother is obese 0.686*** 0.528, 0.845 

Child overeats 0.422*** 0.308, 0.537 

Materially deprived 0.013 −0.097, 0.124 

Socially deprived 0.088 −0.011, 0.188 

High social disorder 0.043 −0.025, 0.110 

Low population densityc 0.011 −0.094, 0.116 

Medium population densityc 0.005 −0.123, 0.135 

Linear age effects 

Male 0.047*** 0.026, 0.068 

Low SESa 0.050** 0.022, 0.078 

Middle SESa 0.020 −0.005, 0.046 

Rapid weight gain in infancy −0.009 −0.032, 0.014 

Child overeats −0.026* −0.052, −0.000 

High birth weightb −0.043* −0.076, −0.009 

Low birth weightb −0.001 −0.062, 0.059 

Materially deprived −0.004 −0.028, 0.020 

Socially deprived −0.029* −0.051, −0.007 

High social disorder 0.020 −0.004, 0.044 

Low population densityc 0.002 −0.026, 0.030 

Medium population densityc −0.050** −0.083, −0.016 

Quadratic age effects 

Rapid weight gain in infancy −0.009* −0.018, −0.001 

Materially deprived 0.011** 0.003, 0.020 

High social disorder −0.012* −0.022, −0.002 
Model also adjusted for main effects of breastfeeding status, single parent family status, mother’s immigrant status, and high social cohesion (all 
were not significant); *P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; *** P ≤ 0.0001 
aReference is high SES 
bReference is normal birth weight 
cReference is high population density (census metropolitan area) 
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The adjusted model is also presented in Table 4. Smoking during pregnancy and obesity 
status of the mother were significantly related to higher BMI Z-scores on average but did not 
interact with time. In terms of linear (or uniform) change over time, being male was 
associated with a faster rate of weight gain compared to being female, as was being from a 
low SES household relative to a high SES household. Living in a socially deprived 
neighborhood was significantly related to a slower rate of weight gain compared to 
nonsocially deprived areas. This association was also seen for living in medium density 
(census agglomerations) compared to high density areas (census metropolitan areas), 
between overeaters and nonovereaters, as well as between high birth weight relative to 
normal birth weight children. In terms of the nonlinear or nonconstant change component of 
the model (quadratic or age2), trends significantly differed for material deprivation, high 
social disorder, and rapid weight gain during infancy. Specifically, living in a materially 
deprived neighborhood was related to a higher accelerated weight gain relative to 
nonmaterially deprived areas. Conversely, living in a high disorder neighborhood was 
related to a lower accelerated weight gain relative to living in a nondisordered area, as was 
experiencing rapid weight gain during infancy versus normal growth. A visual example of 
the associations between significant place factors and weight gain over time is provided in 
Figure 2. Additionally, Figure 3 shows the differences in trends between levels of significant 
social and early life variables in the adjusted model. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Predicted BMI Z-score smoothed individual trends by significant place factors in the 
QLCSD, adjusted for other model covariates.
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FIGURE 3. Predicted BMI Z-score smoothed individual trends by significant social and early life 
factors, adjusted for other model covariates. 
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Using a method developed by Lipsitz et al.,35 the final model R 2 was calculated to be 0.80, 
indicating good predictive ability. Graphical model checking did not reveal any major 
violations of statistical assumptions and indicated that the model adequately fit the data. 
Variance inflation factors did not indicate significant multicollinearity among explanatory 
factors. 

 

Discussion 

This study sought to examine the influence of place factors on children’s weight status using 
longitudinal methods, while simultaneously controlling for social and early life factors, as 
well as genetic proxies. Significant associations were found for material and social 
deprivation, social disorder, and population density. 

This study showed that weight change was positively related to age in this cohort of 
children, where rates of weight gain accelerated over time. The overall model suggests that 
early life factors play a role in childhood weight gain. For example, smoking during 
pregnancy and mother’s obesity status were related to higher BMI Z-scores on average, and 
even though high birth weight and rapid weight gain in infancy were associated with slightly 
slower rates of weight change over time, children who had these characteristics had higher 
BMI Z-scores throughout the study compared to those without (Figure 3). Taken together, 
these results corroborate those of previous studies in a recent systematic review.29 

In terms of individual and family characteristics, the difference in trends between males and 
females found in this study is in contrast to the findings of two other longitudinal studies that 
did not find significant interactions with time.11,36 Low SES being related to faster weight 
gain, on the other hand, has been demonstrated in other longitudinal studies.37 

For the main explanatory factors of interest, living in materially deprived neighborhoods was 
related to higher accelerated weight gain. The general positive relationship uncovered here is 
in line with previous cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.9,38,39 Very few studies 
examining the effect of neighborhood characteristics on weight in children have actually 
partitioned neighborhood deprivation into two dimensions, such as was done in this study. 
Here, the influence of social deprivation was in contrast to that of material deprivation; the 
rate of weight gain among children who lived in areas with high social deprivation was 
slower than that of children who lived in nonsocially deprived areas. Using Québec 
information systems covering mortality, hospitalizations, and births, the creators of the 
deprivation index used in this study found that the two forms of deprivation had differing 
impacts on health.19 However, a cross-sectional study that used the same index did not find 
that social deprivation was significantly related to overweight among Canadian adults.22 

Similar to high social deprivation, living in neighborhoods with high social disorder was 
related to lower accelerated weight gain relative to not living in such areas. Again, few 
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studies have related this neighborhood characteristic to weight status in children. Rather, 
studies have examined a similar concept, neighborhood safety, but have met with largely 
null results.9 Even though the findings for high social deprivation and high social disorder 
are in contrast to the original hypothesis, that they would be positively related to weight gain 
in children, they are interesting and informative nonetheless, and reflect the complexity of 
environmental influences on childhood weight status. One explanation for this finding is that 
such adverse social places may take longer to exert their weight promoting effects. While 
children are young, on the other hand, they may have the opposite effect—restricting 
growth, similar to what is often found in the early child development literature.28,40,41 On 
the other hand, it may be that these environmental influences provide protection from weight 
gain for reasons not yet understood. 

Finally, population density was hypothesized to have a linear relationship with weight status, 
such that as density increased, weight gain would decrease. The findings here do not 
corroborate this: Children living in medium density (census agglomerations) areas exhibited 
slower growth than children in high density areas (census metropolitan areas), and there was 
no difference between low density (rural/small towns) and high density areas. Overall, the 
literature in this area is methodologically heterogeneous with similarly mixed results.9,42 A 
study conducted by Statistics Canada used nationally representative data to determine the 
unadjusted regional distribution of child and adolescent overweight. They did not find that 
the prevalence of overweight significantly differed across census metropolitan areas, census 
agglomerations, and rural/small towns.43 

The reason(s) for an inverse association between living in medium density areas and weight 
status may reflect a more complex reality than the original hypothesis was able to capture. 
For example, even though census agglomerations are less densely populated than census 
metropolitan areas, they have an urban core and can act like census metropolitan 
areas.44 Some have high functional metropolitan scores because they act as regional centers 
and therefore provide a range of services.44 Some may not have high functional scores but 
are located in close proximity to a census metropolitan area, benefiting from services 
provided close by. Thus, census agglomerations may function as more of a close-knit 
community than a census metropolitan area, with services close at hand, in contrast to 
rural/small towns whose residents must commute longer distances to access services and to 
go to work. The importance of population density on weight gain in children requires further 
study, and indeed longitudinal findings like these may not corroborate some earlier cross-
sectional relationships observed. It is also possible that the relationship between population 
density and weight may change over time. This could also be said for the other factors 
considered here. 

The findings of the present study should be interpreted in light of some limitations. First, this 
was a secondary analysis, which limited us to the variables that were collected. For example, 
material and social deprivation were measured once at the start of the cohort study and 
therefore could have changed over the study period. The place factors available in the 
QLSCD provided a 10,000 versus 100 ft view of the place–weight status relationship, as 
more direct variables such as amenities, infrastructure, etc. were not available. 
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Due to the study design, some earlier time-dependent covariate data (from 5 months to 
3.5 years) could not be accounted for in modeling. The study design also did not permit the 
use of sample weights. Therefore, the results are not necessarily generalizable to the Québec 
population. The overall model was fairly simplistic in regards to social–ecological theory. 
Other settings such as daycare and school were not included, and effect modification was not 
explored in order to keep the analysis manageable and parsimonious. Consideration should 
also be given to the importance of the place factors relative to the genetic proxies and factors 
operating in early life; variables such as obesity status of the mother, overeating, high birth 
weight, rapid weight gain in infancy, and smoking during pregnancy appear to be more 
strongly related to weight status than the individual socio-demographic/economic and place 
factors (see Figures 2 and 3). 

Finally, children in this cohort may not follow a homogenous functional form of weight 
development, which can be characterized by a population-averaged model. This warrants a 
comparison between the results observed here and those derived from a group-based 
trajectory modeling approach, such as has been used in previous studies of childhood 
obesity.45–47 

This study shows that, on average, cohort children were getting heavier over time and 
suggests the existence of individual and neighborhood social inequalities in childhood 
weight change. Further work is needed to clarify these relationships, especially for 
neighborhood-level factors. As in other studies, results here also point to early life as a 
potentially important developmental window for obesity. Future work, therefore, should also 
seek to determine the relationship between place characteristics during the perinatal period 
and these early life risk factors for obesity. Childhood obesity research is, by its very nature, 
complex. This merits a holistic approach where researchers should continue to focus 
“upstream” on the interrelationships between different contexts, settings, life stages, and 
generational transmission, in addition to traditional risk factors such as diet and physical 
activity. 
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Appendix 1 

Table 5 Neighborhood social scale items 

Scale Response categories 

Social cohesion 

 Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree about the following 
statement… 

1. If there is a problem around here, the neighbors get together to deal with it Strongly agree = 1 

2. There are adults in the neighborhood that children can look up to Agree = 2 

3. People around here are willing to help their neighbors Disagree = 3 

4. You can count on adults in this neighborhood to watch out that children are safe 
and do not get in trouble 

Strongly disagree = 4 

5. When I am away from home, I know that my neighbors will keep their eyes open 
for possible trouble 

  

Social disorder 

 How much of a problem is the following in this neighbourhood… 

1. Litter, broken glass or garbage? A big problem = 1 

2. Selling or using drugs? 
Somewhat of a 
problem = 2 

3. Alcoholics and excessive drinking in public? No problem = 3 

4. Groups of young people who cause trouble? 
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Abstract 

Objective: To determine the association between local environmental factors with child 
weight status in a longitudinal study, using a semi-parametric, group-based method, while 
also considering social and early life factors.    
 
Methods: Standardized, directly measured BMI from 4-10 y of age, and group-based 
trajectory modeling (PROC TRAJ) were used to estimate developmental trajectories of 
weight change in a Québec birth cohort (n = 1,566).  Associations between the weight 
trajectories and living location, social cohesion, disorder, and material and social deprivation 
were estimated after controlling for social and early life factors.  
 
Results: Four weight trajectory groups were estimated: low-increasing (9.7%); low-medium, 
accelerating (36.2%); medium-high, increasing (43.0%); and high-stable (11.1%). In the 
low-increasing and medium-high trajectory groups, living in a semi-urban area was inversely 
related to weight, while living in a rural area was positively related to weight in the high-
stable group.  Disorder was inversely related to weight in the low-increasing group only. 
Other important risk factors for high-stable weight included obesity status of the mother, 
smoking during pregnancy, and overeating behaviors.  
 
Conclusions: In this study, associations between local environment factors and weight 
differed by trajectory group. Early life factors appear to play a more consistent role in weight 
status. Further work is needed to determine the influence of place on child weight.  
 

Key words: children, obesity, body mass index, residence characteristics, environment, 
longitudinal design  
 

Introduction  

The prevalence of childhood obesity has been increasing globally in the last few decades 

and is now a problem in both the developing and developed world [1].  In North America, 

childhood obesity has more than doubled from 1978/79 to 2004 among Canadian children 

aged 2-17 y [2] and almost tripled among American children aged 2-19 y in a similar time 

period [3].  Given this increasing prevalence and associations with adverse health outcomes, 

being at excess weight in childhood has become a major public health concern [4], with 

potentially far-reaching and long-lasting social and economic consequences [5].   
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Obesity research has typically focused on individual behaviours. While this is important, 

and may have played a role in the levelling off of childhood obesity in certain countries [6], 

it may not be enough to shift the entire population distribution of childhood obesity and 

related diseases downward.  As such, there have been recent calls by the obesity research 

community to consider the environments in which people live [7].  This ecological, more 

holistic understanding of excess weight development will likely be necessary to develop 

interventions that are not only effective, but also sustainable at the population-level. 

The level of material deprivation or disadvantage at the local level may explain whether 

healthy eating or PA resources will be available to residents, and at what cost [8]. This may 

have ramifications for child weight status.  For example, studies assessing neighborhood-

level material deprivation often find that children living in the most deprived areas are most 

likely to be overweight or obese [9–11].  The level of material deprivation may also 

confound the relationship between other place characteristics and childhood excess weight, 

and thus, is important to include in multivariable models.  

Deprivation theorists also highlight the importance of including a social interaction 

aspect, emphasizing that deprivation cannot be reduced to a single material or economic 

dimension [12].  Social deprivation relates to the concepts of social capital, social 

fragmentation, and social isolation [12].  Areas with high social deprivation (fewer social 

ties) may decrease resident’s access to material and non-material resources conducive to 

healthy living, and increase stress and decrease well-being, all of which may contribute to 

child excess weight.  To the authors’ knowledge, this has not yet been studied in relation to 

child excess weight.  
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Social capital has no agreed upon definition but has been extensively studied in relation 

to adverse health outcomes such as delayed child development [13].  One definition 

conceptualizes social capital as a group-level attribute called social cohesion. This refers to 

the resources – such as trust, norms, and the exercise of sanctions – available to the members 

of social groups [14].    

Broadly speaking, posited ways that high social cohesion  may prevent  childhood 

excess weight  include increased ability to link with health relevant resources, collective 

action to bring needed resources into the community, and the existence of social norms that 

enforce  healthy behaviours and prevent deviant behaviors that may lead to degradation or 

disorder of the physical (e.g., garbage, graffiti) and social environments (e.g. fear, crime, bad 

reputation). The literature on social cohesion is small but growing. These studies, for the 

most part, have uncovered inverse associations with child excess weight [15–17]. 

Areas of increasing social disorganization, characterized by increasing disorder, may 

promote stress, discourage healthy behaviours among residents, such as being physically 

active outside, and itself may negatively impact social capital.  It is sometimes considered a 

measure of neighbourhood quality.  The few studies that have examined local area disorder 

in relation to childhood excess weight have found positive associations between disorder and 

child excess weight [10,11,18].      

How developed an area is, with respect to living location or urban/rural status may also 

help to explain the development of childhood obesity.  Rural areas have fewer amenities and 

they may be of lower quality than more populated areas.  Additionally, as distance from the 

city centre increases, time spent in the car increases [19].  A representative cross-sectional 

study of Canadian children in grades 6-10 found that as the level of rurality increased, the 
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odds of overweight and obesity increased [20].  Some studies have observed similar 

associations [21–23].  However, others have had opposite [24] or null results [25,26]. 

Assessing potential local environmental relationships with child weight status is a 

relatively new and burgeoning area of research.  The literature is heterogeneous and there is 

a dearth of studies that examine measures of social deprivation, social cohesion, and 

disorder.  Regardless of the type of local environmental characteristic being examined, few 

studies have used the longitudinal research design with more than two repeated measures. 

This greatly limits what can be said about the childhood place – weight relationship. 

Previous work on child excess weight development has also highlighted the potential 

usefulness of statistical methods that do not assume all children follow the same growth 

trajectory, such as group-based trajectory modeling or growth mixture modeling [26–28].  

These methods account for heterogeneity in growth by grouping children together based on 

similar response patterns over time.  Partitioning variability in growth in this way may allow 

for a better understanding of how weight status changes over time and provides another 

means of detecting risk factors, which can complement the single growth curve approach 

such as random effects modeling. 

Therefore, the main objective of the present study was to use group-based trajectory 

modeling to examine change in living location and perceived neighbourhood social cohesion 

and disorder, in relation to change in child weight status, after controlling for area material 

and social deprivation and other potentially important explanatory variables.  The main 

hypothesis was that adverse local environment factors such as rural living, high disorder, and 

high material and social deprivation would be related to increasing weight over time, and 

that high cohesion would be related to decreasing weight over time.  
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Methods 

Sample 

Children participating in the Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development 

(QLSCD) comprised the sample for analysis. The QLSCD is a government-funded cohort 

study conducted by the Institut de la Statistique du Québec (ISQ) in the province of Québec, 

Canada. It began in 1998 with the intent of collecting data describing the health and well-

being of Québec children from infancy into young adolescence [29].  Data collection began 

at five months of age and occurred annually until the age of eight, after which it occurred 

biannually, in order to reduce respondent burden. Cohort children are currently 14 years of 

age.  Data from five months to 10 years of age were used in the current study.   

Children were selected for participation in the QLSCD based on a three-stage, stratified 

design, using 1997-1998 Québec Birth Registries as the sampling frame [29].  Twins, 

children with major diseases at birth, and those living in Northern Québec, Cree or Inuit 

territory, or Indian reserves were excluded.  Sampling occurred throughout the year to 

minimize the effect of seasonality.  Of the 2,675 children and their families that were 

possible to contact, 2,223 agreed to participate (83% response rate).  A further 103 were 

dropped, as these were a cross-sectional over-sample for the first year (1998), to arrive at n = 

2,120 for the longitudinal sample size.  Computer-assisted personal interviewing of the 

mother, in the child’s home, was the primary method for data collection.  The present study 

is secondary analysis of data collected in the QLSCD.  

Outcome variable 

The dependent variable used in the analyses was body mass index (BMI) Z-score. This 

is BMI (kg/m2) that is standardized, based on age and sex, to a reference population; in this 
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case, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 2000 Growth Charts [30].  

Standardization of BMI is necessary since an increase in BMI is a part of normal growth. 

Heights and weights were directly measured at the approximate ages of 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 

years; details of how these measurements were taken can be found elsewhere [31].      

Local environment factors 

Five variables describing the local environment were available for use in the QLSCD. 

The size of the local area described depends on particular variable definitions, and is not 

constant across variables.  For instance living location covers large areas at the municipality 

level; neighbourhood social cohesion and disorder cover the mother’s perceived 

neighbourhood, and material and social deprivation cover census enumeration areas, which 

represent areas equivalent to one or more city blocks.  These variables are described in more 

detail below, under three main subheadings.  Raw area information such as postal codes was 

not available to use in the present analysis. 

Living location 

Children’s postal codes were linked to census geographical areas using Statistics 

Canada’s postal code conversion file by statisticians at the ISQ. For the purposes of this 

study, children were classified as living in one of three different types of areas: 1) Urban: 

Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) with ≥ 100,000 inhabitants; 2) Semi-urban: Census 

Agglomeration (CA) with 10,000 to < 100,000 inhabitants; or 3) Rural: rural area/small town 

with < 10,000 inhabitants [32]. This variable was considered time-dependent as it was 

measured at each data collection cycle.  Postal codes were not collected at age 4 years, thus 

the living location value at the previous data collection cycle (3.5 years) was used at 4 years 

of age.   
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Neighbourhood social cohesion and disorder 

Two scales (social cohesion, disorder), adapted from those previously used by Statistics 

Canada, were used in this analysis to characterize elements of neighbourhood physical and 

social environments [29,32].  Social cohesion measures the level of mutual trust and support 

that neighbours have for one another. The mother was asked to give her level of agreement 

to five statements, which were then used to derive an average score ranging from one to 

four; lower scores indicate higher cohesion.  Disorder measures the overall quality of the 

neighbourhood. The mother was asked to assess the presence and severity of four types of 

problems in the neighbourhood.  Responses were then used to derive an average score 

ranging from one to three; a score of three indicates no problems. Both scales have 

demonstrated adequate internal consistency, as each was originally calculated to have a 

Cronbach’s alpha of ≥0.75 [33].  Items for each scale can be found in Appendix A.  Both 

scales were dichotomized to increase interpretability.  In order to maximize efficiency and 

minimize bias, this was based on the 50th percentile.  However, disorder was highly skewed 

and instead, children were categorized as either having a perfect score of three (no problems 

at all in the neighbourhood) versus less than three (problems present).  A similar approach 

was taken by Curtis et al (2004) in their analysis of neighbourhood influences on a variety of 

health outcomes in a Canadian sample of children [34]. 

These variables were collected every other data collection cycle and thus available at 4, 

6, 8, and 10 years of age. To be considered a time-dependent variable in analysis, a value at 

7 years was needed; thus, the value at 6 years was carried forward.  

Deprivation  

Material and social deprivation are two separate dimensions of a deprivation index 

developed to aid the Québec Government in assessing community service needs and 
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monitoring social inequalities [35,36].  Material deprivation measures the inability to get the 

goods and services that are a part of everyday life (lack of human and economic capital), and 

social deprivation captures social isolation within the neighbourhood.  This index has been 

derived for QLSCD children and was available for secondary data analysis.  Derivation of 

the index in the QLSCD is discussed below.   

 Children’s postal codes, measured in 1998 (first data collection cycle when children 

were five months of age), were linked to 1996 census data for residents ≥ 15 years of age 

aggregated to the enumeration area level. The enumeration area was chosen because it was 

the smallest geographical unit for which census data were available in the 1996 Canadian 

census (with an average population of 750 residents) [36].   

 Principal components analysis was then conducted by ISQ statisticians to determine 

factor scores for each of the two dimensions, based on the aggregated census data at the 

enumeration level.  Material deprivation factor scores were calculated from mean income, 

percentage of people with no high school diploma, and ratio of employed individuals to total 

population.  Social deprivation factor scores were calculated from percentage of single-

parent families, percentage of families split by separation, divorce, or death, and percentage 

of individuals living alone.  On both dimensions, enumeration areas were divided into 

population quintiles, from quintile 1 (least disadvantaged) to 5 (most disadvantaged).  

For the present secondary data analysis, both material and social deprivation were  

dichotomized into ‘deprived’ (quintiles 4 and 5) versus ‘not deprived’ (quintiles 1-3), as has 

been done elsewhere [37] (Table 1).  Both were also considered time-stable as they were not 

available in other cycles, mainly because the Canadian census is conducted once every five 

years.  An update, based on the 2001 census, linked to postal codes was not available for this 
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study, but descriptive data showed that these measures remained largely unchanged from 

1996-2001 [38].  Children could also move to a different enumeration area (this became 

dissemination area in the 2001 census) over time; however, these changes in material 

deprivation and social deprivation were not derived in the QLSCD every time a child moved.  

Statistical Analysis 

Group-based trajectory modeling (sometimes called latent class growth analysis or semi-

parametric finite mixture modeling) [39] was employed to determine relationships between 

the various local environment factors and weight status, using PROC TRAJ in SAS (v. 9.2) 

[40,41].  Group-based trajectory modeling assumes that there are a certain number of discrete 

underlying groups in the population that each have their own population prevalence, 

intercept and slope (trajectory shape or change in BMI Z-score) [39].  These subpopulations 

are not directly observable, but are estimated (latent) and should not be considered actual 

categories of growth.  Rather, they are used to help us understand the etiological 

underpinnings of different developmental trajectories [42].  

In general terms, the series of responses for each individual are used to determine 

subgroups that follow similar changes in the outcome over time.  This is done in a 

probabilistic manner, using maximum likelihood [39].  The linkage between age (time) and 

the outcome occurs through a polynomial relationship that is estimated via a latent variable.  

Additionally, the probability of belonging to each group is calculated for each individual and 

is estimated from the model parameters. These are the posterior probabilities and they give 

an overall estimate of model uncertainty. For descriptive analyses and model-checking 

purposes, individuals can be assigned to the group to which they have the highest probability 

of belonging.   
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The first step involved determining the most appropriate number of groups and the shape 

of their trajectories. This was done by comparing Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) for 

models with one to five groups; the more complex model (one with more groups) was 

considered a better fit than the null model (one with fewer groups) when two times the 

change in the BIC was equal to or larger than previously established criteria [40,43].  After 

selection of the number of groups, the trajectory shapes of each of the groups was 

determined in a step-wise manner starting with all groups set to have a cubic order, and 

again comparing change in BIC and the significance of parameters, as their orders were 

made less complex – quadratic, linear and intercept only.  Sometimes the BIC is not a good 

indicator of fit and will continue to decrease as more and more groups are added, even 

though the additional groups do not add any extra explanatory power.  Therefore, the best 

fitting models for three, four, and five groups were compared graphically. In order to test for 

the presence of interactions, these steps were also carried out separately by sex to determine 

if the same number of groups with similar trajectory shapes emerged. The resulting final 

model was then assessed for goodness of fit based on standard criteria, namely: the average 

posterior probabilities for each of the subgroups, odds of correct classification, and 

comparison of actual (based on posterior probabilities) to model/estimated group 

prevalences [43].  According to Nagin (2005), rules of thumb for assessing adequate fit are 

that each group should have an average posterior probability ≥ 0.7 and an odds of correct 

classification ≥ 5, and there should be close agreement between actual and estimated group 

prevalences [43].   

Next, profiles of each of the trajectory groups were created to explore differences in the 

local environment factors, other explanatory factors, and outcome at a descriptive level 
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(means and proportions).  No formal statistical tests were conducted at this point, as the 

uncertainty of group assignment needs to be taken into account by using the posterior 

probabilities [43].      

The last step of modelling was to relate the local environment factors to the trajectories 

while controlling for social and early life factors. Table 1 describes the treatment of all 

variables in model estimation. The time-dependent explanatory variable parameters are 

interpreted the same way they would be in an ordinary linear regression, but within each 

trajectory group.  In other words, time-dependent explanatory variables may be associated 

with a deviation in the long-term average response (BMI Z-score) of members in a particular 

group [43].  Regressors can be different at different time points depending on changes in the 

time-dependent explanatory variable.  Time-stable explanatory variables (risk factors) are 

related to the trajectory groups via a generalized logit function [40].  Resulting log-odds can 

be exponentiated to get odds ratios, which are interpreted as odds of being in a certain 

trajectory group relative to the reference group for a level of a risk factor versus the 

reference level.  

Unadjusted models were first estimated for the local environment factors separately, 

then a model with local environment and social variables together, and a final model that 

added early-life variables.  All analyses take into consideration the uncertainty of group 

assignment, and in multivariable models, estimate parameters for time-dependent and time-

stable explanatory variables simultaneously.  

Group-based trajectory modeling retains subjects with partially observed outcome and 

time-dependent explanatory variable data under the assumption that data are missing at 

random [42].  Subjects with any missing values on one or more time-stable explanatory 
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variables, or those who are missing all data for a time-dependent explanatory variable are 

dropped from the analysis automatically.  For this particular analysis, participants that had 

fewer than two out of the five BMI Z-score outcome variables non-missing were excluded. 

Due to the cumulative effect of missing data for the explanatory variables, 1385 children 

were included in the multivariable model that included all explanatory variables (local 

environment, and social and early life factors).  Compared to included children, excluded 

children (n = 735) were  more likely to be male, have immigrant mothers, be from a low SES 

household, and experience rapid weight gain during infancy (χ2 P-values < 0.05).  Of the 

excluded children that had BMI Z-score measures, no significant differences with included 

children were noted at any of the time points. 

Sampling weights were not used due to the fact that children could be included even if 

they did not respond in all cycles. Therefore, the results here cannot be considered 

representative of the Québec population. 

Ethics Statement 

Each year, participants were provided with detailed information on the aims and 

procedures of the QLSCD, and consent was obtained by the interviewer from either one or 

both parents of the child, using a form approved by the Ethics Committee of the ISQ.  Ethics 

approval to conduct this analysis was given by the University of Ottawa Research Ethics 

Board - certificate number: H 05-10-18.   

Results 

Descriptive trajectory data 

Approximately 74% of children (n = 1566/2120) had two response points and were 

included in the first step of analysis: estimation of the number of groups and the shapes of 
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their trajectories.  According to the BIC tests, the 5-group model best fit the data, followed 

by the 4-group model. When fitting the trajectory shapes for the 5-group model, the 

prevalence of the fifth group was approximately 2%, which reduces interpretability and 

power.  This model was graphically compared to the best fitting 3- and 4-group models. The 

parameter estimates of the 5-group model appeared to collapse onto those of the fourth 

group, so for parsimony, the 4-group model was selected as the best fitting model. Model fit 

statistics indicated an adequately fitting model (Appendix B – group labels were assigned 

subjectively based on their trajectory shapes).   

Table 2 and Figure 1 present descriptive information for the four trajectory groups. On 

average, children in the low group were underweight at baseline, with a Z-score < -1.645. 

Growth was best explained by a positive linear relationship with time.  This group was 

therefore labelled “low, increasing.” The second group, labelled “low-medium,” had a mean 

BMI Z-score below the median at baseline. Trajectory of growth was estimated to be 

quadratic over time (accelerate). Group 3, labelled “medium-high,” began slightly above the 

median at baseline and were estimated to have a linear trajectory.  Finally, an intercept only 

relationship with time was estimated for the fourth group, labelled “high-stable,” indicating 

that their weight did not change significantly from ages 4 – 10 years (trajectory is a flat line). 

Mean BMI Z-score for these children at baseline was above 1.645 Z-score units (95th 

percentile), which classifies them as obese according to the CDC definition [30,44].  The 

majority of children were estimated to belong to the low-medium or the medium-high 

groups.  When categorizing each group as overweight (≥ 85th percentile) or obese (≥ 95th 

percentile) at each age, no children in the low group and ≤ 3 % of children in the low-

medium group were overweight or obese at any age.  In the medium-high group, percentage 
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overweight ranged from 16 – 33% and percentage obese from 2 – 7% across the five ages. 

Finally, in the high-stable group, percentage overweight ranged from 85- 99%, and 

percentage obese from 53 – 67% across the five ages. 

Conducting a stratified analysis by sex showed no differences in the number of groups or 

trajectory shapes compared to the original aggregate estimate. This indicates that there were 

likely no substantial differences (interactions) in development by sex. Thus, to increase 

power, males and females were analyzed together.  Descriptive information describing the 

characteristics of the trajectory groups are presented in Table 3.         

Relationship between local environment factors and weight trajectories 

In bivariable and multivariable analyses, none of the time-stable local environment 

factors (material and social deprivation) were associated with group membership (Table 4). 

On the other hand, overeating, having a mother that smoked during pregnancy, or was obese 

when the child was young, greatly increased the odds of following the high-stable trajectory 

relative to the ‘normal’ (medium-high, slow increasing) group.  Rapid weight gain, high 

birth weight, and having an obese mother decreased the odds of children belonging to the 

two lower trajectory groups, relative to the normal group.    

Among the time-dependent local environment factors, living in a rural area relative to an 

urban area (CMA) was associated with an increase in BMI Z-score among children in the 

high-stable group (0.274, 95%CI: 0.105 to 0.443)(Table 4). This attenuated slightly in the 

multivariable analyses.  

Living in a semi-urban area (CA) relative to an urban area (CMA) was associated with a 

decrease in BMI Z-score  of the low and medium-high groups by 0.421 (95%CI: -0.111 to -

0.730) and 0.148 (95%CI: -0.260 to -0.036)  units, respectively.  Multivariable analyses 
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slightly attenuated the association among the medium-high group, and strengthened the 

association in the low group. 

High social cohesion was not significantly associated with change in weight in any 

group.  High disorder was significantly associated with change in weight in the low group 

only.  Living in this type of environment was associated with a mean decrease of 0.171 

(95%CI: -0.330 to -0.012) in BMI Z-score relative to not living in a high disorder area. 

Multivariable analyses slightly strengthened this association.         

Of the other time-dependent explanatory variables, low SES was related to decreasing 

weight in the low-medium accelerating group only. 

Figure 2 provides an example, using parameter estimates, of how moving from an urban 

(CMA) to a rural area, or from an urban (CMA) to a semi-urban (CA) area between 6-7 

years relates to changes in BMI Z-score in each of the four groups.     

Discussion 

Four distinct trajectories of relative weight development were estimated in this cohort of 

children.  A recent review of similar studies using group-based trajectory modeling or 

growth mixture modeling  determined that four population subgroups were most common, 

with stable high and low categories, and rising and declining categories [45].  Most of the 

reviewed studies estimated trajectory groups based on a dichotomous indicator, such as 

overweight or obesity, or BMI without adjustment for age and sex.  Dichotomizing the 

outcome can create misclassification bias in its own right, and adds to the classification 

uncertainty inherent in this type of analysis.  Using BMI, without adjustment for age and 

sex, may risk missing, and therefore not accounting for, important sources of variation in 

growth.  BMI Z-scores and percentiles, resulting from standardization to a reference 
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distribution, are interchangeable [46]; however, in longitudinal population-based analyses 

BMI Z-scores have been preferred over use of percentiles [47].  

In contrast to the results here, a recent study that examined the same cohort from 5 

months to 8 years of age, uncovered three rather than four groups [48].  Approximately 5% 

of children were estimated to be in a high-rising BMI group, 41% in the moderate BMI 

group, and over half of the sample was estimated to belong to the low-stable group. This 

study, however, used both mother-reported and directly measured heights and weights.  A 

previous study on this population reported inaccuracies in mother-reported height and weight 

[49].  This, along with using BMI that was not standardized for age and sex, and analyzing a 

different time-frame (5 months – 8 years of age versus 4 – 10 years of age) may explain 

differences with the present study.     

Eleven percent of children in the present study were estimated to follow a high-stable 

weight trajectory (group 4).  This suggests that in some children, excess weight starts early, 

with certain risk factors that occur at or before 4 years of age, greatly increasing the 

likelihood of a child following this pattern of growth.  In particular, this study highlights 

obesity status of the mother and smoking during pregnancy as potential points of 

intervention.  

Among the other trajectory groups in the present study, there were no steep increases in 

weight, although all showed gradual increases in BMI Z-score over time.  Early life factors 

related to obesity, such as high birth weight, rapid weight gain during pregnancy, and obesity 

status of the mother were less likely in the low and low-medium versus the medium-high 

weight change group.  
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Other than rural living in the high-stable group, local environment factors were either 

not related to weight or in an opposite direction of what was expected. However, family SES 

was also controlled for over time, so any influence of family SES on weight that coincided 

with moving should be controlled for.  It is unclear why rural living would increase weight 

in the high-stable group and not the others. Perhaps children already at excess weight are 

more sensitive to changes in urban/rural lifestyle, and therefore exhibit weight changes more 

quickly [50].  Living in a semi-urban area (CA) was related to decreasing weight in the low 

and medium-high weight groups.  This is also unclear and might indicate influences that go 

beyond population size.  For example, the semi-urban areas considered here (CA) have 

fewer inhabitants than urban (CMA) but they have an urban core [51].  Thus, they may 

function as the best of both worlds, providing a sense of community due to their smaller size, 

but also a range of services. 

Longitudinal studies on living location and child weight status have been mixed [21,26]. 

A recent study that used growth mixture modeling to estimate relative weight change 

trajectories in a large US cohort of adolescents (12-17 years in 1997) did not find that living 

location (central metropolitan statistical area vs non-central metropolitan) predicted group 

membership [26].  The authors, however, did not account for change in this variable over 

time, used self-reported height and weight, and did not standardize BMI for age and sex.  A 

longitudinal study of young Canadians that used a single growth curve approach, found that 

urban living was inversely related to weight status at initial status only; no differences in 

trends over time were noted [21].  Again, changes in living location could not be accounted 

for in this study.  
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   Few studies in children have specifically examined the concept of disorder in relation 

to weight or obesity.  In general, these studies have uncovered positive associations; 

increasing disorder being significantly related to increasing weight and/or an increased 

likelihood of obesity [10,11,18].  This is in contrast to the results of this study where no 

positive associations were seen; only an inverse association in the low weight group.  On the 

other hand, two of these studies were cross-sectional [11,18].  The other was longitudinal 

and used a single growth curve method; although, significant results were for the cross-

sectional association only, and the study was unable to adjust for changes in disorder over 

time [10].  Additionally, all of these studies were conducted in the US. Two of these studies 

included aspects of physical and social disorder (e.g. dilapidated buildings and teens hanging 

out) [10,11] and one appeared to focus on physical disorder only [18].  The present study 

includes measures of both, although three out of the four items relate more to the social 

aspect of disorder, while only one captures the physical aspect of disorder.  Two of the three 

studies were also interviewer observed [11,18], rather than perceived by the respondent, as 

was the case in the present study.   

Neighbourhood material deprivation was not related to weight status in this study.  This 

is in contrast to fairly consistent findings from both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies 

that have shown positive relationships between area material disadvantage and childhood 

weight [9–11].  Social deprivation was also not found to relate to weight status in this study. 

No other studies, to the knowledge of the authors, have assessed this variable in relation to 

child weight status. Another study that examined area social deprivation in relation to 

overweight among adults living in Québec, did not uncover a significant association [37].  
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Social cohesion was also not related to weight status in this study. Previous studies on 

neighbourhood social cohesion that have uncovered inverse associations have been, for the 

most part, cross-sectional. A recent longitudinal study of Australian children found that 

neighbourhood parent-perceived social cohesion was inversely related to children’s BMI 

[17].  This study was similar to the present study in that social cohesion was a perceived, not 

an objective measure, and the items included in the measure of social cohesion are closely 

related to those studied here.  On the other hand, this study did not adjust for household or 

neighbourhood SES, or standardize BMI for age and sex. Another study conducted in Los 

Angeles (US) found that collective efficacy (measures both social cohesion and informal 

social control) was inversely related to excess weight (BMI, overweight, obesity) [16].  

When comparing to the null results here, it is important to note that this study could not 

separate the effects of social cohesion and informal social control.       

The results of the present study should be interpreted in light of some important 

limitations.  Due to the study design, changes in area material and social deprivation could 

not be taken into account.  Due to missing data, the final model was estimated using only 

65% of the original cohort; therefore, bias cannot be ruled out as an explanation for findings 

here.  Additionally, because the analysis did not use sample weights, the results are not 

necessarily generalizable to the Québec population. Mediation and moderation were also not 

explored.  Moderation (interaction) is important to more adequately explain complexity, as 

the relationship between the local environment and child weight might depend on other 

contextual and compositional factors.  Mediation is important to more clearly explain and 

test hypothesized causal pathways. Unfortunately, both add a large degree of modeling 

complexity; especially problematic in a longitudinal study.  Finally, differences between the 
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results seen here and those of other studies may be due to the fact that the local environment 

was not adequately captured via the variables available in the QLSCD.    

Although there were some limitations to this study, there were also numerous strengths. 

The longitudinal, population-based design, spanning a large portion of early childhood, was 

a major strength. A plethora of developmental data was available in this cohort and allowed 

us to adjust for a number of important explanatory variables.  Height and weight were 

directly measured by trained interviewers; mother-reported child anthropometric measures 

have been found to overestimate overweight and obesity, especially at younger ages [52].   

The results here show that early life factors may be most important for explaining excess 

weight among young children.  Longitudinal studies on local environment factors may not 

corroborate the findings of earlier cross-sectional studies, as may be the case here.  And 

relationships may be different at certain life periods, perhaps due to exposure time.  More 

high quality, longitudinal studies on the local environment and childhood obesity 

development are warranted; especially those that can examine changes from birth to late 

childhood/early adulthood.  Examining the mother’s local environment, in addition to 

behavioural factors, during the perinatal period may also be a fruitful area of obesity 

research.     

Disclaimer: This analysis was based on the Institut de la Statistique du Québec QLSCD master files.  
All computations were prepared by MAC. The responsibility for the use and interpretation of these 
data is solely that of the authors. The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do 
not represent the views of the Institut de la Statistique du Québec. 
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Table 1. Definitions of explanatory variables 

Variable Definition Timing of data collection  

(age of child)
a
 

Individual-level   
Male sex Yes/no  5 months 
Overeating phenotype  'Often' eats too much and/or 'sometimes' or 'often' eats too 

fast 
4 years 

Breast-fed exclusively ≥ 3 months  Yes/no 5 months 

Mother smoked during pregnancy Yes/no 5 months  
Mother’s obesity status (WHO)  BMI ≥ 30 based on self-reported height and weight 1.5 years 
High birth weight  > 4 kg vs ≤ 4 kg 5 months 

Rapid weight gain 0 -5 months Highest two quintiles of average monthly weight gain from 0 to 
5 months 

5 months 

Family/household   
Low socioeconomic status (SES) b c Lowest third of SES indicator versus middle and upper tertiles Time-dep 
Single parent family Yes/no  Time-dep 
Mother is an immigrant  Yes/no 5 months 
Local environment    
Living location b  Categorical (Urban: Census Metropolitan Area with ≥ 100,000 

inhabitants; Semi-urban: Census Agglomerations with 10,000 to 
< 100,000 inhabitants; and Rural: Rural or Small Towns with < 
10,000 inhabitants)  

Time-dep 

High social cohesion d Scale score in the bottom 50% Time-dep 
High disorder d Scale score < 3 Time-dep 
Materially deprived  Two highest factorial score quintiles (4 and 5) 5 months 
Socially deprived  Two highest factorial score quintiles (4 and 5) 5 months 
a Time-dep indicates that these variables were available at 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 years of age  and thus were treated as time-dependent explanatory variables 
in the analysis. If a variable was only measured once and occurred at or before baseline (4 y) it was treated as a ‘risk factor’ (time-stable) 
b Missing at 4 y of age for all children, value at age 3.5 y was carried forward to age 4  
c For more information on how this variable was calculated and interpreted, please see reference 32 
d Measured every other data collection cycle for all children (value at age 6 was carried forward for age 7) 
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Table 3. Characteristics of QLSCD children by weight trajectory group (Total N = 1566) 

       GROUPS      

  
1. Low,  

increasing 

2. Low-medium, 

accelerating 

3. Medium-high, 

increasing 

4. High-stable Total Missing N 

Social factors 

Male 54.6 (78) 46.9 (272) 46.9 (319) 50.3 (82) 48.0 0 
SES b       
        Low 28.5 (39) 31.2 (177) 31.0 (208) 46.9 (75) 32.5 30 
        Middle 35.8 (49) 34.3 (195) 34.3 (230) 28.8 (46) 33.9  
        High 35.8 (49) 34.5 (196) 34.7 (233) 24.4 (39) 33.7  
Single parent family b  12.1 (17) 12.9 (73) 13.0 (87) 16.2 (26) 13.2 27 
Mother is an immigrant 7.7 (11) 7.2 (42) 9.3 (63) 9.2 (15) 8.4 1 

Selected early life factors       
Child overeats 17.0 (24) 16.0 (91) 22.3 (150) 54.7 (88) 22.9 23 
Mother smoked during 
pregnancy 26.2 (37) 24.9 (144) 23.2 (157) 36.4 (59) 25.5 8 

Exclusively breast-fed ≥ 3 
months 24.5 (35) 25.0 (145) 27.4 (186) 23.9 (39) 25.9 0 
Rapid weight gain in 
infancy 31.9 (45) 34.6 (197) 41.1 (274) 46.5 (74) 38.4 31 

Local environment       
Living location b       
       Rural 25.6 (35) 25.3 (143) 19.8 (132) 26.1 (42) 23.0 34 
       Semi-urban  6.6 (9) 12.9 (73) 13.2 (88) 10.6 (17) 12.2  
       Urban  67.9 (93) 61.8 (350) 67.1 (448) 63.4 (102) 64.8  
High social cohesion b 50.4 (70) 49.7 (274) 45.8 (293) 49.4 (76) 48.1 82 
High disorder b 24.1 (34) 25.0 (141) 27.5 (184) 23.8 (38) 25.9 32 
Materially deprived  31.9 (43) 38.4 (209) 38.3 (245) 43.5 (67) 38.3 93 
Socially deprived  31.1 (42) 34.7 (189) 39.3 (251) 42.2 (65) 37.1 93 
a Values are percentages (n) 
 b Values presented are those measured at baseline (when children were approximately 4 y of age) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2.  Mean BMI and BMI Z-score by age and weight trajectory group (N = 1566)    

  GROUPS   

 
1. Low, increasing 

2. Low-medium, 

accelerating 

3. Medium-high, 

increasing 
4. High-stable 

Total 

N 

Variable Mean (SD) N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD) N  

BMI Z-score 4 y -1.90 (0.88) 118 -0.50 (0.78) 489 0.53 (0.79) 581 1.73 (0.71) 134 1322 
BMI 4 y 13.7 (0.71)  15.0 (0.84)  16.2 (1.11)  18.4 (1.85)   

BMI Z-score 6 y -1.86 (1.00) 102 -0.55 (0.72) 407 0.52 (0.60) 497 1.73 (0.55) 116 1122 
BMI 6 y 13.5 (0.84)  14.7 (0.87)  16.2 (1.06)  19.4 (2.20)   

BMI Z-score 7 y -1.67 (0.93) 133 -0.57 (0.68) 540 0.52 (0.56) 627 1.73 (0.52) 149 1449 
BMI 7 y 13.7 (0.83)  14.8 (0.88)  16.5 (1.14)  20.5 (2.86)   

BMI Z-score 8 y -1.65 (0.91) 126 -0.40 (0.64) 477 0.66 (0.54) 566 1.83 (0.39) 135 1304 
BMI 8 y 13.8 (0.87)  15.3 (0.99)  17.4 (1.40)  21.9 (2.65)   

BMI Z-score 10 y -1.15 (0.64) 116 -0.18 (0.63) 471 0.77 (0.61) 532 1.77 (0.46) 134 1253 
BMI 10 y 14.9 (0.95)  16.6 (1.41)  19.2 (2.2)  24.3 (3.3)   
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Table 4. Results of unadjusted and multivariable group-based trajectory models estimating the relationship between time-

stable explanatory variables and probability of group membership, and change in average group BMI Z-score as a function of 

time-dependent explanatory variables (QLSCD children from 4 - 10 y of age) 

 Unadjusted  Model 1 (n =1472)
 a 

 Model 2 (n = 1385) 
b
 

Time-stable explanatory variables: Odds ratios (95% CI) 
c 

Local environment 

High Material Deprivation 
   

        1. Low, increasing 0.79 (0.52, 1.21) 0.66 (0.41, 1.06) 0.64 (0.39,1.06) 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.95 (0.71, 1.26) 0.91 (0.66, 1.24) 0.92 (0.67, 1.28) 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref - - - 
        4. High-stable 1.30 (0.86, 1.96) 1.09 (0.71, 1.67) 0.91 (0.57, 1.45) 
High Social Deprivation - - - 
        1. Low, increasing 0.70 (0.46, 1.07) 0.75 (0.47, 1.18) 0.69 (0.43, 1.12) 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.78 (0.58, 1.04) 0.75 (0.55, 1.02) 0.72 (0.53, 0.99)* 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref - - - 
        4. High-stable 1.07 (0.71, 1.62) 1.03 (0.67, 1.57) 0.91 (0.57, 1.44) 
Social factors    
Male sex    
        1. Low, increasing 1.32 (0.89, 1.94) 1.30 (0.86, 1.97) 1.62 (1.04, 2.53)* 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.97 (0.74, 1.28) 1.01 (0.75, 1.36) 1.24 (0.91, 1.68) 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref - - - 
        4. High-stable 1.14 (0.77, 1.69) 1.14 (0.76, 1.73) 1.14 (0.72, 1.80) 
Mother is an immigrant    
        1. Low, increasing 0.87 (0.44, 1.73) 0.87 (0.39, 1.92) 0.53 (0.20, 1.42) 
        2. Low-med, accelerating  0.63 (0.36, 1.07) 0.82 (0.46, 1.46) 0.82 (0.45, 1.48) 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref - - - 
        4. High-stable 1.12 (0.58, 2.15) 1.04 (0.48, 2.25) 0.81 (0.31, 2.07) 
Early life factors     
Overeating phenotype    
        1. Low, increasing 0.74 (0.44, 1.23)  0.94 (0.53, 1.68) 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.63 (0.44, 0.90)*  0.76 (0.51, 1.14) 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref -  - 
        4. High-stable 5.07 (3.32, 7.75)***  5.09 (3.18, 8.15)*** 
Mother smoked during pregnancy    
        1. Low, increasing 1.44 (0.92, 2.24)  1.39 (0.83, 2.34) 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 1.16 (0.84, 1.61)  1.05 (0.73, 1.53) 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref -  - 
        4. High-stable 2.31 (1.52, 3.50)***  2.51 (1.53, 4.12)** 
Mother is obese    
        1. Low, increasing 0.18 (0.05, 0.62)**  0.26 (0.09, 0.79)* 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.41 (0.24, 0.70)**  0.28 (0.15, 0.53)*** 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref -  - 
        4. High-stable 2.25 (1.39, 3.63)**  2.45 (1.39, 4.29)** 

Breastfed exclusively (≥  3 months)    
        1. Low, increasing 0.77 (0.49, 1.22)  0.79 (0.47, 1.32) 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.82 (0.61, 1.11)  0.82 (0.58, 1.15) 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref -  - 
        4. High-stable 0.75 (0.48, 1.19)  1.12 (0.66, 1.91) 
Rapid weight gain during infancy    
        1. Low, increasing 0.70 (0.46, 1.05)  0.46 (0.29, 0.75)** 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.73 (0.55, 0.97)*  0.63 (0.45, 0.87)** 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref -  - 
        4. High-stable 1.27 (0.85, 1.88)  1.35 (0.83, 2.19) 
High birth weight (>4 kg)    
        1. Low, increasing 0.22 (0.08, 0.63)**  0.21 (0.07, 0.63)** 
        2. Low-med, accelerating 0.52 (0.33, 0.81)**  0.49 (0.29, 0.81)** 
        3. Med-high, slow increasing - Ref -  - 
        4. High-stable 1.04 (0.59, 1.86)  1.07 (0.53, 2.15) 

Time-dependent explanatory variables: Linear regression parameter (SE) 
d 

Local environment    
Living location (Rural) e    
       1. Low, increasing -0.149 (0.093) -0.187 (0.123) -0.215 (0.120) 
       2. Low-med, accelerating 0.023 (0.058) 0.026 (0.083) -0.028 (0.073) 
       3. Med-high, slow increasing 0.079 (0.060) 0.054 (0.072) -0.011 (0.059) 
       4. High-stable 0.274 (0.086)** 0.257 (0.097)** 0.208 (0.089)* 
Living location (Semi-urban) e    
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       1. Low, increasing -0.421 (0.158)** -0.453 (0.154)** -0.541 (0.161)** 
       2. Low-med, accelerating 0.0480 (0.065) 0.053 (0.067) 0.0415 (0.068) 
       3. Med-high, slow increasing -0.148 (0.057)** -0.111 (0.063) -0.134 (0.059)* 
       4. High-stable 0.034 (0.098) 0.045 (0.111) -0.008 (0.107) 
High social cohesion    
       1. Low, increasing 0.114 (0.07) 0.160 (0.076)* 0.126 (0.082) 
       2. Low-med, accelerating 0.020 (0.037) -0.015 (0.039) -0.005 (0.040) 
       3. Med-high, slow increasing -0.020 (0.033) -0.021 (0.036) -0.015 (0.036) 
       4. High-stable -0.100 (0.062) -0.064 (0.066) -0.046 (0.067) 
High disorder    
       1. Low, increasing -0.171 (0.081)* -0.175 (0.086)* -0.176 (0.088)* 
       2. Low-med, accelerating -0.073 (0.041) -0.060 (0.043) -0.071 (0.044) 
       3. Med-high, slow increasing 0.017(0.036) 0.015 (0.040) 0.025 (0.040) 
       4. High-stable 0.045 (0.07) 0.027 (0.074) 0.0108 (0.075) 
Social Factors     
Single-parent family    
       1. Low, increasing -0.046 (0.098) 0.051 (0.106) 0.009 (0.114) 
       2. Low-med, accelerating -0.028 (0.054) 0.039 (0.061) 0.017 (0.062) 
       3. Med-high, slow increasing 0.137 (0.048)** 0.133 (0.053)* 0.094 (0.055) 
       4. High-stable 0.177 (0.088)* 0.138 (0.107) 0.116 (0.100) 
Low SES     
       1. Low, increasing -0.207 (0.079)** -0.129 (0.094) -0.179 (0.093) 
       2. Low-med, accelerating -0.102 (0.045)* -0.109 (0.051)* -0.106 (0.052)* 
       3. Med-high, slow increasing 0.007 (0.039) -0.025 (0.045) -0.064 (0.043) 
       4. High-stable 0.138 (0.066)* 0.055 (0.079) -0.001 (0.079) 
a Place factors plus social factors, model includes both time-stable (risk factors) and time-dependent explanatory variables   
b Model 1, plus adjustment for early life factors; model includes both time-stable (risk factors) and time-dependent explanatory variables   
c Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals from multinomial logistic regression, reference group is the medium-high slow increasing group  
d Parameters represent the average increase/decrease in BMI Z-score per year within each trajectory group based on a polynomial link function 
e Reference group is Urban  

* P≤  0.05, **P ≤ 0.01 *** P ≤ 0.0001; CI = confidence interval; SE = standard error 
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Appendix A: Neighbourhood Social Scale Items   

Scale Response Categories 

Social cohesion 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly disagree 
about the following statement… 

 

6. If there is a problem around here, the neighbours get together to deal with it STRONGLY AGREE = 1  
AGREE = 2 
DISAGREE = 3 
STRONGLY DISAGREE = 4 
 

7. There are adults in the neighbourhood that children can look up to 

8. People around here are willing to help their neighbours 

9. You can count on adults in this neighbourhood to watch out that children are 
safe and don't get in trouble 

10. When I'm away from home, I know that my neighbours will keep their eyes 
open for possible trouble 

Disorder 

How much of a problem is the following in this neighbourhood:… 
 

5. Litter, broken glass or garbage? A BIG PROBLEM =  1 
SOMEWHAT OF A PROBLEM =2 
NO PROBLEM = 3 
 

6. Selling or using drugs? 

7. Alcoholics and excessive drinking in public? 

8. Groups of young people who cause trouble? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B: Fit statistics for the trajectory groups estimated in the QLSCD 

GROUP Frequency Actual Percent Estimated 

Percent 

Average 

Posterior 

probability 

Odds of 

correct 

classification 

1. Low-increasing 143 9.1 9.7 0.91 94.3 

2. Low-medium, accelerating 580 37 36.2 0.86 10.8 

3. Medium- high, increasing 680 43.4 43.0 0.88 9.7 

4. High-stable 163 10.4 11.1 0.90 72.0 
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Abstract 

Background: Food insecurity is a significant public health problem in North America and 
elsewhere. It is linked to country of residence as well as household socioeconomic status. 
The local environment may also play a role in food insecurity; specifically in increasing or 
decreasing the availability and/or accessibility of food. The purpose of this study was to 
determine if time-dependent measures of social cohesion, disorder, and living location were 
associated with changes in the odds of household food insecurity, while also adjusting for 
area material and social deprivation.  

Methods: Data from the Québec Longitudinal Survey of Child Development, following 
same-aged children from 4-10 y of age, were used along with generalized estimating 
equations, to determine the longitudinal association between these place factors and food 
insecurity.  

Results: Of the 2120 children originally included in the cohort, 1746 (82%) were included in 
the present analysis. The prevalence of food insecurity was 9.2% when children were 4 y of 
age (95%CI: 7.8 – 10.6%) and decreased slightly over time.  In the multivariable model, no 
variable was associated with a change in the odds of food insecurity over time.  However, on 
average over the 6 y period, three adverse local factors were positively related to food 
insecurity: high social deprivation increased the odds of food insecurity by 62% (95%CI: 
1.16 – 2.26), low social cohesion increased the odds by 45% (95%CI: 1.10 – 1.92), and high 
disorder increased the odds by 76% (95%CI: 1.37 – 2.27). This was independent of other 
factors like household socioeconomic status.  

Conclusion: These results highlight the potential role of the local social environment in 
preventing and ameliorating food insecurity. Stakeholders providing food security 
interventions at the community level should consider interactions with local social 
characteristics and perhaps changing the social environment itself. Rigorous evaluation with 
household food insecurity as the outcome should be a goal of future intervention research.              

Keywords 

Food insecurity, social capital, social cohesion, disorder, deprivation, neighbourhood, 
longitudinal study, environment, context 
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Background    

 In high income, developed countries, health problems associated with positive caloric 

balance are common.  What is less well known is that a portion of residents in these 

countries do not reap the benefits of prosperity; these people do not always get enough to eat 

because they cannot afford it.   In 2007-2008, almost one million (7.7%) Canadian 

households were food insecure [1].  This is in contrast to the US, where 14.5% of American 

households in 2010 were food insecure [2]. 

 Food insecurity exists when there is limited or uncertain access to nutritionally 

adequate and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially 

acceptable ways [3].  It is linked to lack of financial resources and is composed of several 

dimensions, including the quality and quantity of foods, anxiety about having enough to eat, 

and negative impact on social interactions [4].     

  Aside from being ethically unacceptable, the occurrence of food insecurity in 

developed countries has been linked to a number of health conditions, such as developmental 

problems in children [5,6], and depression among adults [7,8].  Other health correlates 

include obesity [9], cardiovascular disease risk factors [10], and delaying health care [11].    

 Food insecurity is strongly related to household income level [12-14], although not 

all households living in poverty are food insecure [14].  Children may be especially 

vulnerable as the prevalence of food insecurity tends to be higher in households with 

children compared to households without children [1,2].  Other individual-level 

characteristics found to relate to food insecurity after adjustment for income level include 

single-parent families headed by a female, minority-status [15], and smoking status of 

household members [16].      

Individual-level attributes, however, do not tell the whole story.  It is also well-

known that macro socio-political factors play a key role in the existence of food insecurity.  

For instance, at a global level, the degree of human development of countries is tightly 

linked to food insecurity, hunger, and undernourishment [17].  Active public policies to 

decrease poverty are seen as major ways to ensure food security for all [13,15]; thus, even 

among developed countries, the prevalence of food insecurity varies [18].  One study has 
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even found that state-level characteristics in the US, such as low average wages, high rental 

housing costs, and residential instability, were significantly related to food insecurity [19].     

 Consistent with a social-ecological theory of health that considers multiple levels of 

influence, it is less clear whether more local levels of social organization could influence the 

food security status of local residents.  Characteristics of the community food system such as 

food stores, food environments in schools and workplaces, and local policies, coupled with 

individual and collective social factors, may affect food availability and accessibility for 

households living in a particular area [20].  Understanding how these factors relate to food 

insecurity could inform approaches to sustainable food system reforms that could combat 

this public health concern.  

Of interest in this study are the local residential factors: material disadvantage, social 

capital, disorder, and living location, which capture aspects of the physical and social 

environments of places. The following paragraphs describe how these may be relevant for 

promoting or preventing individual or household food insecurity.   

Disadvantaged areas may have fewer healthy food services and resources, such as 

supermarkets or large grocery stores, compared to more affluent areas. The existence of 

these areas, often called food deserts, has been documented in the US, but is more 

controversial in other developed countries [21].  Even if disparities in food access do not 

exist, food stores available in disadvantaged areas may sell foods of lower quality [22], 

prices may be higher or lower depending on the type of food store and type of food, and 

discount shops or convenience stores selling unhealthy foods may be more accessible in 

more deprived areas [23,24].  

 In place-based research, social capital is thought of as a group-level attribute, but 

does not have a consistent definition [25].  In broad terms it identifies the richness of social 

connections, trust, shared norms, and reciprocity among residents living within an area [26]. 

High social capital may allow residents to obtain food from neighbours or other institutions 

more easily in times of need, and mobilize for collective action to address food insecurity 

issues. Additionally, neighbourhood disorder, sometimes resulting from a break-down in the 

social structure of the area, may dissuade food service establishments, and other institutional 
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supports from locating in particular areas, and fear may prevent residents from accessing 

nearby food resources [27].  High disorder may itself also negatively impact social capital.  

 The degree of development in an area, in terms of living location or urban/rural 

status, may also help to explain food insecurity.   Fewer services and resources are available 

in rural areas [23,28], and the quality of foods may vary depending on the location of stores 

[22].  Growth in supermarket size and food system innovations have enabled prices to 

decrease and quality to increase [29]. Because large tracts of land are needed, these stores 

are increasingly relocating from urban to suburban areas [29], which may impact negatively 

on food availability and access for disadvantaged urban dwellers.   

 The literature examining area disadvantage, measures of social capital, disorder or 

living location in relation to individual or household food insecurity is sparse and has been 

conducted, for the most part, in the US.  In general, these studies have relied exclusively on 

cross-sectional data, with many concentrating on low income or ethnic subgroups, making it 

difficult to compare to the rest of the population.  Among these studies, food insecurity has 

been variously measured. Examples include use of the 18-item USDA Food Security Survey 

Module (FSSM), the shorter 6-item FSSM version, different items from the Radimer/Cornell 

and Community Childhood Hunger Identification Project (CCHIP) instruments, and the US 

food insufficiency question.  

 Perhaps due to a focus on low income populations by many of these studies, few 

have examined material disadvantage specifically. None, to our knowledge, have examined 

neighbourhood disorder.  Some studies examining measures of collective efficacy or other 

measures of neighbourhood social capital have found an inverse relationship between social 

capital and food insecurity [30-33], although, others have uncovered null results [34-37]. 

Associations for living location have been more consistent, with findings pointing towards a 

protective effect of rural living [19,36,38-42].  There have been, on the other hand, studies 

that have had opposite [31] or null findings [30,43,44].  

 More robust studies are needed that account for changes in variables over time, as are 

studies adjusting for potential confounding of area disadvantage.  Associations may also be 

different in different country or community contexts (e.g. US versus other countries), and 
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state/provincial/regional or nationally representative samples may reduce biases and increase 

power to detect significant differences compared to low-income, convenience samples drawn 

from particular counties or cities/towns.   

 The purpose of this study, therefore, was to analyze data from a representative 

longitudinal study of children living in the province of Québec (Canada), in order to 

determine if social cohesion, disorder, and living location were associated with changes in 

the likelihood of food insecurity over time, while accounting for material and social 

deprivation.  Hypotheses were that low social cohesion, high disorder, and high 

material/social deprivation would each increase the likelihood of food insecurity, even after 

accounting for household socioeconomic status and other potentially important explanatory 

factors.  Even though some previous studies have found rural living to be negatively 

associated with food insecurity, it was hypothesized that rural living would be positively 

associated, given than another study conducted in Québec uncovered disparities in food 

access by location of residence, with less access for residents in rural areas [23].  

Methods 

 This study was a secondary data analysis based on the Québec Longitudinal Study of 

Child Development (QLCSD).  The QLSCD is an ongoing cohort study conducted by the 

Provincial Government of Québec to determine important factors operating early in life that 

may influence the health and development of young children born and raised in Québec [45].   

Cohort children have been participating since 1997-1998 when they were five months of 

age, and are representative of same aged children in the Québec population. 

 In the QLSCD, a stratified, three-stage random sampling strategy was used to select 

children for inclusion [45].  Strata were based on geography (regions and degree of 

remoteness) and on birthrate.  The 1997-1998 Québec Birth Registry was used as the 

sampling frame.  Sampling occurred throughout the year to minimize the effect of 

seasonality.  Twins, children with major diseases at birth, and those living on remote Native 

lands and reserves were excluded [45].   

 The original sample at the first data collection cycle contained 2223 children, 

representing a response rate of 83%; 2120 children were retained for the longitudinal portion 
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of the study [45].  Data were collected by trained interviewers every 12 months starting at 

approximately five months of age.  By age four, timing of data collection changed to 

coincide with the school year and continued to occur once a year until age eight, after which 

it occurred every other year, in order to minimize respondent burden [46].  Data were largely 

collected through computer-assisted personal interviewing in the child’s home, although 

some information, like food insecurity, was captured via mother self-completed 

questionnaire [45].  To date, 13 cycles of data are available (five months to 12 y of age). The 

present study uses data primarily from four, eight, and 10 y of age. 

 The QLSCD received ethics approval from an ethics board of the Québec Provincial 

Government [47].  Approval for the present data analysis was given by the University of 

Ottawa Research Ethics Board.   

Dependent variable – Food insecurity      

 Food insecurity was measured three times, when children were approximately four, 

eight, and 10 y of age.  It was based on three questions, adapted from the Radimer/Cornell 

hunger and food insecurity measure, which the mother answered as part of a larger self-

completed questionnaire [48].  This measure assesses economic food insecurity.  It has been 

used in other province-wide surveys and has been validated as part of a previous study 

[49,50].  

 The first two questions of the measure assess food insecurity at the household level 

and examine its qualitative and quantitative aspects (“We eat the same things several days in 

a row because we only have a few different kinds of food on hand, and don’t have enough 

money to buy more,” and “We eat less than we should because we don’t have enough money 

for food”). The third question assesses the qualitative component of food insecurity at the 

child level (“We can’t provide balanced meals for our children because we can’t afford it 

financially”).  Response options for all three questions include: “often true”, “sometimes 

true,” and “never true.”  Children were considered to be living in a food insecure household 

if the mother answered “sometimes” or “often true” to any of the three questions.  

Categorizing food insecurity based on any affirmative response (sometimes or often) is 
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consistent with previous research [51]. Responses were considered missing at any one data 

collection cycle if the mother did not answer any of the three questions.  

Explanatory variables of interest – Place factors 

 Five variables measured in the QLSCD captured aspects of place that may be related 

to food insecurity.  These are the main independent variables of interest in this study and are 

discussed in more detail below.  All original variables were previously derived by the Institut 

de la Statistique du Québec (ISQ).  Raw area information, such as postal codes, was not 

available for analyses.  

Area-level deprivation 

 Pampalon and colleagues developed an index to measure area-level deprivation, 

originally to aid in health and social services planning in Québec [52,53].  The index is 

largely based on the work of Peter Townsend.  In the QLSCD, the ISQ collected postal 

codes from participating children at five months of age (first data collection cycle) and then 

linked these to 1996 census data describing enumeration areas.  Using principal components 

analysis, six census indicators were found to contribute to two main dimensions: material 

and social deprivation.  The following paragraph describes the indicators making up each 

dimension that was derived in the first data collection cycle.    

 Using principal components analysis, material deprivation factor scores were 

calculated from the proportion of persons ≥ 15 y of age that had no high-school diploma, the 

employment/population ratio of people ≥ 15 y of age, and average income of residents ≥ 15 

y of age living in the enumeration area.  This dimension assesses the ability of area residents 

to obtain the goods and services that are a part of everyday life.  Social deprivation, on the 

other hand, assesses the strength of the family social structure within an area.  Factor scores 

were calculated from the indicators: proportion of persons ≥ 15 y of age that were separated, 

divorced or widowed, proportion of people ≥ 15 y of age that lived alone, and proportion of 

single-parent families who were living in the enumeration area.  All indicators used (except 

for single-parent family) were standardized for the age structure of the Québec population 

before being included in the principal components analysis [54]. 
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 Factor scores for each dimension were categorized into quintiles, where increasing 

quintiles indicate increasing deprivation. To facilitate interpretability in longitudinal 

analysis, both were dichotomized into low (quintiles 1-3) and high deprivation (quintiles 4-

5) as has been done elsewhere [55].  

 These variables could change over time, but in this analysis they were entered into 

models as time-invariant as they were not available in other cycles. This is due mainly 

because the Canadian census is conducted once every five years.  An update, based on the 

2001 census, linked to postal codes was not available for this study, but descriptive data 

showed that these measures remained largely unchanged from 1996-2001, and in fact, were 

becoming more homogeneous in their deprivation status [56].  Children could also have 

moved to a different enumeration area, but the deprivation indices were not derived by the 

ISQ, each time a child moved.     

Neighborhood social cohesion and disorder     

 Social cohesion and disorder were based on scales derived from the work of Barnes-

McGuire, which have been previously validated and used in the Canadian National 

Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth [47].  Both variables assess the mother’s 

perceptions of her neighborhood and were collected every other data collection cycle, 

starting at five months of age (first data collection cycle).  For the purposes of this analysis, 

only the responses at ages four, eight, and 10 y were required; meaning both were analyzed 

as time-dependent variables. 

 Five items with a Likert-type response scale form the social cohesion measure, a 

general measure of trust and support of neighbors.  The disorder scale assesses 

neighbourhood quality by asking about four types of problems, including drug use and drug-

dealing, presence of garbage and broken glass, public drinking, and groups of young people 

causing trouble.  Response categories for this scale consist of: “a problem”, “somewhat of a 

problem,” and “not a problem.” Scale scores for each were calculated by averaging the item 

scores. The social cohesion score ranges from 1 to 4 with higher scores indicating a less 

cohesive neighbourhood. Disorder ranges from 1 to 3 with lower scores indicating more 

problems.  Both scales have demonstrated adequate internal consistency with each originally 

calculated to have a Cronbach’s alpha of ≥ 0.75 [57]. 
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 In order to increase interpretability, both scales were dichotomized.  For social 

cohesion, this was based on the 50th percentile, as has been done by other studies using 

similar scales [34].  Following the methods of Curtis et al (2004), disorder was dichotomized 

into: “any problems present” versus “no problems present”[58], as its distribution was highly 

skewed.   

Living location 

 Postal codes were recorded in all data collection cycles and linked to Statistics 

Canada’s census geographical areas by the ISQ.  In this study, household locations were 

classified into one of three different types of areas: 1) Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) 

with  ≥ 100,000 inhabitants; 2) Census Agglomeration (CA) with 10,000 to < 100,000 

inhabitants; or 3) rural/small town with < 10,000 inhabitants [59].  For methodological 

reasons, a living location variable was not derived when children were four y of age.  In 

order to use this measure as a time-dependent variable, the value in the previous data 

collection cycle (at 3.5 y) was carried forward to four y, and the values at eight and 10 y 

were used in the analysis. 

Other explanatory variables 

 In order to more clearly understand the relationship between place factors and food 

insecurity, a number of potential confounders and other pertinent explanatory variables were 

identified from the literature [16,60] and were included in the multivariable model.  Time-

dependent variables measured at age four, eight, and 10 y included: socioeconomic status 

(SES - a composite measure of income, job status, and education of both parents that was 

derived by the ISQ); number of people living in the household; and single-parent family 

status.  The theory and method behind derivation of the SES composite is described 

elsewhere [61].  Time-stable variables measured at baseline (four y) included: at least one 

person in the household smokes, immigrant status, and age of the mother.  Sex of the 

respondent was not added as this was the mother in most cases (98%).   

Statistical analysis 

 SAS version 9.2 was used to conduct all analyses.  Two-tailed significance tests with 

an alpha of 0.05 were used throughout.  Initial exploratory analyses were carried out by 
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graphically displaying the distributions of all considered variables, computing measures of 

central tendency and dispersion, and checking for outliers.  Crude tests of association (chi-

squared, ANOVA) were conducted to examine unadjusted relationships between food 

insecurity and the explanatory variables at baseline, when children were four y of age. 

 Of the original sample (n =2120), approximately 46% (n = 978) had all three food 

insecurity measures, almost 18% (n = 377) had two, and 27% (n =572) had one; 9% (n = 

193) did not have any and therefore could not be included in the analysis.  A further 181 

were excluded due to the cumulative effect of missing explanatory variables.  There was no 

association between food insecurity at four, eight, and 10 y and being excluded for having 

missing explanatory data (χ2, P > 0.05).  Children with no food insecurity responses (n=193) 

were more likely to be disadvantaged (e.g. live in materially or socially deprived areas, have 

immigrant mothers, live in a household with a low SES, or a single parent) than those with at 

least one response (χ2, P ≤ 0.05). 

 To determine if changes in the place factors were associated with changes in food 

insecurity, a longitudinal logistic regression analysis was carried out using Generalized 

Estimating Equations (GEE), with robust standard errors calculated for the regression 

parameters.  Time was modeled as a categorical predictor with age four y specified as the 

reference category.  An unstructured working correlation matrix was initially specified to 

account for the correlations among repeated measures over time.  

 As a first step in model building, crude (unadjusted) associations between repeated 

measures of food insecurity and each considered explanatory variable were estimated using 

GEE models that included main effects for time, the explanatory variable (over time if time-

dependent), as well as an interaction term for the explanatory variable with time.  This was 

done to determine the explanatory variables’ unadjusted relationship with food insecurity 

over time.   

 A multivariable model was then estimated by including the main effects of time, and 

all considered explanatory variables together with their interactions with time. The model 

was reduced by removing insignificant time interaction terms via backwards elimination, 

with the level of significance set at 0.05.  For this model, four different correlation structures 
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were compared using the quasilikelihood (QIC) statistic [62] (unstructured, AR(1), toeplitz, 

and exchangeable).  Given that respondents could be included even if they were missing 

some time-dependent data, sample weights were not used.  

Results 

 A total of n=1746 children were included in the analysis (82% of the original 

sample).  Of these children, the prevalence of food insecurity was 9.2% (n= 158/1726; 

95%CI: 7.8 – 10.6%) at four y of age. This decreased to 7.6% (n = 89/1169; 95%CI: 6.2 – 

9.3%) at age eight, and to 7.1% (n = 72/1018; 95%CI: 5.6 – 8.8%) at age 109.  Of food 

insecure families with at least two response points (n = 134/1355), 57% experienced food 

insecurity once, while 43% experienced food insecurity two or three times (from age four to 

10 y). Table 1 details crude associations between food insecurity and the place factors, as 

well as with the other explanatory variables, when the child was four y of age.  All variables 

except living location, number of people living in the household, and mother’s age were 

significantly related to food insecurity at baseline.  These were still included in the adjusted 

analysis as potential confounders.     

 In the multivariable model (Table 2), comparison of different correlation structures 

did not show any differences in the QIC.  Given the large sample size and small number of 

repeated measures, the unstructured correlation matrix was preferred and all estimates 

reported are based on this correlation structure.  The odds ratios for time suggested that as 

children aged, food insecurity became less likely in the household; however these 

associations were not statistically significant.  There were no significant interactions 

between the explanatory variables and time in the crude or multivariable models.  Therefore, 

odds ratios estimate the average association between the explanatory variable and food 

insecurity, while also controlling for time and correlations between the repeated measures of 

food insecurity.  Among the place factors, social deprivation, low social cohesion, and high 

disorder significantly increased the odds of food insecurity, in the range of 45 – 76%, and 

this was independent of other explanatory factors.  Material deprivation became non-

significant when other explanatory variables were added to the model.  There continued to 
                                                           

9 Denominators differ as not all children responded in each data collection cycle, but because of the longitudinal regression method used, 
these children are still included in the analysis 
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be no significant association between living location and food insecurity in the multivariable 

model.  Effect sizes for household-level factors such as SES and single-parent family status 

were much higher than the place factors.  For instance, living in a low SES household was 

associated with an 8.5 fold increased odds of food insecurity (95% CI: 5.05 – 14.1) 

compared to living in a high SES household.  One other explanatory variable was also 

significantly related to food insecurity: number of people in the household became 

significant in multivariable analysis, although with a relatively weak odds ratio (Table 2).  

Discussion 

 The present study represents a step forward in this area of research in that it considers 

families with young children and was conducted using a more robust (longitudinal) design 

compared to previous studies.  Household SES was by far the most important predictor of 

food insecurity in this sample of Québec families; however even after controlling for 

household SES and other important variables, social deprivation, low social cohesion, and 

high disorder were related to an increase in the odds of food insecurity.   

 In our study, living in socially deprived areas significantly increased the odds of 

being food insecure.  This relationship has not been extensively studied in the literature, but 

past research in Québec has shown that the prevalence of food insecurity is higher when both 

forms of deprivation, material and social, are found together [63].  Higher social deprivation 

may indicate less intra-household social interaction occurring in particular areas.  Fewer 

immediate kinship ties may reduce the interconnectedness of informal and formal social 

networks that could provide material resources, such as food, and non-material supports such 

as information on local food programs.  

 Low neighborhood social cohesion was found to relate to increased odds of food 

insecurity.  Low cohesion may indicate less trust and reciprocity among neighbours within 

the neighbourhood, less interaction and support from neighbours, and a reduced capacity to 

mobilize for collective action to address food security-related issues.  Brisson & Altschul 

(2011) examined social cohesion in a low income population from 10 cities in the US, and 

found that it was inversely related to food insecurity, as measured by the question “In the last 

12 months…was your family ever without enough money to buy food?”[33].  This same 
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association held when individual responses were aggregated by neighbourhood.  In contrast 

to the findings here, a study of elderly people living in New York City, did not find that 

neighbourhood social cohesion was significantly related to food insecurity[35].  This sample, 

however, was demographically much different from the one analyzed in this study. 

 Other studies have examined collective efficacy or neighbourhood social capital 

more generally; some with significant findings in the hypothesized direction [30-32], while 

others have had null results [34,36,37].  Overall, mixed results may have to do with different 

population demographics, varying definitions for predictor and outcome, or reliance on the 

cross-sectional study design. 

 Neighbourhood aesthetics or quality, as measured by disorder in this study, could 

lead residents to perceive the area as unsafe, and therefore avoid accessing services outside 

of the household.  Perceptions by businesses and institutions that have the ability to invest in 

the area with respect to services and infrastructure relevant to food security may lead to 

decreased investment [27].  Thus, high disorder may also be a proxy for fewer services 

and/or weakened linkages to these services.  No studies to our knowledge have examined the 

relationship between this specific construct and food insecurity.     

 Material deprivation was not associated with food insecurity in the multivariable 

analysis.  This may be because the other place factors mediated the association between 

material deprivation and food insecurity.  Although they did not analyze food insecurity as 

an outcome, Sampson and Raudenbush (1997) determined that collective efficacy, 

comprised of social cohesion and informal social control, mediated the effect of 

neighbourhood disadvantage on violence in their study of 343 Chicago neighbourhoods [64].  

One study that used an adapted version of the 6-item USDA FSSM found that higher 

material deprivation was related to food insecurity in a clinic-based cohort of women with 

young children living in the UK [65].  Another study, conducted on a representative sample 

of Southern Australians, did not find that material deprivation was related to food insecurity 

as measured using the food depletion item of the Radimer/Cornell instrument [37].  Similar 

to our study, the Australian study included measures of neighbourhood social capital in the 

model, whereas, the UK study did not. 
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 Living location was not found to be important in this study. This is in contrast to the 

literature, which has shown a fairly consistent association between rurality and decreased 

odds of food insecurity [19,36,38-42].  These studies were based for the most part on US 

samples and used the 18- or 6-item versions of the USDA FSSM.  Differences with the 

present study may also reflect different contexts.  Many health and social programs and 

services are provided free to residents of Québec, which may prevent food insecurity 

irrespective of broad geographical location.  A network of local community service centers 

(CLSCs) covering the entire province provides many of these services [66].  Each one is 

mandated to respond to the needs of the local area, and targets all social classes [66]. This, 

therefore, may help to reduce geographical inequalities in access to food.  These findings 

demonstrate the limitations of generalizing some place-related factors between culturally, 

politically, or geographically distinct jurisdictions. 

 The results of the present study should be interpreted in light of some important 

limitations.  First, sample weights were not used in this analysis, so the proportion of 

families estimated to be food insecure is not necessarily generalizable to the entire 

population of children born in Québec in 1997-1998.  The definition of food insecurity was 

not based on the full USDA FSSM [67] and now used by Health Canada [68].  Therefore, it 

cannot estimate the prevalence of food insecurity comparable to the FSSM as it does not 

capture all dimensions, but it does provide an overview of important food insecurity 

components [50].  Additionally, the third question relating to providing balanced meals may 

be interpreted differently in non-English speaking populations [69].  However, this three 

question measure has been developed from a study of a Québec, French-speaking population 

using the entire 13-item measure, and is used in other large government surveys in Québec 

[50].  

 Another limitation of this study is that the analysis did not control for car ownership 

or investigate effect modification of car ownership with the place factors considered. The 

significant relationships seen in the present study may exist only for those households that 

do not have a car; they may be less strong or non-existent for those that do have a car [70]. 

Car ownership, on the other hand, is related to income level, where lower income households 

would be less likely to own a car.  Overall SES was controlled for in the present analysis.  
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 Although the longitudinal study design is methodologically more robust than cross-

sectional studies reported in the literature, the present study is limited by problems of 

attrition and non-response. Nonetheless, households excluded because they had no food 

insecurity responses were more likely to be disadvantaged, as measured by many different 

variables including SES, single-parent status, immigrant status, and area material and social 

deprivation. Because food insecurity is so tightly linked to disadvantage, one would expect 

that these non-responders would be more likely to be food insecure at some point than the 

average participating household in the cohort, which should then lead to similar or stronger 

relationships as those uncovered among included households.   

 Finally, data on neighborhood material and social deprivation were only available 

when children were five months of age. It is unknown if families moved to areas higher or 

lower in either of the two forms of deprivation.  However, in general, families living in 

highly deprived areas tend to move laterally, to other deprived areas, rather than move to 

more affluent areas [71].  Canadian data indicate that new movers to deprived areas tend to 

stay on average for four years before moving out, and that the longer one stays in a deprived 

neighbourhood, the less likely they are to leave [72].  Additionally, American data show that 

it is common for families to return to high poverty areas after leaving for a period of time 

[73].  

Conclusion  

From this study it is likely that improving the household SES situation would lead to 

decreased food insecurity.  But our results also suggest that addressing the immediate social 

environment in which people live may also improve their situation. More studies are needed 

to verify these results, and to delve more deeply into specific features of the physical and 

social characteristics of local environments. It is also pertinent to understand how these 

environmental factors might interact with household SES and other household factors that 

affect food utilization.  Regardless, various stakeholders (e.g. urban planners, politicians, 

dietitians, social workers, health promoters) may want to consider local social environments 

when implementing any type of food security intervention in the community.  Future 

research may show that the environment itself may be amenable to change by certain 

interventions, which could lead to improved food security and health-related outcomes.  
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Consideration for interactions with the environment and changes to the environment itself 

may lead to sustainable food system reforms and thus improve overall community food 

security.  Some examples include community capacity building and empowerment initiatives 

to build social capital, designing the built environment to encourage social interaction and 

prevent anti-social behaviour, and providing more targeted social support to isolated 

households. Planning and evaluating these interventions with individual food insecurity as 

the outcome should become a priority. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of households with children participating in the QLSCD and included in the 
analysis at age 4y (2002), by food insecurity status

 a b
  

 Food insecurity status at 4 y   

Variables 

Food secure 

90.8% (n=1568) 

Food insecure 

9.2% (n =158) 

Total % (n) Total N 

Place factors     

Materially deprived    36.3 (569) 53.2 (84) 37.8 (653) 1726 

Socially deprived 34.6 (542) 52.5 (83) 36.2 (625) 1726 

Low social cohesion 
c
 50.5 (771) 69.1 (105) 52.2 (876) 1679 

High social disorder
 c
 23.9 (374) 45.5 (71) 25.9 (445) 1719 

Living location 
c
    1710 

Rural/small town 22.1 (343) 22.6 (35) 22.1 (378)  

CA (semi-urban) 11.3 (176) 11.0 (17) 11.3 (193)  

CMA (urban) 66.6 (1036) 66.5 (103) 66.6 (1139)  

Other explanatory 

variables 
    

Number  of people in 
household (mean, SD)

 c
 

4.1 (0.96) 4.3 (1.2) 4.1 (1.0) 1726 

SES (tertiles)
 c
    1715 

Low  28.8 (449) 62.8 (98) 32.0 (547)  

Medium 34.3 (535) 28.9 (45) 33.8 (580  

High 36.9 (575) 8.3 (13) 34.3 (588)  

Single parent family 
c
 11.0 (173) 26.0 (41) 12.4 (214) 1726 

At least one person in 
household smokes  

28.9 (453) 42.4 (67) 30.1 (520) 1726 

Mother is an immigrant 8.1 (127) 17.7 (28) 9.0 (155) 1726 

Age of the mother (mean y, 

SD)
 
 

33.3 (5.0) 32.5 (6.3) 33.2 (5.2) 1726 

a All variables except living location, number of people in the household, and age of the mother were significantly associated with 
food insecurity at the 5% level 
b All variables (except where indicated in italics) are percentages (n) 
c Measured at 4 y (2002) here but used as a time-dependent variable in multivariate analysis 
QLSCD – Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development; CA – census agglomeration; CMA – census metropolitan area; SD – 
standard deviation; SES – socioeconomic status 
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Table 2: GEE multivariable logistic regression model to measure the adjusted association between place and 
food insecurity among households with children participating in the QLSCD, 2002 – 2008 (n = 1746) 

Variables included in the model Adjusted Odds Ratio 95% Confidence Limits 

Time 1 (child 4 y, 2002) Ref Ref 
Time 2 (child 8 y, 2006) 0.83 0.64 – 1.08 
Time 3 (child 10 y, 2008)  0.77 0.58 – 1.02 
Place factors   
Materially deprived  1.12 0.81 – 1.54 
Socially deprived  1.62 1.16 – 2.26 ** 
Low social cohesion 1.45  1.10 -1.92 ** 
High disorder 1.76 1.37 – 2.27*** 
Living location    
       Rural/small town 0.88 0.59 – 1.31 
       CA (semi-urban) 0.93 0.59 -1.46 
       CMA (urban)   Ref Ref 
Other explanatory variables    
Number of people in household  1.26 1.07 – 1.48** 
SES (tertiles)   
       Low 8.45 5.05 – 14.12*** 
       Medium 3.51 2.10 – 5.86*** 
       High  Ref Ref 
Single parent family  2.49 1.69 – 3.67*** 
At least one person smokes in the household  1.17 0.86 – 1.58 
Mother is an immigrant 1.37 0.82 – 2.29 
Age of the mother 1.00 0.97 – 1.03 
* P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, P ≤ 0.0001 
GEE – generalized estimating equations; QLSCD – Québec Longitudinal Study of Child Development; Ref – reference group; CA – census 
agglomeration; CMA – census metropolitan area; SES – socioeconomic status 
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Chapter 6 - Discussion 

6.1 Summary of key findings 

The overall purpose of this thesis was to investigate the relationship between specific 

place characteristics (material and social deprivation, social cohesion, disorder, and living 

location) and childhood excess weight and family food insecurity.  Chapter 5 presents the 

three analyses that address Objectives 1a, 1b, and 2 of this thesis.  Study 1a examined the 

longitudinal relationship of the five place factors with child excess weight using a mixed 

models approach.  Study 1b used the same cohort, examined the same place factors and 

outcome, but used group-based trajectory modeling to model change over time.  Results 

from both analyses did not indicate that these place factors were important influences on 

child weight status.  The final analysis,  in study 2, used the same cohort, examined the same 

place factors, but in relation to family food insecurity over time.  The results from this 

analysis suggest that social deprivation, low social cohesion, and high disorder may increase 

the likelihood of experiencing food insecurity, irrespective of household SES and other 

confounders.  Taken together, these specific place factors do not appear to play a role in 

child excess weight; however, some may be important for family food insecurity. 

The results of this thesis are important because few studies have examined the 

relationship between place and child excess weight over time, and none as far as we are 

aware, have examined the relationship between place and family food insecurity over time, 

or tried to determine if the same place characteristics could explain child excess weight and 

food insecurity using the same cohort and the same time frame.  This thesis adds to the 

knowledge base in general but also provides a Canadian context that is otherwise missing in 

the literature.           
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A lack of a strong and consistent association between the place factors and child excess 

weight challenges the hypothesis that place matters for child weight status.  Rather, the 

results here heavily support the influence of early life factors on child excess weight. 

Although not explored here, it is possible that these early life factors mediated, to a certain 

extent, the mother’s exposure to certain environments while pregnant. This may be a fruitful 

area for future research.  

The strong association of social deprivation, low social cohesion, and high disorder with 

family food insecurity strengthens the existing knowledgebase of cross-sectional studies that 

have uncovered similar associations.  A lack of association between living location and 

family food insecurity also challenges previous findings that pointed to a potential protective 

influence of rural living.     

In the following sections, the objectives are revisited, and the results are discussed in 

more detail.  Strengths and limitations of the thesis are next presented, followed by future 

research directions.  

6.2 Objectives revisited  

6.2.1 Place and weight gain - a comparison of two approaches 

Two different statistical methods were used to examine the relationship between place 

and child weight status in the QLSCD, according to Objective 1 of this thesis: “To determine 

the longitudinal association of local environmental factors (living location, social cohesion, 

disorder, and material and social deprivation) with child weight status, after consideration 

for important social and early life factors; achieved through comparison of results using two 
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different statistical methods: a) mixed models regression and b) group-based trajectory 

modeling..”  

These two methods offer two different, but complimentary ways of looking at the same 

question.  This is especially helpful given the intricacies of the population health approach 

and the overall complexity of excess weight development.  Important to note is that all 

statistical models are not perfect. They do however help to organize this complexity so that 

we can attempt to make sense of health phenomena.  Using two different ways to examine 

the same problem can therefore, lend credibility to overall results.  

In both the mixed and group-based models, social cohesion was not significantly related 

to weight status.  These results do not support the hypothesis that high social cohesion 

prevents excess weight gain.  For the mixed model, children who lived in a materially 

deprived area at an early age were estimated to have a different BMI Z-score trend than 

those who were not living in a deprived area. Children who were not deprived had a flatter u-

shaped quadratic curve (less change) versus those who lived in a deprived area (accelerating 

rate of BMI Z-score increase). The general positive association is in line with the original 

hypothesis, where it was thought that material deprivation would be related to increasing 

weight over time. However, even though the difference was significant, it was very small 

when graphically represented.  In the group-based model, material deprivation did not 

predict group membership, which runs contrary to the original hypothesis that material 

deprivation would predict membership in a high -stable or normal-increasing-to- high weight 

group.  
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 Trends for having lived in a socially deprived area at a young age versus not, and for 

living in a disordered area versus not, were significantly different in the mixed model 

analysis.  Children who had lived in a socially deprived area at a young age demonstrated 

slower growth in BMI Z-score versus those who had not, while children living in disordered 

areas were estimated to have quadratic trends with a flat n-shape compared to the flat u-

shape of children not living in disordered areas.  These differences, however, were very 

small and graphical representations suggested that they were not important.  These findings 

were in contrast to the original hypotheses where it was thought that social deprivation and 

high disorder would be positively related to weight gain. Group-based trajectory modeling 

did not find that social deprivation was significantly related to weight status.  Like material 

deprivation, it was originally thought that social deprivation would predict membership in a 

high- stable or normal-increasing-to- high weight group.  The results do not support this 

hypothesis.  High disorder was found to decrease BMI Z-score in the low group only, 

indicating that the small relationship uncovered in the mixed model was driven by and/or 

may only be important for children in the low end of the BMI Z-score distribution.  Again, 

these results do not support the original hypothesis that high disorder would be related to 

weight gain.  

Compared to urban living, semi-urban living was associated with a decrease in BMI Z-

score over time in the mixed model.  The group-based model uncovered this same 

association in the low and medium-high groups only, and also estimated a positive 

association for rural living in the high-stable group only. This general positive association of 

rural living was not captured in the mixed model.  In both models, the magnitudes of these 

associations were small.  It was originally hypothesized that semi-urban living would be 
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positively related to weight status (in relation to urban living), yet the results from both 

models do not support this hypothesis.  Results from the group-based model in the high-

stable group do support the hypothesis that rural living is positively related to weight.  But it 

is unclear why this relationship was not uncovered in the other weight groups.  One 

explanation is that children already at excess weight are more sensitive to changes in 

urban/rural lifestyle (1).   

There are few studies that have assessed the relationship between social capital and child 

weight status. The one longitudinal study on social cohesion found that neighbourhood 

parent-perceived social cohesion was inversely related to children’s BMI (2).  This study 

was similar to the present study in that social cohesion was a perceived, not an objective 

measure, and the items included in the measure of social cohesion were closely related to 

those studied here.  On the other hand, this study did not adjust for household or 

neighbourhood SES, or standardize BMI for age and sex. This could explain the discrepancy 

with the results seen here. 

Based on the literature, both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies consistently find 

that material deprivation relates positively to child excess weight (3-5).  The young age of 

cohort children analyzed in this thesis may explain differences with the literature as a whole, 

as the majority of previous studies have examined samples with ages that are older than 10 

years, or those with wide age ranges (e.g. 5-18 years). Those studies specifically examining 

younger age groups (10 and younger) are less consistent in their results (6-8).  Some studies 

that have examined a range of ages have found that effect sizes are smaller for younger 

children or inconsistent across the sexes (9;10).     
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No other studies to our knowledge have assessed social deprivation in relation to child 

weight status.  Another study that examined social deprivation in relation to overweight 

among adults living in Québec, did not uncover a significant association (11).  Few studies 

have examined disorder in relation to child weight status. These studies have tended to find 

that high disorder is positively related to child weight status (4;5;12); however definitions of 

disorder were slightly different than that used here, young children were not specifically 

examined, and two out of the three studies were cross-sectional.   

Previous longitudinal studies examining living location in relation to child weight status 

have been mixed (7;13).  Others that have used similar measures such as population size (4) 

or county sprawl (14) have uncovered null associations.  Many cross-sectional studies have 

found that as the level of rurality increases, childhood weight significantly increases (15-18); 

although others have had inconsistent, null, or opposite results (19-22).  The results here 

suggest that living location may matter for child weight status, but the influence is likely to 

be small and the nature of the relationship is currently unclear.  Further work is needed, with 

more nuanced indicators of sprawl and population sparseness.     

Both mixed and group-based models estimated a strong influence of early life factors on 

weight status, such as smoking during pregnancy, obesity status of the mother, high 

birthweight, overeating, and rapid infant weight gain.  Less consistent between the two 

models were associations for sex and SES.  Based on these two sets of analyses, it seems that 

early life factors play a relatively larger role in the development of excess weight than the 

place factors and even other individual or social factors such as SES and sex.  
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In summary, at this stage in the life-course, place factors in general do not appear to be 

important, as differences were relatively small and inconsistent between modeling strategies. 

Results from both modeling strategies do suggest a potential role of living location, although 

it is unclear at this time the exact nature of the relationship.  Even though early life factors 

were included to adjust for prior exposures, it is possible that they mediated, to a certain 

extent, the mother’s exposure to certain environments while pregnant. This may be a fruitful 

area for future research. 

6.2.2 Place and family food insecurity 

The second objective of this thesis was: “To determine the longitudinal association of 

local environmental factors (living location, social cohesion, disorder, and material and 

social deprivation) with family food insecurity, after consideration for other important 

covariates related to SES.”    

A longitudinal analysis was again conducted using the QLSCD and the same place 

factors as those examined in Objective 1 (a and b), in order to determine whether these place 

factors were also associated with change in family food insecurity status.  This analysis used 

a population-averaged approach, and GEE specifically.  Chapter 5 presents the manuscript 

that details this analysis. 

After adjusting for other important explanatory variables, significant main effects of 

social deprivation, low social cohesion, and high disorder were uncovered, with the largest 

effect size seen for high disorder.  These variables were positively related to family food 

insecurity on average when children were 4 – 10 years of age. Time was not found to be 

significantly related with family food insecurity and no interactions with time were observed 
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for any of the explanatory variables, including the place factors.  These results support the 

hypotheses that social deprivation, low social cohesion, and high disorder increase the 

likelihood of experiencing family food insecurity.  

Material deprivation and living location, on the other hand, were not significantly related 

to family food insecurity.  This is in contrast to the original hypotheses where it was thought 

that material deprivation and rural living would be positively related to family food 

insecurity.  

The results for social deprivation and social cohesion support the results of other cross-

sectional studies that have examined various measures of social capital and uncovered 

inverse associations with food insecurity (23-26).  One study that specifically examined 

social cohesion found it to be inversely associated with food insecurity in a low income 

sample (23); although another study that examined seniors, uncovered null results (27).  An 

elderly population is likely to be much different than a family with children and this may 

largely explain the discrepancy with the results of this thesis.  No studies to our knowledge 

have examined social deprivation or disorder specifically.    

Perhaps because of the nature of food insecurity, few studies have specifically examined 

material deprivation.  One study that used a similar material deprivation index to that used in 

this study found that higher material deprivation was related to food insecurity in a UK 

sample of women with children (28).  Conversely, a study conducted in Australia did not 

find that deprivation was related to food insecurity (29).  Similar to our study, the Australian 

study included measures of neighbourhood social capital in the model, whereas, the UK 
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study did not.  Thus, it is possible that the effect of material deprivation is mediated by the 

other place factors. However, this was not explored here. 

The results of this analysis challenge the results from mostly US studies that have found 

a protective effect of rural living on food insecurity (30-36).  Differences in study design, 

and the social, economic, and political context between Québec and the US may explain why 

results are discrepant.   

In summary, considering social deprivation, social cohesion and disorder, in addition to 

other important factors such as household SES, may provide a leverage point for the 

development of interventions to ameliorate family food insecurity. However, further 

observational and experimental research is warranted, in order to replicate and further clarify 

the results found here. 

6.2.3 The importance of place for different population health outcomes 

The third objective in this thesis was: “To compare and contrast the results from 

Objectives 1a, 1b, and 2.”  In other words, to determine if the studied place factors material 

and social deprivation, social cohesion, disorder and living location matter for both child 

weight status and for family food insecurity.  This section of the discussion addresses this 

objective, in light of theoretical considerations on the nature of both outcomes.  

Social deprivation, social cohesion and disorder were strongly and positively associated 

with family food insecurity.  These place factors, on the other hand, were not consistently 

associated with child weight status.  Material deprivation was not important for both 

outcomes, except for a slight positive association in the single growth curve analysis of child 

weight status.  Living location was not important in explaining family food insecurity; 
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however, it may be important in explaining child weight status.  Thus, the same place factors 

are not important for both child weight status and family food insecurity.    

 Food insecurity is an outcome that occurs without much time delay or lag. Thus, 

characteristics in the local environment such as disorder, in addition to other factors such as 

income, would not take a lot of time to exert their effect, and therefore we see those effects 

during the time frame of the study.   Obesity on the other hand, does have a time lag. 

Simplistically, it is a developmental biological process where children need to be 

consistently exposed to a positive energy balance for a certain length of time before they first 

begin to gain weight, and then more time to gain enough weight to be considered at excess 

weight for their age and sex.  Therefore, one explanation for differing results is that exposure 

time for children was not long enough for the environment to exert its obesogenic effects 

within the study timeframe.  Adolescence and adulthood may be a different story, but we 

cannot extrapolate beyond the data at hand.  The second explanation is that the place factors 

considered here are simply not all that important in explaining differences in weight status in 

early childhood (or at any stage of the life-course).    

Certainly, more evidence, particularly intervention research, is needed to determine 

whether material and social deprivation, social cohesion, disorder and living location matter 

for child weight status and family food insecurity.  The results of this thesis, nonetheless 

further our social-ecological understanding of these two related health problems.    

6.3 Strengths  

This research is timely due to the high prevalence of child excess weight and food 

insecurity among households with children in Canada.  The literature examining the 
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relationship between place and child weight status and between place and food insecurity 

generally lacks methodological rigour (e.g. use of a cross-sectional rather than the more 

robust longitudinal design, reliance on parent-reported height and weight), and a social-

ecological perspective.  For the most part, the literature derives from US samples, with 

studies on Canadian populations being far less numerous.   

This dissertation addresses these gaps by drawing heavily on a priori theory and 

comprehensive reviews of the literature.  It was based on a large cohort of Québec children 

followed from early life to pre-adolescence, with fairly high response rates over time, and 

detailed data collected that described many different faucets of child development.  This 

detail enabled consideration of variables acting at multiple levels of potential influence, and 

a more nuanced view of both public health problems.  The longitudinal regression methods 

used allowed for changes over time among many explanatory variables to be taken into 

account, the removal of bias arising from correlations between repeated outcomes, reduction 

of selection bias as children with missing time-dependent data were retained in the analysis, 

and for children and families to act as their own controls.  Finally, given that there are 

different approaches to assessing change in child weight status over time, the use of two 

different but common statistical methods allowed for the corroboration of overall results. 

6.4 Limitations  

This thesis has several important limitations that bear mentioning.  Because this was an 

analysis of secondary data, analysis of place was limited to the indicators employed in the 

survey.  Material and social deprivation were measured when children were five months of 

age only.  Both may have changed over the study period.  Particularly for social deprivation 

and family food insecurity, bias cannot be ruled out as a possible explanation for the 
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significant relationship found.  Families can move out of deprived areas, however, they 

generally move from deprived into less deprived areas, not directly into affluent areas (37). 

Thus categorizing deprivation based on the highest two population quintiles (40% of the 

population) may have accounted somewhat for this slight movement.  Québec data also 

show that over time, areas have become more homogeneous in terms of material and social 

deprivation (38), which reinforces the likelihood that families make lateral or small moves 

across area social classes.  Also, this thesis was unable to account for whether the family 

moved, in general, from one residential area to another.  Adjusting for changes in the other 

place factors, social cohesion, disorder, and living location, may help to account for moving.  

Social cohesion and disorder were based on the mother’s perceptions of her 

neighbourhood, and may be different than children’s perceptions.  This may be problematic 

for the analyses of child weight status.  On the other hand, when children are young, it is 

parents that mediate children’s access to the broader environment, so parent’s perceptions 

are likely to be the most influential.  Living in less affluent conditions may also cloud 

judgments about the environment, which is a potential limitation for the family food 

insecurity analysis.  For example, material hardship such as food insecurity may lead 

individuals to perceive that the environment is more adverse than it actually is) (39).  

Ecometric analysis, aggregating responses of individuals to the same scale that live in the 

same area, could help to assuage this bias (39).  However, few families lived in the same 

area and residential addresses were not available.  Brisson & Altschul (2011) conducted an 

individual-level and ecometric analysis of the relationship between perceived social cohesion 

and informal social control with food insecurity and other indicators of material hardship 

(23).  They found that results for food insecurity were the same regardless of whether social 
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cohesion and informal social control were measured at the individual level, or aggregated 

across individuals within the same neighbourhood.  Another study, conducted in the 

Netherlands, found that neighbourhood level variance in perceived neighbourhood 

unattractiveness and unsafety [sic] was explained, for the most part, by objective 

neighbourhood features (40).  Finally, in this thesis, social deprivation, a related measure 

that was based on census data of administrative areas and not perceptions, was found to 

relate to food insecurity in the expected direction, similar to results found for the perceived 

measures of social cohesion and disorder.  Taken together, this suggests that mothers were 

adequately able to characterize their environments.                  

Local area level variation in child weight status and family food insecurity could not be 

assessed in this thesis because residential addresses were not available for use in the dataset.  

Additionally, given the complexity of longitudinal data and modeling, an exploration of 

synergistic and antagonistic effects between place variables and between place and other 

early life and social factors was not conducted.  Variables describing the physical 

infrastructure of local environments, such as availability of food stores and public 

transportation, was also lacking in this thesis.  These may serve as mediators or moderators 

of the variables examined here. Thus, this thesis was unable to provide an overall picture of 

the social and physical environments of local residential areas in relation to child weight 

status and family food insecurity.  Finally, this thesis was unable to explore social and 

physical environments in other settings.  These other settings, such as school, daycare and 

the workplace, may contribute to the promotion or prevention of childhood obesity and 

family food insecurity.       
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6.5 Future Research Directions 

This thesis contributes to the established evidence-base and also provides a stepping 

stone for future research. The observational studies conducted as part of this thesis provided 

an exploratory means to examine two population health problems and have uncovered a 

number of recommendations and issues that will aid in future population health research on 

these topics. These recommendations are highlighted below:  

1. Consideration for both observed and perceived place characteristics in analysis. Both 

may provide different, but important pieces of information.  

2. Observed measures also need to carefully consider the boundary definition of place, as 

for example, a family living in a neighbourhood defined by administrative boundaries, 

may be exposed to some degree by the adjacent neighbourhood, since they live on the 

border. Thus, administrative boundaries may not be all that informative. 

3. Use of directly measured heights and weights of children, as parent-reported measures 

have been shown to be inaccurate and potentially can lead to biased results.  

4. In addition to child excess weight and family food insecurity, examine intermediate or 

related variables as outcomes, such as diet. 

5. Consider adjustment for early life factors in determining future associations between 

place factors and weight status.  

6. Explore the potential for early life factors to mediate a relationship between perinatal 

environmental exposures and later child excess weight.     

7. More fully characterize the physical and social environments of local areas, including 

measures of physical infrastructure such as store or park availability, layout of 

neighbourhoods, parks, etc., and measures of safety and civic engagement.   
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8. Research into how to incorporate potential influences from different settings (e.g. 

daycare, school), and synergies and antagonistic relationships between variables 

operating at the same level or between levels. Structural equation modeling may be 

ideally suited to untangling these intricacies. 

9. Development of more fine-grained indicators of living location that can be used in large 

longitudinal surveys. Examples include indicators of urban sprawl.  

10. Continued research using longitudinal data sets, and a heightened emphasis on 

conducting intervention studies (including natural experiments or quasi-experimental 

studies) embedded within a social-ecological framework.  In randomized trials, 

intention-to-treat analysis should be used.  

11. Analyses should also account for changes in all place factors and examine how moving 

out of an area may change results, in ways that are simple and easy to understand. 

6.6 Conclusion 

The results of this thesis largely challenge current thinking surrounding local 

environments and child excess weight, but support studies estimating a protective effect of 

social capital on food insecurity.  The notion that early life is an important developmental 

window for childhood excess weight is strongly supported here.  This thesis has also added 

new insights to the evidence base as, to our knowledge, this is the first time social 

deprivation and disorder have been studied in relation to food insecurity; thus the positive 

association uncovered here is of substantive interest. The theoretical and methodological 

rigour and Canadian context in this thesis strengthens the existing literature, although much 

research, particularly intervention research, is needed to further untangle the complexity.             
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Ms Dolores Campanario 
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4th February 2013  
 
Dear Megan Carter  
 
Thank you for your recent emailed enquiry. Cambridge University Press has no objection to your 
article being published as part of your forthcoming thesis, for non-commercial publication in the 
archives of Theses Canada, in print and electronic format. Please accept this email as granting non-
exclusive permission.  
 
Please ensure full copyright acknowledgement to the forthcoming journal article, if you know which 
volume and issue the paper will appear in, please include that in your acknowledgement line, which 
should be in the following format:  
 
Author, title of paper, name of journal, volume number, issue number, page references, year of 
publication © The Nutrition Society, published by Cambridge University Press, reproduced with 
permission.  
 
Yours sincerely  
 
Claire Taylor  
Senior Publishing Assistant  
Legal Services  
Cambridge University Press  
The Edinburgh Building  
Shaftesbury Road  
Cambridge CB2 8RU  
UK  

 


